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Abstract

Mobile video content today generates more than half of the mobile data traffic.
The increasing popularity of mobile video on demand services poses great challenges
to mobile operators and content providers.

Frontmost, how to reduce the mobile video traffic load, while delivering high qual-
ity video content to mobile users without perceived quality degradations for the same
(or cheaper) price?

Battery lifetime represents another key factor of a user’s Quality of Experience
(QoE). A lot of device energy is consumed by mobile network signalling and data
transmission over new generation mobile communication systems.

This thesis focuses on: (1) reducing the size of the video that is delivered to the end
user in the maximum achievable video quality, thus optimizing the wireless network
bandwidth and the user-perceived QoE, and (2) reducing the energy consumption of a
mobile device that is associated to data transfer over the radio interface, thus increasing
the device’s battery lifetime. The main contributions have been given in providing
the Over-the-Top video optimization and delivery schemes and recommendations on
tuning their parameters in order to minimize the bandwidth and energy consumption
of mobile video delivery, while maximizing the predictable user-perceived QoE.

By preventing the video to be prefetched on low data rates and tuning the data
rate threshold according to statistical properties of available data rates, we show that
20-70% of energy cost can be reduced by opportunistic prefetching, depending on
the user’s pattern of available data rates. The data rate values ordered in time that
have a large amount of serial correlation and low noise variance, or low average value
and high peak-to-mean ratio, are likely to yield the highest energy gains from content
prefetching. Moreover, we show that energy gains are the largest when the threshold
data rate is set close to an average data rate, due to the highest availability of data rates
around this value, and for longer sleep time between the prefetching periods, which
increases the probability of moving away from the areas with low data rates.

Next, we focus on QoE-aware mobile video delivery solutions that are more bandwidth-
efficient without compromising the user-perceived video quality. They deliver a video
over a varying data rate channel that is optimized for viewing on a mobile device in the
highest perceptual video quality that can be achieved in the given video and network
conditions. An optimized video consists of short segments in the minimum resolu-
tions that satisfy the target perceptual video quality and have up to 60% reduced size
compared to the video in the corresponding fixed video resolution, without perceptible
quality difference. The delivery is performed by on demand download, context-aware
prefetching, or in real time using the QoE-aware adaptive video streaming that runs
over Dynamic Adaptive video Streaming over HTTP (DASH). By limiting the maxi-
mum bitrates of the requested video segments and using the remaining throughput to
prefetch optimized video segments in advance of playout, we show that QoE-aware
adaptive video streaming maintains a more stable perceptual video quality than DASH
despite the fluctuations of the channel bandwidth, while using fewer number of bits,
which improves a user-perceived QoE.

The results of this thesis can help operators and content providers to reduce their
costs and provide more content to their users at the same (or cheaper) price.
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Sammanfattning

Video tjänster förbrukar idag mer än hälften av datatrafiken i mobila nätverk. Den
ökande populariteten för video-on-demand tjänster på mobila enheter innebär därför
stora utmaningar för mobiloperatörer och innehållsleverantörer.

För det första, så måste man minska videotjänsters förbrukning av datatrafik sam-
tidigt som den levererar video högkvalitativt innehåll till mobila användare utan upp-
levda kvalitets försämringar för samma (eller billigare) pris. För den andra, så används
man batteri vid dataöverföring vilket minskar batteriets livslängd och starkt negativt
påverkar användares upplevelse, dvs Quality of Experience (QoE), av både videotjäns-
ten samt nätverket.

Denna avhandling fokuserar därför på: (1) att minska storleken på den video som
levereras till slutanvändaren i högsta uppnåeliga videokvalitet, vilket optimerar det
trådlösa nätverkets bandbredd och användaren upplevda QoE, och (2) reduktion av
energiförbrukningen i en mobil enhet som är associerad till dataöverföring över radio-
gränssnittet, vilket ökar enheternas batterilivslängd.

Avhandlingen presenterar ett par kraftfulla metoder som minskar mobil videotrafik
och sparar energi utan att kompromissa användarens upplevda kvalitet.

Leveransen av videotjänster kan utförs genom användarstyrd nedladdning, kontext-
baserad opportunistisk datahämtning, eller i real tid med hjälp av kvalitetsstyrd video,
som t.ex. Dynamisk Adaptiv video Streaming över HTTP (DASH). Vi visar att ett kva-
litetsstyrd adaptiv video streaming har en mer stabil upplevd bildkvalitet än DASH
och använder mindre datamängd. Dessa metoder fungerar över en varierande datahas-
tighet och är optimerad för för visning på en mobil enhet i den högsta perceptuella
videokvalitet som kan uppnås under de givna video- och nätverksförhållanden. En op-
timerad video består av korta segment i de minimala resolutioner som uppfyller målet
perceptuella videokvalitet, vilket reducerar storleken i upp till 60% jämfört med video
i motsvarande fasta videoupplösning, utan märkbar skillnad i kvalitet.

Vidare, med hjälp av nätverks- och användarstatistik så kan man begränsa ineffek-
tiv datatrafik och man kan spara 20-70% av energikostnaderna genom opportunistisk
datahämtning. Vi visar att datatrafik som är har en stor mängd av seriell korrelation och
låg brusvariation, eller lågt medelvärde och högt topp-till-medelförhållandet, kommer
att ge de högsta energivinster vid opportunistisk datahämtning. Dessutom kan vi påvisa
att energivinster är störst när tröskeldatahastigheten ligger i närheten av en medelda-
tahastighetsvärde, på grund av att den högsta tillgängligheten av datahastigheter finns
kring detta värde, samt att längre vilotider ökar sannolikheten för användaren rör sig
ifrån ett område med låga datahastigheter.

Dessa resultat kan hjälpa operatörer samt videotjänstleverantörer att spara kostna-
der med bibehållen samt i visa fall ökad kvalitet, samt bidra till besparing av energi
och förbättrad miljö.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Trends in mobile networking and video delivery

The global Internet traffic is growing rapidly every year, with majority of data traffic orig-
inating from mobile and wireless networks. The number of mobile devices and users ac-
cessing mobile Internet is exploding, resulting in the mobile data traffic growth rate being
3.2 times higher than the fixed data traffic. Predictions are that by 2017 mobile Internet
traffic will reach 11.2 Exabytes per month, a 13-fold increase from 2012 [17].

This substantial increase of mobile data traffic calls for capacity expansions and thus,
new investments in the network. However, due to flat rate Internet pricing for mobile
broadband data traffic (which is different from traditional volume-based pricing for voice
traffic), telecom operators’ revenues do not scale with the increasing data volumes trans-
mitted over the network, thus experiencing the so called "revenue gap" - the growing gap
between revenues and traffic growth (illustrated in Figure 1.1). Until 2008 mobile traffic
was mainly voice dominant and average revenues per user (ARPU) were stable, which al-
lowed linear growth of network traffic followed by the infrastructure investments. Since
2009 voice revenues started to decline and by the end of 2009 mobile voice traffic was, for
the first time, overtaken by mobile data traffic in volume [18].

The main reasons for this phenomenon were: (1) introduction of 3G mobile networks
that enabled Internet access on mobile devices with transfer data rates from 384 kbps up
to 2Mbps that were suitable for downloading information from Internet as well as send-
ing and receiving large multimedia files; (2) flat rate mobile Internet subscriptions; and
(3) Over-The-Top (OTT) mobile Voice over IP (VoIP) applications (such as Viber and
Skype) that enabled users cheaper calls to national and international destinations com-
pared to traditional mobile telephony. VoIP introduced sending packetized voice traffic
over Internet, enabling a low-cost communication medium that was no longer exclusive to
operators. Consequently, 3rd party providers started offering voice services at low calling
rates1, which affected operators’ revenues.

1starting at one cent per minute

2
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Figure 1.1: Revenue gap [12]

Operators were traditionally bit pipe providers, which owned the mobile network in-
frastructure and the mobile service chain. With time wireless and mobile communication
systems enabled wireless and mobile Internet access, offering new opportunities to content
and service providers to make their services available on mobile devices. The arrival of
high-end devices (smartphones and Internet tablets) with fast mobile Internet connections
and operating systems enabled rapid development of mobile apps using advanced APIs
(such as iOS and Android), changing mobile ecosystem. Operators lost control on mo-
bile devices. App stores became online marketplaces for service developers and mobile
consumers, replacing the operators role in service distribution channel. Content and ser-
vice providers saw their opportunity in this situation by developing and offering their apps
directly to mobile users.

Since they have lost control over the most service distribution channels, operators need
to adapt their role, business models, and operations in order to succeed in the new market
and continue their growth [19]. In order to close the revenue gap they are experiencing,
they are searching for ways to reduce their costs and gain profit from mobile data services.
Having little or no experience with building OTT mobile services that can run over Inter-
net, operators can benefit from creating partnerships with service providers. OTT mobile
services drive demand for more mobile broadband subscriptions and higher data rates that
can be provided by operators in return for additional revenues.

Success of app-stores and increase in mobile app downloads caused an increased de-
mand for mobile data.2 The majority of mobile data traffic today consists of mobile video,
mainly due to popularity of video on demand and live streaming services (provided by
Netflix and YouTube).3 Additionally, busy hour traffic is increasing more rapidly than the

2Only in 2013 global mobile data traffic grew 81 percent (reached 1.5 Exabytes per month), which is nearly
18 times the amount of the global Internet traffic in 2000 [17].

3During 2013 video accounted for more than 60% of the world’s Internet traffic and predictions are that it
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average Internet traffic. With video on demand services being very bandwidth consuming
and a lot of high definition video content available online, streaming the video during peak
periods (in evening hours (from 6pm to 10pm) and on weekends) can quickly saturate the
network infrastructure.4 This results in low performance and poor availability of video on
demand service, which annoys the users.

However, not only the wireless and mobile links became congested due to the increased
data traffic. Many Web services experience congestion and bottleneck problems due to
popularity and large demands on content they provide. A single server serving many users
with data can easily become overloaded and saturated with Web content requests. Back-
bone links dimensioned for particular capacity cannot be adapted to sudden increases of
the Internet traffic. Peering points interconnecting individual networks can easily become
bottlenecks and slow down performance due to a potentially quickly growing number of
users, services, and traffic. This created performance problems for VoD providers that need
to transfer large video files simultaneously to many users, without perceived long delays,
interruptions, or frequent quality switches.

Content Distribution Networks (CDNs) were introduced to overcome the performance
difficulties of best effort Internet service to ensure QoS in delivering all types of content
(including video streaming) to users in increasing traffic situations [21]. CDNs replicate
content of third party content providers to geographically distributed servers located at the
edge of the network to which the end users are connected. Better performance and content
availability are achieved by performing measurements of the network traffic and server
load, redirecting users’ requests for content to the closest server containing the requested
content or to the location from which a user will access content with the lowest latency.

The success of CDN relies on the placement of proxy caching servers that replicate
content prior to users’ requests arrival. Origin servers push new content to the replica
servers, which locally cache this content. Such a proactive update of content is called
proactive caching, while reactive caching refers to traditional pull of content from the
origin server, caching it in response to a user request. Reactive caching takes advantage of
repeated requests for the same content by many users. However, in CDN reactive caching
is performed only in case of cache miss, if the requested content is not found in the cache.
Hence, if the caching servers are cooperative, reactive caching can be done from some
of the closer cache replicas, instead of pulling the content from the origin server, thus
resulting in shorter latency and better content availability [21].

The problem with CDN is in caching only the popular content in the servers in the
fixed network. By delivering on demand specific content that has not been cached to many
users simultaneously can quickly congest the network. The potential performance prob-
lems lie in content delivery over wireless last hop links and mobile backhaul links, due
to sharing the bandwidth among large number of users (the former) and base stations (the

will account for 73% of the total Internet traffic by 2017.
4The Netflix streaming service currently consumes more than one third (31.6%) of the peak downstream

aggregate Internet traffic in US during peak period, with the peaks made on evenings (from 6pm to 10pm) and
weekends that can saturate network infrastructure [20]. YouTube traffic also continues to grow during peak period,
accounting for 18.7% of the US peak downstream aggregate Internet traffic. The projections are that by 2017 the
busy hour traffic will be equivalent to 720 million people streaming high-definition video continuously [17].
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latter), respectively. Content caching in base stations can potentially reduce the bandwidth
problem of mobile backhaul links, however not significantly without considering the type
of content that might be relevant to individual users that are (or soon will be) in wireless
coverage of the particular base station. Therefore, the challenge for CDN providers is to
cache the user-relevant content (i.e., the content that the user is likely to watch) (close) to
the mobile user’s device in order to provide the requested content shortly after the user’s
request, without perceiving a startup delay.

Motivation

Mobile users often experience connectivity problems such as high fluctuations in available
data rates, loss of radio coverage and low signal strength, due to the limited mobile net-
work capacity that is shared among a large number of users and/or users mobility. These
connectivity problems typically result in packet loss, lack of available network bandwidth,
and propagation delays, thus degrading the video quality during video streaming by caus-
ing the distortions in video signal, stalls, and interruptions. The Conviva report from 2013
showed that 60% of video streams in 2012 have experienced one of the three following
degradations: buffering interruptions, slow video startup, or low picture quality [22]. This
investigation also showed that users are becoming impatient and intolerant about poor per-
formance of video streaming that they experience and quickly switch to another source if
the video quality they experience is not satisfactory. Failing to address these challenges
and improve the viewers’ experience, the video content providers risk to loose their sub-
scribers, which will affect their and subsequently the operators’ revenues.

One way of improving a user’s viewing experience is by reducing congestion on wire-
less links caused by data traffic load and providing higher data rates to mobile users. Con-
tent providers (such as Netflix) need to pay to operators (such as Comcast and Verizon)
for additional traffic and higher data rates in order to improve video quality delivered to
their users [23] [24]. Additionally, they are paying to CDN providers per GB of content
delivery, which cost increases with the quality of video being delivered to a user. Content
providers want to keep their customers happy and attract the new ones, but in order to re-
main profitable they need to reduce costs of video distribution. An entire business model
diagram of stakeholders in mobile video delivery is illustrated in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: A business model diagram of stakeholders in mobile video delivery
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There is a lot of available high quality video content online. However, streaming a
movie in high definition (720p) resolution can quickly consume an average mobile user’s
data plan (of several GB). Alternatively, streaming the same movie in low definition (240p)
resolution consumes 15 times less bandwidth, but leads to annoying viewing experience.
There is a large difference in file sizes of the respective video qualities, causing a wide gap
between the average bitrates and a percentage of a user’s monthly data plan required to
stream/download these videos. Mobile users can choose to download/stream more content
at a lower video quality or get less content at high quality, given the average monthly data
plan.

With the arrival of 4K ultra high definition (ultra HD) video and 8K ultra HD video
resolutions [25] with four and sixteen times more pixels than the full HD quality, respec-
tively, and with the mobile devices supporting these resolutions, the need for improving
users’ experience in viewing video on mobile phones and reducing video traffic load will
become inevitable.

In conclusion, users would like to get more content for the same (or cheaper) price and
the improved viewing experience, content providers want to reduce their video distribution
costs and gain profit from their existing and future customers base, while telco operators
want to close their revenue gap. This represents the main motivation that has been driving
this thesis work.

Survival strategies for improving the viewers’ experience and optimizing
bandwidth usage for mobile video delivery

The two most popular video on demand service providers that generate most of the video
traffic are Netflix and YouTube. The existing mobile video content delivery mechanisms,
such as Dynamic Adaptive Video Streaming over HTTP (DASH) [26], which is currently
used by Netflix and YouTube, adapt a video stream to current network conditions by ad-
justing the video bitrate to the available network bandwidth. This adaptation often results
in large oscillations of video quality due to frequent bandwidth variations, which can be
perceived as annoying to the user [27] [28] [29] [30].

The adaptive video streaming is provided to mobile users as OTT service, with the in-
telligence for rate adaptation implemented in the application layer and without any knowl-
edge about the underlying network. The adaptive video streaming adapts a video bitrate to
instantenous data rate (which is evaluated from transfering bytes of the video each second)
by downloading video segments in the highest bitrate that is lower than this data rate. Since
the data rate can vary from one second to another, this affects the resulting video quality.

Novel solutions are needed that can better utilize the existing network infrastructure
and improve the perceived performance of provided video on demand services. As an ex-
ample of how applications can use the network more effectively, P. Lungaro demonstrated
that there is an excess of mobile network capacity in times other than busy hours (e.g., dur-
ing night) and proposed the OTT services to utilize this non-utilized bandwidth in order to
prefetch the video content that the users are likely to watch, and decouple the mobile video
consumption from the video content download [31]. The proposed prefetching concept
can be seen as extension of CDN on the mobile terminals, proactively caching the user-
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relevant content before the user requests it.5 The benefit of this concept lies in accessing
the prestored video content with virtually no perceived delays or interruptions, which im-
proves the viewing experience. This mobile video prefetching paradigm has been further
investigated in this thesis, comparing its performance with the standard on demand access
to video.

QoS is the network performance-based metric defined to provide different priorities to
different applications, users, and data flows, guaranting them a certain level of performance
in terms of required bitrate, delay, jitter, packet dropping probability, and bit error rate [34].
Hovewer, research has shown that higher video bitrates do not always increase the user
experience of video quality (referred to as Quality of Experience (QoE)) [35]. If there are
many quality transitions during the streaming of video that requires a high bitrate, users
actually prefer to watch this video at a lower bitrate but with fewer transitions [27, 30, 36].
Therefore, variability of video qualities plays a more important role in user perception of
video quality than the average bitrate.

We found empirically that video clips encoded for different video qualities are not op-
timized for the user-perceived video quality. Figure 1.3 shows file sizes and the perceived
video quality of three video clips in different resolutions, after being compared using the
objective Video Quality Metrics (VQM) [37] to the same clips in the highest (720p) reso-
lution. The result of VQM, the so called VQM score, is represented on the scale from 0 to
1, with 0 being closest to the original video source. It can be observed that the VQM score
of different videos at the same resolution can vary substantially and that a particular video
can even have the same grade as another video clip in a lower or higher resolution, while
their file sizes can greatly differ 6.

This demonstrates that perceptual video quality varies through video content, despite
being encoded for the particular resolution and target bitrate, due to the nature of video
content that can change from one scene to another. By removing quality fluctations from
the video, constant perceptual video quality can be maintained through the entire video,
while reducing its size. This motivated us to investigate if by downscaling the resolution of
the video frames that exhibit a small difference in perceived video quality against the same
frames in original video source, we can optimize a video for viewing on a mobile device
and reduce its size, without compromising the perceived video quality. As a step further,
we wanted to investigate if streaming of an optimized video to the user’s device can reduce
video quality variations introduced by adaptive video streaming, when performed over the
same data rate channel, and consequently save some bandwidth.

To the best of our knowledge, user-perceived video quality has not been used to proac-
tively optimize a video and stream it to the user’s device in order to achieve more stable

5The success of this method depends on correctly classifying the content that is likely to be viewed by the
user, by anticipating the user’s future requests. Content providers, like Amazon or YouTube, already have some
knowledge about their users’ preferences, which they can use to carefully select the data for pre-fetching [32] [33].
Similarly, videos posted on Facebook by a user’s group of friends are likely to be considered as relevant to the
user.

6Note that these 10 seconds clips were cut from the movies encoded with VP8 video codec in standardized
resolutions and target bitrates according to YouTube guidelines [38], without audio, and at the frame rate of 24
frames/second. The difference in file sizes is largest between 720p and 480p, then decreases between 480p and
360p, and the lowest is between 360p and 240p.
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Figure 1.3: Perceived video quality and file sizes of video clips in different resolutions
from our experiment

QoE and reduce the required bandwidth. In comparison, the existing DASH streaming
typically maximizes the bitrate of each video segment to fit the available throughput, in
attempt to increase the perceptual video quality. However, this approach also maximizes
the cost of video delivery in terms of downloaded bits, while the resulting perceptual video
quality might be lower than expected due to fluctuations of available bandwidth. Therefore,
more bits than necessary might be spent to achieve the resulting perceptual video quality.

Keeping the perceptual video quality constant and supported by network conditions
enables the most cost-efficient use of video segments’ bitrates, while maximizing QoE.
The key to achieving this goal is to determine the optimal perceptual video quality for the
given video and network conditions, before the streaming starts. This concept has been
used in the novel QoE-aware adaptive video streaming that has been implemented and
evaluated in this thesis, comparing its performance in terms of QoE gains and bandwidth
savings to DASH streaming.

Battery lifetime is another very important factor of a user’s QoE. It represents how long
a user can use their phone. According to a user study from 2012 [39] performed in USA,
battery lifetime turned out to be a crucial factor in the overall user’s phone satisfaction.
However, it is currently the least satisfying aspect of smartphones. A lot of energy is
consumed by mobile network signalling and data transmission over new generation mobile
communication systems. Most of this data transmission comes from on demand access to
video content.

It is well known that energy consumption in mobile devices increases proportionally
with duration of data transfer over the radio interface, which in turn depends on the down-
load data rates achievable by the device. The variability of available bandwidth, inter-
mittent connectivity, and low signal strength, can potentially increase the duration of data
transfer over mobile access network, thus increasing the energy consumption. To address
this problem, we investigated the use of mobile video prefetching to prefetch a video at
times and locations with high data rates and deliver the content to the user before he/she
requests it, computing the energy cost reduction obtained from reducing the time to down-
load this content on demand.
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1.2 High Level Problem Formulation

All the previous discussions and arguments motivate the need for novel adaptive video
content delivery solutions that can close the operators’ revenue gap, reduce the delivery
costs of content providers, and improve the users’ QoE.

Context information refers to a set of measured parameters about the user, his/her
mobile device, available network connectivity and data rates. Using context information,
video characteristics, and perceptual video quality to optimize video content and deter-
mine optimal conditions for video delivery enables more adaptative and controllable man-
agement of network and video resources. Adopting the novel context- and content-aware
video content optimization and delivery methods brings the promises of better utilization
of network and video content resources that can (1) more efficiently use the available net-
work bandwidth, spreading the network load over 24 hours, (2) maximize the achievable
QoE of mobile video content delivery, while minimizing the number of bits that need to
be transferred over cellular links and being able to predict this QoE, and (3) minimize the
energy cost of mobile video content delivery.

The focus of this thesis is, therefore, to design and evaluate an end-to-end mobile
video content delivery method that can minimize the bandwidth and energy consump-
tion related to data transfer over radio interface and maximize the predictable user-
perceived QoE.

The predictability of user-perceived QoE is important to content providers to ensure
user satisfaction with the provided video streaming quality in order to prevent churn and
attract new customers. As for the type of video, this research concentrates on prerecorded
videos, extracted from popular movies that are streamed by Netflix and YouTube, which
caused the increased mobile video traffic load.

1.3 Scope of the thesis

Figure 1.4 illustrates the complete investigation space of this thesis. It is defined by three
dimensions, each associated to one of the axis: the amount of information about the video
frame quality on the horizontal axis, the time in advance of video playout on the vertical
axis, and the context-awareness on the oblique axis.

The information about the video frame quality indicates if a proposed scheme used
any, a little (low), or full (high) information about the quality of video frames, such as video
bitrate, frame resolution, and perceptual video quality. For instance, video optimization
and QoE-aware video streaming use a complete knowledge of video bitrates, resolutions,
and perceptual video quality of short duration video segments to optimize and stream these
videos. On the other hand, context-aware mobile video prefetching has no insight into the
quality of individual video frames, it uses only the total video size and the average video
bitrate.

The time in advance of video playout represents the time when the prefetching/down-
load of a video needs to start in order to be prepositioned on a user’s device before the user
requests to view this video. In context-aware mobile video prefetching prefetching SLA
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Figure 1.4: Investigation space considered in this thesis and placement of the proposed
schemes investigated in the thesis.

represents this time in hours, while in QoE-aware video streaming the download of video
segments begins on demand (i.e., upon a user’s request), followed by a video playout after
the initial delay of two seconds.

Context-awareness describes context information that is used to optimize videos for
viewing on a mobile device and determine optimal conditions for video delivery, such
as available data rates and connectivity information, along with context management ac-
tivites that are needed to discover, collect, and provide this information from the user’s
surroundings to the application that requests it. Additionally, context-aware communica-
tion refers to the processes of initiating, processing, adapting, delivering, and terminating
communication/content delivery between people based on their context and preferences. It
relies on the people’s context-dependent preferences to determine if an incoming commu-
nication event (i.e., message, call, or content delivery) is relevant to a user in the current
context, and to initiate a communication event upon a particular context update.

The available downlink data rates were obtained by periodically downloading a large
file over radio interface (2.5G, 3G, 4G) of a mobile device for several weeks during differ-
ent times of the year, recording the number of received bytes each second. The obtained
mobile user data rate trace was used to determine prefetching performances over the given
channel. Next, it was fitted to a stochastic access channel model that can synthetically
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generate data rates whose prefetching results will be comparable to the results obtained
with actual mobile user data rates. Additionally, by varying this model’s parameter values,
different network conditions and user behavior were simulated, using them to derive more
generic conclusions about prefetching performances instead of performing very expensive,
large scale mobile user data rate experiments, in per second granularity.

QoE-aware adaptive video streaming uses an average data rate of the access channel
and the information about video frames quality to predict an optimal perceptual video qual-
ity for which a video should be optimized in order to maximize QoE for the given video
and access channel. Note that by streaming an optimized video in the perceptual video
quality that matches video and bandwidth characteristics, instead of maximizing the indi-
vidual segments’ bitrates to fit the available throughput, the proposed QoE-aware adaptive
video streaming can potentially improve QoE experienced by DASH streaming and re-
duce the bandwidth required to reach this quality. QoE-aware adaptive video streaming
and DASH were run over different access channels and with multiple videos in order to
compare their streaming performances in terms of QoE and the consumed bandwidth in
different conditions.

Context-awareness encompasses all context management activities that execute in the
context middleware, starting with sensing the context, context modeling, context synthe-
sis, and ending with context distribution and quering. Context middleware together with
sensors and the application it interacts with, constitutes a context-aware system, shown in
Figure 1.5. Applications run on top of the context middleware and use context queries to
retrieve the desired context information. The middleware creates a knowledge environment
responsible for discovering new sources of context information, aggregating information
from different sensors, composing existing knowledge into new concepts, and storing con-
text information. The middleware also provides communication and dissemination of con-
text to the applications. Note that applications can themselves provide context information
and hence they can also act as a context source while consuming context information from
the knowledge environment.

Context sensing is the process of collecting context information from the device or the
environment using some automated means (i.e., via sensors). Context sources retrieve raw
context data from sensors and provide semantic markup to this data. They act like wrappers
around hardware or software sensors, delegating the events to the underlying machinery or
attaching a thread to a source code. By executing in the same device as the application
that requests the desired context, context sources provide a local device’s context. Context
sources can be detected by a middleware using their identifier and metadata describing
the type of context information they provide, the entity this context belongs to, and other
quality of context parameters such as freshness, accuracy, energy consumption, etc.

As context is often produced in different devices than where it is consumed, it needs to
be distributed to the applications that have expressed interest in receiving this information.
Such a mechanism is called context distribution, providing a remote device’s context to
these applications.

The process of using the context information that is present in the system to create a
new higher-level context, using application-specific inference rules, is called context syn-
thesis. The success of this mechanism depends on the time that the end user or an applica-
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Figure 1.5: Context middleware with sensors and an application constitutes a context-
aware system

tion must wait for the result of a context query, which can be challenging if large data sets
and rule sets are used [40].

Context modeling represents the technique used to represent and model context infor-
mation. As the context model substantially reduces the amount of context data, it can be
used to exchange context information within a context-aware system, as well as between
different systems. In the latter case, applications of one system can be notified of context
changes that were sensed by another system.

User context is considered sensitive information whose distribution needs to be con-
trolled and limited. Context privacy enables setting and enforcing privacy constraints for
distributing context information. Privacy constraints are specified in privacy policies that
provide a non-intrusive means to a user to control sharing of his/her sensitive context in-
formation with others, granting a potentially different degree of access (i.e., a particular
context scope) to each context requestor.

Context-aware communication refers to the processes of initiating, processing, adapt-
ing, delivering, and terminating message/call/content delivery between people based on
their context and preferences. A user’s context-dependent preferences can be activated
upon a particular context update, triggering a specific communication action (e.g., initiating
a call or subscription to the relevant content). Additionally, an incoming communication
event (i.e., message, call, or content delivery) can use the receiver’s context information to
select from a set of context-dependent actions an action that specifies how to process this
incoming communication event.
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Investigated scenarios

What concerns the time in advance of video playout, we investigated the possibility of
prefetching the video at times and locations of high data rates in order to reduce the du-
ration of data transfers over the radio interface. Since the energy consumption in mobile
devices increases proportionally with the duration of data transfers, prefetching video over
higher data rates has a potential to reduce the energy consumption in a mobile device com-
pared to the standard on demand download initiated at the same time.

The proposed OTT prefetching method uses a mobile device to estimate the achievable
data rates by periodic probing of the channel quality, combining this probing phase with
the transfer of the remaining content bits at the target data rates. Whenever probing reveals
low achievable data rates, the data retrieval operation is paused, in order to limit a potential
increase in the energy consumption associated with a file download. The longer this pause
time is, the more likely it is that a mobile user will move further away from the area with
low data rates and that the energy cost will decrease. However, the longer pause time
increases the time to complete content prefetching, requiring from prefetching to start even
earlier than planned from video playout.

On the other hand, the higher the data rates of the access channel, the shorter the time
in advance of video playout, and the lower the energy cost reduction from on demand
download. When a mobile device connects to Internet over WiFi (which has been a good
indicator of higher data rates at the time of writing this paper7), on demand download can
achieve nearly the same energy cost of data transfer as content prefetching and reduce the
time in advance of video playout to virtually zero seconds. However, due to the limited
availability of WiFi access points, this option is limited by the user’s duration of stay
under the access point coverage, which motivates the need for the proposed mobile video
prefetching solution and a prefetching strategy that can achieve the highest gains in the
given network conditions.

Another way of reducing energy consumption associated to mobile video delivery is
by reducing the video size, which currently cannot be done without degrading the user-
perceived video quality. To address this problem, we examined different information about
video frames quality to find out if any of these parameters can be used to optimize a video
for viewing on a mobile device, in order to reduce its size without perceptual quality degra-
dation. As a result of this investigation, we came up with the concept of reducing the video
size by downscaling the resolution of video frames that exhibit a low perceptual video qual-
ity difference from the corresponding frames in the maximum supported device resolution.
By increasing the allowed perceptual video quality difference between such an optimized
and the reference video, a larger video size reduction can be achieved.

The described optimization technique can be used not only to reduce energy consump-
tion, but also to (1) save the bandwidth by transmitting an optimized video to a user’s

7WiFi spectrum is becoming crowded due to an increase of wireless devices and neighboring routers that use
the same frequency to transmit, thus creating interference and affecting the quality and range of wireless signal.
The newly deployed 4G/LTE networks have shown to provide much faster speeds than WiFi in the third quarter
2015 [41], while the UK operator reported an increase of 4G customers who have either reduced or eliminated
entirely their usage of public WiFi hotspots [42].
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mobile device, (2) reduce the storage space by storing optimized videos on a user’s de-
vice, and (3) improve QoE of adaptive video streaming on mobile devices by streaming an
optimized video in the highest perceptual video quality that can be supported by network
conditions and using the remaining throughput to prefetch the optimized video stream bits
in advance of video playout.

The optimal perceptual video quality is typically experimentally found, by streaming
videos that are optimized for different target qualities over an emulated channel and select-
ing the one that results in the highest perceptual video quality. Hence, we created a method
that can predict this optimal target quality and optimize the video before the streaming
starts, using the limited information that can be made available on the user’s device: video
bitrates of short video segments that are optimized for different perceptual video qualities
and average data rate of the channel8. This prediction is based on prefetching an opti-
mized video stream’s bits each second in advance of video playout (in order to account for
future bad channel conditions), using the difference between the average data rate and the
latest downloaded optimized segment’s bitrate, and selecting the highest video quality for
which this number of buffered bits is positive for at least 90% of the streaming duration.
10% of margins are defined based on experimental results due to using average instead of
actual data rates.

What concerns the context-awareness, context-aware mobile video prefetching uses
context information (i.e., any information about the state of resources in the device, net-
work, or user mobility) to decide when to initiate and when to stop content prefetching.
In this thesis downlink data rates were used to schedule content prefetching, initiating the
prefetching when a downlink data rate reaches or exceeds the target prefetching data rate,
or otherwise pausing the prefetching until the pause time expires or data rate increases.

For building a stochastic access channel model and simulating different network band-
width and user behavior ten actual mobile user data rate traces were used, recorded in per
second granularity. They were fitted to an autoregressive model of order 1 [43] with the
following model parameters: process mean, process variance, and noise variance, repre-
senting the amount of correlation between subsequent data rates, the data rate range, and
the noise variation, respectively. By varying values of these parameters, synthetic data
rates were generated simulating different network conditions and user behavior (such as
following or deviating from the user’s daily routine, staying longer or shorter time peri-
ods under higher and lower data rates, etc.), using them as (contextual) input to obtain
conclusions about mobile video prefetching performances.

Different downlink data rates were used to compare QoE performances and bandwidth
requirements of QoE-aware adaptive video streaming against the DASH streaming. The
goal of this comparison was to investigate if streaming of an optimized video in different
perceptual video qualities can (1) reduce (amplitude of) video quality variations experi-
enced by DASH streaming and achieve more stable QoE despite the fluctuations of the

8The average data rate of the access channel can in practice be obtained in several different ways before the
streaming starts: (1) from the mobile network operator by committing to support this service, (2) by crowdsourc-
ing of data rates if multiple users on the same location are using this service, or (3) if a user is viewing longer
video on YouTube, using the data rates computed from previous seconds to predict the average data rate for the
next video playback seconds.
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bandwidth of the channel and (2) consume fewer bits compared to DASH to deliver the
same or more superior QoE to the end user.

An example of context-aware communication, the context-based call processing, was
implemented to enhance the power of existing VoIP call control services using context
information, offering users the possibility to decide whether to accept an incoming call
based on their current context. We investigated how easy it is to add context parameters to
the decision making of the existing call control services and how complex decision-based
criteria can be built using the proposed solution. The context parameters that were used for
context-based call processing are: context owner, location, task, and activity.

Concerning context distribution, we performed the following investigations:

• investigating what is more energy efficient: to let each device discover context by
itself or to distribute (once discovered) context information in advance to all other
devices within a local area, such that every device has the same context information?
In this investigation context discovery and distribution methods were implemented
using Bluetooth and WLAN, since both technologies enable ad hoc discovery and
networking, and are available on nearly all electronic mobile devices. This investi-
gation was performed by collecting and comparing battery power consumption mea-
surements performed during context discovery and distribution on handheld devices;

• answering if the aggregation of context updates from multiple sensors pays off in
terms of time that is needed by an application to receive context updates, after sub-
scribing to a list of resources providing the same context type vs. subscribing to
each sensor individually? Aggregation of context is thought to be important as it
reduces the network traffic between entities involved in context distribution. How-
ever, it also introduces an additional delay of waiting for context updates from in-
dividual sensors and their aggregation. Therefore, it was important to investigate
if there is a threshold in the number of sensors in order for aggregation to pay off,
while considering the length of context data carried in the body of each individual
notification. This evaluation compared the context distribution delay of a resource
list-based subscription/notification mechanism, containing Uniform Resource Iden-
tifiers (URIs) of multiple context sources, with the time that would be needed by a
standard subscription/notification mechanism (implemented using Session Initiation
Protocol (SIP) for Instant Messaging and Presence (SIMPLE)) to deliver individual
context updates from each of the context sources.

Regarding context privacy, we investigated the use of the user’s social relations in
creating user specific policies for granting access to their context information. This enables
a user to specify different levels of access to his/her context information based on the
relation he/she has with the other user that requests it (e.g., whether this other user is a
family member, a friend, a colleague, or unknown).

A user’s social relationship with a context requestor has been identified in several stud-
ies [44] [45] as one of the most important factors influencing the people’s willingness to
disclose their context information. However, it has not previously been used to define
a user’s privacy preferences. Hence, the ability to define privacy preferences based on
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a user’s social relationships with potential requestors can reduce the number of privacy
rules that need to be specified by a user, since potentially a large number of requesters can
be represented by a social relation. Consequently, fewer rules need to be evaluated by a
privacy mechanism.

Using the user’s situation to determine whether a privacy rule should be applied or not
and updating a set of valid privacy rules upon a situation change, potentially also enables
fewer rules to be evaluated when a context request arrives. By defining a user’s situa-
tion as a logical combination of context values, it is assumed that a user’s situation will
change at least an order of magnitude less frequently than each of its context parameters.
Consequently, privacy rules will be updated less frequently as well.

The effectiveness of the proposed privacy policy design was investigated in terms of
the number of rules that need to be evaluated by the privacy mechanism upon arrival of a
context query.

As part of the same work, user social relationships were inferred from the user’s daily
communication with other people that was captured on a mobile device by logging the
data about sent and received SMS & MMS messages, call logs, and e-mails into a file. The
social context inference was based on rule-based data mining, Bayesian network inference,
and user feedback to compute the probabilities of another user being in a specific social
relationship with a given user. The inferred social relationships were stored in Friend-
Of-A-Friend ontology [46] extended with social relationship terms (i.e., family, friend,
colleague, or unknown).

The context synthesis uses application domain-specific functions over the context data,
called context operators, to generate new type of context needed by application(s) that has
not previously existed in the system. The output of the operation performed by a context
operator, synthesized context, is sent back to the application as a result of a context query.
The applications do not need to be concerned with how this synthesis is implemented.
However, some applications may want to implement their own synthesis functions. There-
fore, operators have a generic description described in an ontology and one or more im-
plementations of the function they provide. The operator’s description specifies the name
of this operator, the list of inputs required for the synthesis function, the returned output
type, and the list of other operators used in performing the operator’s function; while the
operator’s implementation performs an action that is specified in the operator’s ontology.
The context synthesis process determines which operator to invoke at runtime using a rea-
soning process, which takes into account the required output type and the supplied input
types in the context query. The operator matching algorithm returns the implementation
of an operator with either exactly the same description as specified by the query or a more
generic one.

We investigated the use of context operators in the sports domain for experiencing a
live cyclocross race event on a mobile phone, getting the information about the position
of riders, gaps and groups of riders on the track, leading rider at a given moment, and
expected time for a rider to pass a particular position on the track. Since the success of
this context synthesis mechanism mainly depends on the reponse time that the end user or
the application must wait for the reponse to a context query, we evaluated the performance
of context synthesis by analyzing and measuring the tasks that are needed to answer the
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context query on a mobile device.
The remaining context management activities, context sensing and context modeling

techniques, were adopted from related works of other partners that were involved in the
same research project [47].

1.4 Thesis contributions

This thesis is compilation of ten conference papers and one journal paper, each one in-
cluded in Part II. The thesis consists of six main chapters, five of which elaborate the
results of the investigated scenarios in more details. Chapter 2 explains the main concepts
of these investigations that are needed for better understanding of the service models and
performance results.

Chapter 3: Context-aware mobile video prefetching

In context-aware mobile video prefetching scenario, we propose a family of opportunistic
mobile video prefetching schemes that exploit times and locations with high data rates to
deliver the video content over cellular network to the user’s mobile device before the user
requests it, allowing a playback of the prestored content from the terminal with virtually no
perceived interruptions or delays. We evaluate the potential energy cost reduction that can
be achieved for a mobile device by mobile video prefetching using the proposed schemes
in a cellular network, compared to standard on demand access to video content.

OTT prefetching is envisaged to run on the mobile devices, without any prior knowl-
edge of connectivity or data rates. It is based on periodically probing the channel quality
to estimate the achievable data rates and continuing the prefetching of content bits as long
as the estimated data rates are equal to or above the set data rate threshold. Otherwise, it
goes into the sleep mode for a predefined number of seconds, stopping the prefetching of
the content until this time expires, after which the prefetching period is restarted.

The second prefetching scheme, the so called Operator-like prefetching, represents
an ideal view that is closest to a mobile operator, having a detailed a priori knowledge of
the users’ connectivity and data rates. In contrast to prefetching, on demand download
downloads the content independently of the data rates performance.

By collecting several mobile users data rate traces with monitoring software installed
in mobile terminals and performing prefetching simulations on this experimental data, we
evaluate the prefetching performances of the proposed methods in terms of the maximum
energy cost reduction that can be obtained by downloading the content at higher data rates
over the radio interface than when downloading the same content on demand.

Since OTT prefetching periodically estimates the achievable data rates by probing the
channel quality, which can potentially be done on low data rates and thus extend the down-
load duration (while this is not the case with Operator-like prefetching), we address the
following subproblem:

1.A How effective in terms of energy cost reduction is OTT prefetching when compared to
Operator-like prefetching?
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The proposed OTT prefetching scheme does not have any knowledge of the underly-
ing access network, thus it cannot provide any guarantees that we will hit high data
rates while periodically prefetching bits. However, it can prevent prefetching of con-
tent bits to continue after the channel probing if it encounters low data rates, by going
into sleep mode for several seconds. By sleeping longer before continuing another
prefetching round is likely to increase the opportunities for prefetching, since it is
more likely that the user will move away from the areas with low data rates. However,
if sleeping periods are too long, some opportunities for prefetching at high data rates
can be missed, causing the content to be prefetched mostly during the probing times
and resulting in a reduced goodput. In order to evaluate effectiveness of the OTT
prefetching scheme with respect to available data rates, it needs to be determined if
this scheme is better than the random access strategy in terms of the percentage of the
prefetching time that the data rates are suitable for prefetching. This brings us to the
following question:

1.B How does the success rate of OTT prefetching compare to the success rate of random
access strategy?

Prefetching performances are evaluated on several mobile users data traces that were
collected in downtown Stockholm during different times of the year. Note that obtain-
ing a mobile user data rate traces on a large scale in per second granularity was eco-
nomically very costly. Therefore, in order to generalize conclusions about prefetch-
ing performances and to simulate various network conditions and user behavior, a
stochastic access channel model needed to be built and validated using the collected
user data traces. By changing the model parameters, the energy consumption reduc-
tion of prefetching in different channel settings can be determined, identifying regions
in which prefetching is likely to deliver the largest energy gains. In this context, our
key question is:

1.C Under which channel conditions are energy gains likely to be the largest?

As it was described earlier, the prefetching needs to complete before the video can be
offered to the user for download/viewing, thus implying that a user needs to wait some
time for content to become available. Additionally, the maximum energy gains of
prefetching can be obtained in specific network conditions and areas of high data rates
to which a user does not often have access. Therefore, it is important to investigate
the following:

1.D How long does a user need to wait for content prefetching to complete in order to
achieve the maximum energy gains?

The maximum energy cost reduction that can be achieved by prefetching greatly de-
pends on the individual user’s mobility pattern and achievable data rates. It is impor-
tant to provide recommendations to mobile users about which prefetching parameters
to use, in order to maximize their energy cost reduction or reduce the time to complete
content prefetching. This flexibility of estimating the prefetching parameters in order
to satify user preferences enables a content provider to define a new type of Service
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Level Agreement (SLA) that can ensure an upper bound on content delivery delay to
users, while allowing users to optimize their energy budget required to complete mo-
bile video content download. The prefetching scheme should be implemented in the
mobile terminal, by periodically probing the data rates and estimating the prefetching
parameters according to user preferences and network conditions, before starting a
new prefetching round. The question that arises from this discussion is:

1.E Can we devise a prefetching strategy based on statistical properties of mobile data
rates, in order to maximize energy cost reduction of a mobile device related to data
transfer over the radio interface?

Contributions

The subproblems 1.A-1.E have been investigated in the following two conference papers
that are described in chapter 3:

• Paper CP1, [1]: A. Devlic, P. Lungaro, P. Kamaraju, Z. Segall, and K. Tollmar,
Energy consumption reduction via context-aware mobile video pre-fetching, in Pro-
ceedings of IEEE International Symposium on Multimedia (ISM), 2012.

• Paper CP2, [2]: A. Devlic, P. Lungaro, Z. Segall, and K. Tollmar, Evaluation of en-
ergy profiles for mobile video prefetching in generalized stochastic access channels,
in Proceedings of 10th International Conference on Mobile and Ubiquitous Systems:
Computing, Networking and Services (MobiQuitous), 2013.

The first paper answers the question 1.A, by simulating the content prefetching schemes
and on demand content delivery over the same data rates extracted from the mobile users’
traces, in order to ensure an accurate comparison. Paper CP1 also answers the question
1.B, by defining and comparing the success rates of OTT prefetching and random access
scheme. The former is defined as the ratio of the number of seconds that the prefetching
is performed over the data rates that are equal to or higher than the target prefetching
data rate and the total time that a device spent prefetching the content, while the latter
is computed as the number of seconds the data rates are equal to or above the threshold
during the prefetching period, divided by its duration. The question 1.D is answered in
both papers CP1 and CP2, by defining a prefetching SLA as the time from the start till an
end of content prefetching, which is initiated by the data rate treshold and that needs to
be completed before the content is offered to a user for viewing. The value of prefetching
SLA that is associated to the maximum cost reduction was extracted from the prefetching
scenario that produced the largest energy cost reduction.

The remaining questions (1.C and 1.E) are answered by the second paper CP2, obtain-
ing the prefetching performances on the synthetic data rates generated by the stochastic
access channel model and identifying the regions where prefetching is likely to deliver the
largest energy reduction gains. The question 1.C is answered by comparing the maximum
energy cost reduction of each region that is characterized with different channel model
properties, such as correlation coefficient, average value, and amount of noise variance,
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and identifying those properties that yield the largest energy savings. To answer the ques-
tion 1.E, a peak-to-mean and average data rate properties were computed on the target
prefetching data rates that yielded the maximum energy cost reduction, fitting them to the
same plane and deriving the prefetching strategy that can be deployed on a mobile de-
vice in order to provide the highest achievable energy cost reduction by the proposed OTT
prefetching scheme.

The original ideas of prefetching schemes were developed jointly with the second au-
thor and discussed with the remaining authors. The actual problem formulations were pro-
posed by prof. Segall, while the first author derived the stochastic access channel model,
developed the actual schemes, performed the simulations, and took a leading role in writ-
ing both papers. Another coauthor P. Kamaraju helped in obtaining the mobile users data
rate traces using the ActiveCast testbed that has previously been developed in the Mobile
Service Lab [31].

Chapter 4: Human- and content-aware video optimization

In previous sections we elaborated that videos encoded in the existing video qualities (i.e.,
standardized resolutions) and the existing video content delivery mechanisms are not op-
timized for the perceptual video quality - they use more bits than it is required to achieve
the resulting video quality.

There is currently a large bandwidth gap between different video qualities, as illustrated
in Figure 1.6 on the example of the "Skyfall" movie. Observe that between the 720p and
480p qualities of this movie there is 2.5 GB data plan cost difference and 2.43 Mbit/s bitrate
difference. Note that for this difference in data plan, users can view 50% more movies in
480p quality.

Figure 1.6: Bandwidth gap and bitrate difference for the "Skyfall" movie encoded in dif-
ferent resolutions
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By removing quality oscillations from the encoded video content, we can potentially
reduce its size without perceptual quality degradations. Moreover, delivering the video in
the resolution that is higher than the mobile device supports does not increase the percep-
tual video quality further than of the maximum supported resolution, while it increases the
cost of transmitting and storing these extra bits. Thus, if the video is played on the full
screen, a device display size and its pixel density play an important role in determining the
minimum resolution that can provide the desired perceptual video quality.

This motivated us to investigate if by selecting short video segments from the video
encoded in the maximum device supported and downscaled resolutions according to de-
sired perceptual video quality, we can optimize a video for mobile delivery and reduce
the required bandwidth to deliver this video to the end user, without compromising his/her
perceived QoE.

Instead of delivering a video in standardized resolutions and bitrates, where all frames
are of the same quality (e.g., 720p, 480p, 360p, 240p), a video can be composed of frames
selected from different resolutions and bitrates having the constant perceptual video qual-
ity that can be represented using the 5-point Mean Opinion Score (MOS) scale [13] (with
1 being the lowest and 5 the highest perceived video quality). Such an optimized video
would have a reduced size compared to the reference video (encoded in one of the existing
resolutions), and a slightly lower perceptual video quality that cannot typically be per-
ceived by the human visual system. The perceptual video quality can be evaluated without
the use of the reference video (referred to as absolute video quality) or comparing it to the
reference video source (i.e., the relative video quality) using the MOS scale, as shown in
Figure 1.7 to the left and to the right, respectively. In the remainder of this thesis when
talking about perceptual video quality we will refer to the relative perceptual video quality.

Figure 1.7: MOS - 5 grade scale [13]

Providing more operational points between the existing video qualities that are tailored
to user perception and with more gradual differences in file sizes (as shown in Figure
1.8) can potentially enable video content providers and mobile network operators to better
plan their service offerings and achieve significant bandwidth savings and cost reductions,
without degrading their consumers’ perceived QoE. Observe from Figure 1.6 and Figure
1.8 that MOS increases when moving from lower to higher video qualities that are also
having larger file sizes due to containing more information about each video frame.
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Figure 1.8: An example set of operational points (in blue color) tailored to user perception
for a video clip encoded in the existing video qualities (in red color in 240p, 360p, 480p,
and 720p quality from left to the right), with the associated MOS grades and file sizes

A key question to answer from this discussion is the following:

2.A Can we control QoE for video quality as perceived by users in a programmatic manner
and achieve bandwidth savings for videos optimized for specific MOS grade?

The goal of video optimization is to optimize the video for viewing on the mobile
device of the specific screen size and for the particular perceptual video quality. The
perceptual video quality is represented by a difference in perceptual video quality
between the source video (encoded in the maximum supported device resolution) and
the impaired video (the same video but optimized for the particular perceptual video
quality), when shown on the device’s full screen. It can be obtained by subjective
video quality assessment tests, showing the pair of test video sequences to a large
panel of users that rate the perceptual video quality difference, and recording and
averaging their opinions into MOS grade. Alternatively, an objective video quality
metric, such as VQM, can be used to estimate this quality difference using a computer
program that compares frame-by-frame the source and the optimized video, producing
the VQM score as the result.

The desired perceptual video quality is represented by a human-understandable MOS
grade. By correlating MOS grades and VQM scores obtained on the same videos
into the VQM-to-MOS mapping, we can derive from the desired MOS quality the
maximum VQM score that individual video segments can achieve in order to be se-
lected for the optimized video for the desired target video quality. By ensuring that
the VQM score of each selected video segment does not exceed the VQM threshold,
video optimization method guarantees that the perceptual video quality of the opti-
mized video will not be lower than requested. However, due to the minimum quality
threshold-based scheme, the resulting perceived video quality of the optimized video
will in most cases be higher than the desired quality, having a potentially larger file
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size than expected. The challenge is to come as close as possible to the desired VQM
score, by tuning the VQM threshold in several iterations of video optimization. In
order to verify the video quality prediction capabilities of the optimization method,
the important questions that need to be answered are:

2.B Can the video optimization method achieve the desired perceived video quality in
finite number of steps? Are all the operational points for desired qualities achievable
with the optimization method and can their file sizes be computed analytically? What
is the prediction error of the optimized video clips, after evaluating their perceptual
video quality with subjective tests?

Video clips that can be used as input to VQM measurements are 4-15 seconds long.
Therefore, the proposed linear interpolation method estimates the size of 15 second
long video segments that are optimized for the particular MOS grade, comparing them
to the size of these videos in the reference resolution and computing the achievable
bandwidth savings.

The video optimization method (which is described in more detail in chapter 4) re-
quires modification of video processing and storage, i.e., videos need to be encoded
and cut on 6 frames bases at the frame rate of 24 fps and resized to the screen size
resolution, before merging the chunks and storing the optimized video stream into
the file (of 15 seconds duration). If one would like to avoid this extra effort of video
processing, especially during optimization of long videos such as movies, one could
consider selecting each video clip’s resolution based on VQM scores of the entire clip
in different resolutions (which is 15 seconds long), then merge these clips into the
movie stream. We refer to the former way of optimizing a video on 6 frame bases
as micro optimization, and to the latter that is based on 15 seconds bases as macro
optimization. This discussion raises the following questions:

2.C Can we estimate the achievable bandwidth savings for the entire movie that is op-
timized for desired MOS grade? How much bandwidth savings can be obtained by
macro optimization of the movie and what additional savings (on top of the macro
optimization savings) can be achieved by micro optimization?

The proposed video optimization optimizes video using the subjective video quality
results obtained from a large user population that participated in the test, delivering
the average user’s quality. However, some users might be more sensitive to the video
quality than the others. This intrigued the following questions:

2.D Are there any advantages (in terms of perceived video quality) from tailoring the video
optimization to the individual user’s perception over the population-based video qual-
ity optimization? How does this personalization affect the division of available net-
work resources and bandwidth savings?

Contributions

The investigation concerning the video optimization method, corresponding to subprob-
lems 2.A-2.E, has been presented in VO1 paper that is described in chapter 4:
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• Paper VO1, [3]: A. Devlic, P. Kamaraju, P. Lungaro, Z. Segall, and K. Tollmar,
QoE-aware optimization for video delivery and storage, in Proceedings of IEEE
International Symposium on a World of Wireless Mobile and Multimedia Networks
(WoWMoM), 2015.

The paper VO1 answers all questions (2.A-2.E) by defining video optimization method,
optimizing video clips for different perceptual video qualities, performing subjective video
quality assessment tests with the statistically significant number of users and video sam-
ples, and correlating the obtained results with the objective Video Quality Metrics (VQM)
measurements in order to derive the mapping of subjective and objective perceptual video
quality that can be used to control the optimized video quality in a programmatic manner.
This mapping has been obtained for large population and an individual user’s perception,
using it for video optimization to deliver average and personalized perceptual video quality.
For estimating bandwidth savings of longer videos, such as movies, a linear interpolation
method was developed that estimates the file size of each 15 second long video segment of
a movie given its VQM score and upon completion divides the optimized movie size with
the size of this movie in the reference video quality.

The original ideas for video optimization concept have been jointly developed by first
three authors, while this course of research has been proposed by prof. Segall. The first
author proposed using VQM scores of short video segments to optimize video content and
created the linear interpolation method. The organization and methodology of subjective
user quality tests were discussed with prof. Segall and associate prof. Tollmar. The sub-
jective video quality tests, video encodings, and optimizations were jointly performed with
the second author. The first author also developed all simulations, obtained and analyzed
the performance evaluation results in discussion with the second and third author, and took
a leading role in writing of this paper.

Chapter 5: QoE-aware adaptive video streaming

Video optimization can be seen as preprocessing of video content that usually occurs before
a video is transmitted to the user’s device. However, it assumes that optimized video files
are (progressively) downloaded to the user’s device. Depending on the bandwidth that is
available to the user’s device, if it is lower than the encoded video bitrate, it might take
a while until enough of the video is downloaded for it to start playing. Therefore, such a
video delivery does not allow real time video viewing, unlike the video streaming.

Video streaming manages video delivery and playback through video requests, where
video is played as it is streamed to the device, without actually being stored at the user’s
device. However, streaming the video that is preprocessed in advance might cause inter-
ruptions in playback, if the bandwidth cannot support the bitrate of a video segment that
is being downloaded. To avoid playback interruptions and enable smooth playout, DASH
downloads video segments in the highest quality that is lower than the achievable data
rate. Hence, for this to work, video needs to be available in multiple bitrates to which the
streaming can switch in case of experiencing the lower bandwidth.
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The research studies have shown that deteriorations of video quality experienced during
DASH streaming over a varying mobile network channel can degrade the viewers’ QoE
[27]. The reason for this phenomenon is that DASH tends to maximize the bitrate of
downloaded video segments to fit the available network bandwidth, which can result in
variations of video quality that might degrade a user-perceived QoE. Note that if there
are many transitions in quality during streaming of video that requires high bitrates, users
actually prefer to watch this video at a lower bitrate, with fewer or no quality transitions
[27, 30, 36]. Additionally, previous studies have shown that users are more sensitive to
quality degradations than they appreciate quality improvements [30, 48]. Quality of video
is better perceived when the lowest quality level is increased than when any other higher
quality level is increased [30].

Since the video optimization method optimizes a video for the particular constant per-
ceptual video quality, the assumption is that by streaming an optimized video in the optimal
perceptual video quality and using the remaining throughput to prefetch future seconds of
the optimized video, would minimize the need to switch to streaming at lower qualities and
improve QoE of DASH by reducing video quality degradations. This assumption intrigued
us to investigate the following questions:

3.A Can streaming of an optimized video to a user’s mobile device improve the lowest
video qualities experienced by DASH over the same channel and thus reduce video
quality degradations?

3.B Since the video optimization method reduces a video size without significant percep-
tual quality degradation, can streaming of an optimized video reduce the bandwidth
that would otherwise be required by DASH to stream this video?

The optimal perceptual video quality for optimizing a video over the given channel
is typically experimentally found, by streaming videos that are optimized for different
target qualities over an emulated channel and selecting the one that results in the
highest perceptual video quality. This raises the following question:

3.C Can optimal perceptual video quality for the given video and access channel be pre-
dicted before starting the streaming on a mobile device and how does this affect QoE
of video streaming?

Contributions

The subproblems 3.A-3.C are analyzed in the following conference paper that is elaborated
in chapter 5:

• Paper VS1, [4]: A. Devlic, P. Kamaraju, P. Lungaro, Z. Segall, and K. Tollmar,
Towards QoE-aware adaptive video streaming, in Proceedings of IEEE/ACM Inter-
national Symposium on Quality of Service (IWQoS), 2015.

The paper VS1 answers the questions 3.A-3.C by developing QoE-aware adaptive
video streaming algorithm and comparing QoE of the proposed streaming with DASH on
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the same data rates, using a lower half of MOS Cummulative Distribution Function (CDF)
and logging the played video resolutions each second. A method for predicting an optimal
perceptual video quality of the given video and access channel has been developed, using
the limited apriori information that can be available on a user’s device before the stream-
ing starts: an average data rate of the channel and the optimized video bitrates for different
MOS grades. The prediction error, computed as a difference in MOS distribution values
that can be experienced by choosing the predicted instead of experimentally obtained op-
timal perceptual video quality, indicates the effect of this predicted quality on the viewer’s
QoE.

The QoE-aware adaptive video streaming algorithm has been proposed, implemented,
and evaluated by the first author, in discussion with the third author. The third author
proposed a method for predicting optimal perceptual video quality, which the first author
implemented and evaluated. Together they proposed a method to compare QoE of QoE-
aware adaptive video streaming and DASH. The second author implemented a testbed
for their comparison, with the assistance of the first author. All authors participated in
discussions about the obtained results. The first author took a leading role in writing the
paper.

Chapter 6: Context-awareness

In ubiquitous computing environments there are a lot of heterogeneous devices and sensors
that can generate a large amount of context data. At the same time users that want to con-
sume this data are frequently mobile and geographically distant. The challenge for context
consumers is to timely discover, collect, and adapt to a new context data in an efficient
and scalable manner. Context discovery is important because mobile devices can move
in and out of communication ranges of other devices and sensors which provide context
data. Alternatively, a device can share its context knowledge (which it has discovered,
acquired, and modeled) with other geographically distant devices (which have done the
same) in order to learn about potential new contexts, in advance of arriving at a new lo-
cation. Knowing context in advance of arriving to a new location is powerful, because it
can potentially reduce the delay or energy required by a device whose application(s) need
to adapt to a new environment. If this context information is distributed in advance, then
potentially a greater fraction of context queries can be answered locally. However, there is
a cost related to distribution of context that will never be used by a peer device (in terms of
communication, storage, and battery power consumption), but as much of this information
changes slowly and it can include other context parameters in the same environment, the
probability that none of this information will be used decreases. In order to understand the
trade-off between distributing context over a set of devices and discovery of this context by
each of devices versus its time-dependent value, we investigated the following question:

4.A What is the cost, in terms of energy consumption, of distributing context information
to all devices in advance of their arrival to a new location versus having each device
learn this information itself?
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Context information (potentially of the same type) can be produced in multiple de-
vices generating the need to support aggregation of context produced by these dif-
ferent context sources. Context aggregation is desirable as it reduces the amount of
network traffic compared to that which would be caused by individual context up-
dates [49]. However, it introduces an additional delay due to waiting for context
updates from each of the context sources and their aggregation. Therefore, a key
question that arises is:

4.B Does aggregation of context from multiple context sources pay off, and if so is there a
threshold in the number of context sources in order for aggregation to pay off?

Applications typically use high-level context information that has been inferred from
raw context data obtained from sensors, using the application-specific inference rules.
This reasoning process is called context synthesis. The problem with context synthesis
using the existing rule-based reasoning is the long delay experienced by the end-
user (or their application) waiting for the result of a context query [50], especially
when large data sets and rule sets are used [51] [52]. To reduce this waiting time, we
propose to use context operators for context synthesis, the domain-specific functions
over context data. By performing operations over the existing context information
using these domain-specific functions, new context information that previously did
not exist in the system can be produced.
We use a different approach to provide a user with the desired high-level context.
Firstly, we perform a procedure to find a suitable operator to perform the context
synthesis function and secondly, we invoke this operator to obtain the synthesized
context and return it to a user’s application as a result for the context query. In order to
find the correct operator, we perform type matching of the user’s supplied inputs and
a desired output type (set in the context query) against the operator’s input and output
types. Note that during this matchmaking procedure the system does not know in
advance which implementations of operators exist and how they are realized. As this
procedure requires only a subclass ontology matching from the whole ontology-based
reasoning support, we avoid performing computationally expensive reasoning needed
to infer a new context type. Combining this with the use of Beanshell scripts [53]
written in Java code to perform context synthesis functions over the existing data,
results in reduced waiting time for the result to a context query (for performance
results please refer to [7]).
Given an example of a mobile application in sports domain that displays gaps and
groups of cyclists in the race, the virtual leader of the race at each moment, and the
expected time of the leader to pass the spectator’s position on the track, all in near real
time as the cyclists relative positions change, the question that arises is:

4.C Can the described high-level context be synthesized on a mobile device in order to be
used by this (and other) interactive applications in the sports domain running on the
same device?

Context-aware computing collects the information from users’ surroundings, using
this context to assist people in performing their daily tasks. A privacy mechanism
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is required to ensure a user’s personal integrity and privacy when sharing this user’s
sensitive context data. People would like to control who can access their context in-
formation, at what level of detail, and in which situations. It is, therefore, important
to provide them with an easy means of granting restricted access to their context in-
formation or denying access to it, depending on their current situation and the context
requestor.

Two approaches were followed in design of context-aware privacy policies and the
supporting mechanism in order to reduce the number of privacy rules that need to
be evaluated upon arrival of a context query: (1) filtering the context-aware privacy
rules that are based on the context owner’s situation upon the situation change and (2)
representing context requestors using social relationship that they have with a context
owner. Our investigated questions are:

4.D Can the proposed design of context-aware privacy policies reduce the number of pri-
vacy rules that need to be evaluated upon arrival of a context query, compared to the
context-dependent privacy policy languages [54–57] that specify rules for each re-
questor separately and use a context parameter as an additional condition based on
which the decision for granting or denying access to the requested context is made?

4.E Can the user’s social relationships with the people he/she interacts with be inferred
from the daily communication logs on the mobile device without the user’s explicit
input?

Two main constructs that have been proposed in my licentiate thesis study [58] for
implementing context-aware communication services are context switch and context
trigger. Context switch is activated by a call setup event (i.e., an incoming or outgoing
call) and uses receiver’s context information to select from a set of context-dependent
actions an action that specifies how to process this event (e.g., accept and route the call
to the callee, reject the call, forward it to the voicemail, send an email to, redirect, or
proxy to some other third party). Context trigger selects and initiates a communication
action (e.g., a session control or subscription to a relevant content) from the set of
context-dependent actions upon receiving a context update. Call Processing Language
(CPL) [59] was used as a basis to implement these constructs, by extending its syntax
with context parameters to support communication services whose decisions are based
on context information of an end user.

CPL scripts make call processing decisions based upon the attributes of the original
call request (such as address, time, priority, and language) [59]. Context-based call
processing requires inserting an end user’s context information into the system and
matching it against the corresponding values in context-enhanced CPL scrips in order
to determine which script describes rules for the current user’s context.

In our proof of concept implementation of context-based call processing [11] the
user’s context is uploaded to the system in an ontology file, which needs to be parsed
in order to extract context parameter values, storing them into the database. These
values are retrieved from the database upon an incoming call request to determine
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and load the appropriate CPL script. Since these additional actions potentially in-
crease the duration of call processing as opposed to using attributes from an incoming
call request (to determine and load the appropriate CPL script), we investigated the
following question:

4.F Does the use of context switches in a CPL script affect the duration of call process-
ing compared to using the existing CPL switches that are based on attributes of an
incoming call, and if so to what extent?

Contributions

The investigations related to the context-awareness scenarios, corresponding to subprob-
lems 4.A-4.F, have been analyzed in the following seven papers, which are described in
chapter 6.

• Paper CA1, [5]: A. Devlic, SIP-Based Context Distribution: Does Aggregation Pay
off?, ACM SIGCOMM Computer Communication Review (CCR), 2010.

• Paper CA2, [6]: A. Devlic, A. Graf, P. Barone, A. Mamelli, and A. Karapantelakis,
Evaluation of context distribution methods via Bluetooth and WLAN: Insights gained
while examining Battery Power Consumption, in Proceedings of International Con-
ference on Mobile and Ubiquitous Systems: Computing, Networking and Services
(MobiQuitous), 2008.

• Paper CA3, [7]: A. Devlic, M. Koziuk, and W. Horsman, Synthesizing context for a
sports domain on a mobile device, in Proceedings of IEEE European Conference on
Smart Sensing and Context (EuroSSC), 2008.

• Paper CA4, [8]: A. Devlic and E. Klintskog, Context retrieval and distribution in a
mobile distributed environment, in Proceedings of Workshop on Context Awareness
for Proactive Systems (CAPS), 2007.

• Paper CA5, [9]: A. Devlic, R. Reichle, M. Wagner, M. Kirsch Pinheiro, Y. Van-
rompay, Y. Berbers, and M. Valla, Context inference of users’ social relationships
and distributed policy management, in Proceedings of IEEE Workshop on Context
Modeling and Reasoning (CoMoRea) at IEEE Conference on Pervasive Computing
and Communications (PerCom), 2009.

• Paper CA6, [10]: A. Behrooz, A. Devlic, A Context-aware Privacy Policy Lan-
guage for controlling access to context information of mobile users, in Proceedings
of ICST International Conference on Security and Privacy in Mobile Information
and Communication Systems (MobiSec), 2011.

• Paper CA7, [11]: A. Devlic, Extending CPL with context ontology, in Proceedings
of Mobile Human Computer Interaction (Mobile HCI) Conference Workshop on
Innovative Mobile Applications of Context (IMAC), 2006.
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These papers were published as part of my licentiate thesis study [58], which focused
on how to enrich people’s communication experience with the user’s context information.
The solution to this problem had to consider how, when, and where to acquire raw data
from sensors, model this data as context information to be unambiguously interpreted by
applications, process this information into the high-level context, and control access to a
user’s sensitive context information when it is shared with others.

The paper CA2 answers the question 4.A by measuring the battery power that is con-
sumed by Bluetooth and WLAN context discovery and context distribution methods and
estimating energy that needs to be consumed to transfer and receive a single user bit, in
order to determine which of the methods is more energy efficient to discover and distribute
(once discovered) context knowledge and how fast each method is in performing these
tasks.

The question 4.B is investigated in the paper CA1 by measuring and comparing the
time that is needed by an application to receive context updates after subscribing to a
particular resource list (containing URIs of multiple context sources that can provide the
same context type) versus subscribing to each of the individual context sources (using
SIMPLE), for different numbers of context sources. The former time includes the time that
is needed to aggregate context updates and send an aggregated notification to the context
subscriber, which is compared to the time required to deliver the same number of individual
notifications in order to determine if it pays off to perform context aggregation and for what
number of sensors.

The papers CA3 and CA4 address the question 4.C by evaluating the response time
to a context query sent by the application by dividing this time into the time needed to
determine the correct operator, the time needed to obtain context information (from its
repository), and the time needed by the operator to peform the actual synthesis, each of
which are separately measured on a mobile device. During this evaluation, we varied
the number of specific implementations of context operators in order to determine how it
affects the operator matching time. Additionally, we distinguished between response times
to first queries from the response time to subsequent queries, since the total time to answer
the first query includes some additional operations (such as setting paths to folders and
loading operator scripts), which are cached for subsequent queries.

The questions 4.D and 4.E are investigated in the paper CA5 and CA6, respectively.
An analytical model is created to compute and compare the number of rules that need to be
evaluated by the privacy mechanism when they are specified using the proposed context-
aware privacy policies versus when they are defined using the existing context-dependent
privacy policy languages. Social relationships of context requestors with a context owner
have been derived without his/her explicit input by analyzing the user’s daily interactions
with others (incoming/outgoing calls, emails, and SMS/MMS messages) that were logged
during one week of time by a mobile phone. The proposed inference approach uses rule-
based data mining, Bayesian network inference, and user feedback to compute the proba-
bilities of another user being in the specific social relationship with the user whose daily
communication is logged by a mobile phone. The following guidelines were used in de-
signing this mechanism: using simple interference rules that can be easily understandable
by human developers and users, applying them on limited amount of logged data (instead
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of relying on extensive historical logging of communication activities), and adjusting the
inference rules by incorporating the appropriate user feedback. The objective of the prelim-
inary evaluation was to distinguish between the four different categories of communication
partners: stranger, colleague, friend, and family member.

The paper CA7 answers the question 4.F by measuring and comparing the time needed
to execute CPL script with different number of address switches that reads SIP header
fields of the incoming call request with the execution time of CPL script that has the same
number of context switches and retrieves context parameters via ontology. Next, these
times were compared with the execution time of CPL script that combines these two types
of switches, in order to determine the most time-consuming types of CPL script.

The first author has created and designed all original ideas and concepts described in
papers CA1-CA7, and took a leading role in writing 6 out of 7 papers. The first author also
implemented and evaluated context discovery and distribution methods over WLAN and
Bluetooth in the paper CA2, context aggregation and distribution mechanisms using RLS
and SIP/SIMPLE in the paper CA1, context operators for context synthesis in the paper
CA3, and context-based CPL scripts in the paper CC7.

The following contributions are made by other collaborators on the paper: in the paper
CA5 they implemented a Personal Information Management sensor which acquires data
about the user’s communication activities, performed the logging of communication data
on three different users during a week, as well as implemented and evaluated an inference
mechanism of user’s social relationships. In the paper CA6 the first author implemented
and evaluated the context-aware privacy policies and the supporting privacy mechanism
(while the second author supervised this work). In the paper CA3 coauthors described the
context modeling approach, implemented and demonstrated the racing applications that
use context operators to synthesize high-level context in a live sport race (in Super Prestige
Cyclocross in Gieten, Netherlands). The coauthors performed evaluation of Bluetooth and
WLAN context discovery and distribution methods on additional device in the paper CA2,
while in the paper CA4 the second author provided the feedback to the proposed model for
retrieving and distributing context information in a mobile distributed environment.

1.5 Thesis Outline

The remaining part of the thesis is divided into two distinct parts. In the first one, presented
in the Chapters 3-6, the different investigations and their results are analyzed, while Chap-
ter 7 presents the overall conclusions and addresses open issues. The second part of the
thesis, instead, contains verbatim copies of all papers included in this thesis.



Chapter 2

Key concepts

2.1 Context

There have been a number of attempts by researchers to define context and what informa-
tion it should include. We review some of previous definitions of context, then give our
own definition that will be used in this thesis. Schilit and Theimer were first to define
context and context-awareness (in their 1994’s paper [60]) as the ability of applications to
discover and react to changes in the environment (i.e., location, identity of people, nearby
devices, and objects) they are situated in. The first and most frequently used type of con-
text information is location, but over time the list of context attributes has grown to include:
time, identity of people and objects in the user’s environment, orientation, user’s emotional
state, activity, etc.

Two months later, Schilit, Adams, and Want stated that important aspects of context
answer the following questions: where are you, whom you are with, and what resources are
nearby [61]. They defined context as constantly changing environment of people, places,
and devices. Therefore they put an emphasis on context entities, but did not elaborate on
their attributes which comprise the context.

In 2000, Chen and Kotz [62] have extended this version of context to include: com-
puting context (network connectivity, bandwidth, and nearby resources such as printers,
displays, or workstations), user context (the user’s profile, location, nearby people, and
current social information), physical context (lightning, noise level, traffic conditions, tem-
perature), and extended it with the time context: time of the day, week, month, and seasons
of the year. This classification simply groups several different context parameters, but does
not associate these parameters with a context entity. However, this association is necessary
to enable easy querying of a particular entity’s information.

In 1998, Pascoe [63] defined context as the subset of physical and conceptual states of
interest to a particular entity. For Pascoe context is a subjective concept for an entity that
perceives it. He associates context entities with artifacts which have a name, type, and a
set of contextual states. Therefore, he did not consider the same context could be shared
among and used by a set of applications or by different entities. In the same year, similarly

32
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to Pascoe, Dey [64] initially defined context as any information about the user and the
environment that can be used to enhance the user’s experiences. This included data such
as: the user’s physical, social, emotional, or informational state.

In 2000, Dey and Abowd [65] extended Schilit, Adams, and Want’s classification of
context and defined context as: any information that can be used to characterize the situa-
tion of an entity. An entity can be a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to
the interaction between a user and an application, including the user and the application
themselves.

The important contribution of this definition is that the context information character-
izes the situation from the perspective of an entity and contains attributes that are appli-
cation domain-specific. Note that my licentiate thesis study [58] was primarily concerned
with the context that was relevant to the interaction with an entity, where an entity can
be a user, his/her currently used device, the network this device is connected to and the
status of this connection. This context information was used to initiate, route, and adapt
communication to a user.

Context information used in this thesis refers to a set of measureable parameters of a
user or any hardware or software object that can be relevant for optimization and delivery
of the video content to the mobile device (such as the mobile device itself, application(s)
installed on the device, available network connectivity, memory slots in the device, and
video content). These objects typically belong to one of the stakeholders in mobile video
delivery: mobile users, content providers, and mobile operators, which are assumed to
have collocated software agents that monitor values of context parameters upon which they
perform context-aware tasks, i.e., request, process, and deliver video to the user’s device.

Since this thesis study focuses on OTT mobile video delivery, context information that
is related to a user, device, and available network connectivity is sensed by a mobile user’s
device, while the information about video content is obtained from and preprocessed by
third party video sources. The latter should in reality be performed and stored at the content
provider’s side. The information about network connectivity and available data rates can
also originate from the mobile operator if it commits to support this service, or be obtained
by crowdsourcing of data rates if multiple users on the same location are streaming or
downloading the video, estimating available bandwidth every second.

2.2 Context-awareness

This section defines context-awareness as:
A system is context-aware if it uses context to provide relevant information and/or

services to the user, where relevancy depends on the current user’s task and/or state.
A system is context-aware if it can locate, extract, interpret, and use context infor-

mation and adapt its functionality to the current context of use. There are two types of
context-awareness:

• Active context awareness - an application automatically adapts to discovered context,
by changing its behavior
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• Passive context awareness - an application presents the new or updated context to an
interested user or a system component, or makes the context persistent to be retrieved
later by this user or the system component.

My licentiate thesis contains examples of both types of context-awareness, while this
thesis focuses on active context awareness - using the available context information to
make the appropriate decisions about mobile video content delivery.

More specifically, context information is used to determine optimal conditions for mo-
bile video prefetching (i.e., deciding when to start and when to stop content prefetching),
in order to have the video content cached in the memory before the user selects to play
it. The criteria for selecting optimal conditions for mobile video prefetching can include:
energy consumption, price, and/or duration of prefetching, which might be mutually ex-
clusive (e.g., reduced energy cost of video delivery might cause longer total duration of
prefetching if the encountered data rates are low). The typical context parameters that can
be used to drive the prefetching process are: available data rates, signal quality information,
price per bit downloaded, network connectivity type, user location (and mobility pattern),
number of active users in a cell, battery charging status, remaining battery power, avail-
able memory, time of the day, etc. The described context-driven mobile video prefetching
(illustrated in Figure 2.1) is referred to as context-aware mobile video prefetching in the
remainder of this thesis.

Figure 2.1: Context-aware mobile video prefetching

Besides prefetching, context information can also be used for optimizing a video for
viewing on the mobile device in order to reduce the video size, without degrading a user’s
QoE. Typical parameters used in video optimization are: video content characteristics,
device screen size and pixel density, viewing distance, brightness, and user preferences.
These parameters and concepts related to video optimization will be elaborated in the re-
mainder of this chapter.

2.3 Video characteristics

A video represents a sequence of frames captured over time, usually accompanied by an
audio track. Video frames have, therefore, a spatial (x,y) and a temporal (t) component (as
shown in Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.2: Sequence of video frames in time [14]

The spatial information represents the amount of spatial detail of a picture. It comprises
the appearance of objects in the picture, resolution, smoothness, complexity of textures,
transitions in intensity and color hue (known as contrast).

The temporal information indicates the amount of temporal changes of a video se-
quence. It represents the measure of motion of objects in a video or movement of back-
ground including scene changes.

Spatial and temporal information affect the human perception by distinguishing, for
example, action clips from slow moving clips, or scenes with complex textures and higher
contrast from scenes with large monotone surfaces and smooth transitions.

The temporal information can be related to the frame rate, i.e., the number of images
(frames) produced per second by recording device, while the spatial information maps to
the frame resolution, a measure of how close the lines can be resolved in the video frame.
A higher frame rate leads to smoother movement in the video, while a high resolution
increases a video’s sharpness. These two parameters are also used as encoding parameters.
The product of the frame rate, resolution, and color depth is a bitrate:

Frame_size = Resolution ∗ Color_depth
= Width ∗Height ∗ Color_depth[bit/frame]

(2.1)

Bitrate = Frame_size ∗ Frame_rate[bit/s] (2.2)

Color depth represents how many unique colors are available in the video frame’s color
palette in terms of the number of bits that are used to specify each color, while the bitrate
represents the amount of data transmitted per second, expressed in kilobits per second
(Kbps). The total bitrate of the video clip is divided between the video bitrate (i.e., bitrate
of the video track) and audio bitrate (i.e., the bitrate of the audio track).

The video bitrate quantifies how much information is stored in every second of the
video. By reducing the video bitrate, the amount of details showed in the video will de-
crease, decreasing also the video size.
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2.4 Perceptual video quality

As depicted in (2.2), video bitrate can be reduced by decreasing frame size and/or frame
rate. Content type determines how much frame rate can be reduced without degrading the
perceived smoothness of the video. For example, a higher motion video tolerates lower
frame quality on the expense of higher frame rate, in order to enable smooth motion of
players. While low motion video, such as news, tolerates a lower frame rate, but requires a
higher frame resolution to compensate for accurate representation of motion [66]. Viewers
also have more time to pay attention on details in the video, due to slow motion and fewer
changes between the successive video frames.

The frame resolution, expressed in width and height of the video, determines the num-
ber of pixels in each video frame. If pixels are spread over a large area on the screen, the
perceived sharpness decreases. Alternatively, when pixels are squeezed into a small area,
the image gets smaller and the perceived sharpness increases. Therefore, if the video is
played on the full screen, a device display size and its pixel density play a large role in
determining the minimum frame resolution that can provide the best perceived video qual-
ity. Increasing the resolution over this value will not increase the perceived video quality
further, while it will increase the size of the video stream and the bandwidth required to
stream this video in the mobile network scenario.

Since each video is accompanied by an audio track, the audio quality also affects the
perceived video quality. For example, in the case of resource shortage audio might be
rescued first and improve the perceived QoE until enough of the video is buffered to start
playing again. However, the earlier work has shown that visual attributes contribute more
to quality perception than the aural properties [67]. Additionally, since the focus of this
work is on video quality optimization, modifying audio properties to reduce bitrate is out
of scope of this thesis.

Besides the resolution and device screen size, a user perceived video quality depends
on other factors too, such as: content type, viewing distance of the observer from the
video, brightness, contrast, sharpness, naturalness, and color [68]. Any of these factors
can be considered to identify the parts of video where the quality/bitrate can be reduced,
without the Human Visual System actually perceiving the distortions or perceiving them
to a limited extent.

The video optimization method proposed in this thesis reduces the resolution of video
frames, whose spatial and temporal quality attributes remain the same (or slightly degrade)
compared to frames in the original video quality, thus reducing the video size and achiev-
ing potential bandwidth savings. T.Zinner and his colleagues showed that the quality of
video sequences with reduced resolution is better perceived by users than the quality of
video sequences at lower frame rate [69]. Additionally, reduction of frame rate saves less
bandwidth and degrades more video experience than reduction of spatial resolution. These
results also suggest that video optimization should be achieved by reducing resolution
rather than the frame rate.

Perceptual video quality represents one of the main elements of QoE of mobile video
delivery. Others include startup latency and the number of playback interruptions (along
with rebuffering time). According to Conviva report [22], the startup delay should not
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exceed 2 seconds, otherwise users will abandon the streaming session and move to an-
other source. Moreover, each 1 percent of experienced playback interruptions leads to 14
minutes of lost viewer engagement time.

Playback interruptions can be mitigated in adaptive video streaming by adapting the
bitrate of short video segments to the available bandwidth and ensuring that it never ex-
ceeds the throughput. In case of progressive download, the interruptions can be avoided
by sequentially downloading video in a large client side buffer ahead of the playback until
there is enough buffered data for video to be played uninterruptedly. However, the startup
delay of progressive download can be much longer than of the adaptive video streaming,
depending on the selected video quality, which once the download has started cannot be
changed until the end of video delivery.

2.5 Quality of Experience

Quality of Service (QoS) and QoE are often losely used together and interchangeably.
However, while QoS represents an insight into what is happening in the network by mea-
suring network and service performance factors such as delay, jitter, bitrate and packet loss,
QoE is a user-centric metrics representing the user satisfaction with the service that can be
affected by QoS performance.

In today’s competitive service market, where a user has economic power and freedom
to decide which services he/she wants to use and can change a service provider in case of
dissatisfaction with the service, user satisfaction became a focus of service providers and
mobile network operators.

Originally, the end-to-end QoS was introduced by ITU-T to provide the "degree of
satisfaction of a user of the service" by monitoring and improving the network performance
parameters. However, when assessing a service quality, a user evaluates his/her experience
of using the service and not the network performance. QoE is much broader term than
QoS, since it does not only depend on the performance of technical system (i.e., network
QoS), but also on the context of usage (task, location, urgency) and the user himself/herself
(expectations, personal background, etc.) [70]. With this paradigm shift regarding the
service quality, a user has been put at the end of the communication chain, interpreting
this end-to-end quality [71]. As a result, the notion of QoE arised, describing the quality
as perceived by the human user instead of being captured by only (technical) network
parameters.

There have been several attempts to define QoE [71–76], some of which include:

• QoE as extension of QoS: "QoE has been defined as an extension of the traditional
QoS in the sense that QoE provides information regarding the delivered services
from an end-user point of view" [Lopez et al. 2006]

• QoE as a usability metric: "QoE is how a user perceives the usability of a service
when in use - how satisfied he/she is with a service in terms of, e.g., usability, acces-
sibility, retainability and integrity" [Soldani 2006]
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• QoE as a hedonistic concept: "QoE describes the degree of delight of the user of a
service, influenced by content, network, device, application, user expectations and
goals, and context of use" [Dagstuhl seminar 2009]

• QoE as subjective human experience: "QoE has been defined as user perceived ex-
perience of what is being presented by a communication service or application user
interface" [ETSI 2006]

• QoE as holistic approach: "QoE includes everything that matters" [Kilkki’s Mission
Statement on LinkedIn, 2008]

From these definitions, we can observe that there are different perspectives on QoE.
The ultimate definition is still lacking, due to complexity of exact QoE assessment and
the fragmented scientific QoE community that is grouped around different service types
(voice, video, data services, etc.), each having their own research tradition. Hence, the
most commonly accepted and widely used definition of QoE is presented by ITU-T, defin-
ing the concept as: "The overall acceptability of an application or a service, as perceived
subjectively by the user". This includes end-to-end system effects (client, terminal, net-
work, services infrastructure, etc.) and overall acceptability may be influenced by user
expectations and context [75], which are discussed in the following Section on the exam-
ple of mobile video delivery.

2.6 QoE of mobile video delivery

QoE of mobile video delivery includes end-to-end system effects, such as the choice of
the mobile terminal and its settings, client application, transmission over network, service
infrastructure, type of the content, etc. The overall acceptability of the user is also affected
by the user’s expectations and context (e.g., if the user is at home or in the car, what is
the time of the day, what type of the content the user is viewing). When designing an
experiment for testing user QoE or building a QoE-aware video streaming system, these
factors need to be taken into account.

QoE of mobile video delivery relates to measuring the perceptual video quality of the
given test sequence at the receiver’s mobile device. Figure 2.3 depicts parameters that can
affect QoE:

• Quality of video content at the source

• Loss of quality due to video compression/encoding

• Network QoS - transmission of video over the network and data handling by trans-
port layer protocols (TCP, UDP)

• Application QoS - improvement of video quality by the application (video streamer,
video player)

• Hardware & software interface and settings of the displaying device (resolution,
brightness, contrast, type of the screen)
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• User perception - that is also affected by situational context, user preferences, and
expectations

Figure 2.3: Parameters that affect QoE in video

Quality of the video at the source can vary depending on how the content was recorded.
Today there is a lot of user-generated content that is created by recording devices that pro-
duce low-quality pictures. Alternatively, low video quality can be caused by impairments
related to the environment in which the content was recorded or to the user that was record-
ing the content (e.g., with shaky hands).

Video encoding results in loss of quality each time a video is compressed. The best
performing compression algorithms can preserve well the high video quality, however they
require a lot of processing and battery power to run, thus they are not suitable for encoding
the videos that should be played on mobile devices.

Any video content that is sent over network can result in lost or delayed IP packets,
which might not arrive in time at the destination to be decoded, causing part of video
stream to be missing or corrupted and therefore, reducing the video quality. Additionally,
if the network bandwidth is lower than a video bitrate, this can cause interruptions and long
rebuffering delays during video playback (after the playout buffer runs out of packets). The
potential presence of network jitter causes interarrival times of packets to vary in the video
stream, which affects the smooth video playback and leads to problems of intermittent
video1 or packet loss2.

Besides the network performance, the quality of video is also affected by behavior
of the transport layer protocols (TCP, UDP). While TCP implements congestion control,
flow control, and retransmission of lost packets, UDP does not have these features and can
experience packet loss. Both protocols reduce throughput of the video stream either by
packet losses or by long packet delays and delay variations caused by congestion control
mechanism.

1Freezing the last received video frame until the next frame is received, which is displayed only briefly in
order to keep up the timing.

2Due to the buffer underflow or overflow caused by buffering algorithms that are not optimized for jitter
variance.
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After receiving data from the network, an application can improve video quality in
different ways, e.g., by implementing jitter buffer to reduce the effect of packet delay vari-
ation, introducing error correction function to recover lost data, or upscaling the resolution
of the video using the information from neighboring frames to extract each frame details.
This video quality delivered by application is referred to as application-based QoS [77].

The user-perceived video quality also varies based on the device that is chosen to play
a video (i.e., its screen size, if it has dead pixels or not) and other factors, such as the
application interface, brightness set on the device, maximum contrast, resolution, and video
access time.

Finally, user perception is affected by user preferences and expectations, as well as
situational context (i.e., what the user is doing, where the content is experienced, and what
are the viewing conditions - what is a user’s position with respect to the device that is used
for playing videos, how is the lightning set, etc.). QoE is the result of all these quality
factors [78] depicted in Figure 2.3.

Video quality impairments that are commonly encountered by mobile users result from
one or more parameters affecting QoE in video delivery that were described above:

• Video blockiness - an impairment in which the image contains small blocks of a sin-
gle color to represent pixells in that area. It occurs when the bandwidth is insufficient
to encode all details in the image (see Figure 2.4 to the left).

• Video blurriness - usually occurs during recording the video (if camera is not set
properly) or during encoding of video stream, if there are many action or scene
changes and the bandwidth is insufficient to encode the actions properly (see Figure
2.4 to the right).

• Video jerkiness - jerky motion of video content can appear due to insufficient band-
width, network jitter, or reduced frame rate.

• Video freezing - occurs during playback, typically caused by insufficient bandwidth,
delay, or packet loss.

• Video blackout - loss of video signal that manifests itself as a black page is a conse-
quence of severe bandwidth issues, network failure, or loss of coverage.

• Audio sync issues - loss of synchronization between audio and video streams, due to
poor encoding at the time of recording, incorrect alignment during content creation,
or insufficient bandwidth.

QoE of mobile video delivery is difficult to quantify. It is commonly captured using
the MOS scale.Video sequence(s) are shown to a panel of users, whose opinion is recorded
and averaged into MOS, representing the absolute or relative perceptual video quality of
the impaired clip, as described in Section 1.4. This type of procedure is called a subjective
evaluation video quality test.

Three most common methods used in subjective evaluation video quality tests are:
Double Stimulus Continuous Quality Scale (DSCQS), Double Stimulus Impairment Scale
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Figure 2.4: Example of blockiness (left) and blurriness (right) [15]

(DSIS), and Single Stimulus Continuous Quality Evaluation (SSCQE) method [13]. DSCQS
and DSIS display both the reference and impaired video to the users in the test sequence,
while SSCQE shows only the impaired video. DSCQS and SSCQE rank absolute quality
of each test clip, while DSIS evaluates the relative video quality of each impaired video
clip compared to its reference video.

Additionally, ITU-T defines the following test procedures for subjective tests: Absolute
Category Ranking (ACR), Degradation Category Ranking (DCR), and Pair Comparison
(PC) [79]. ACR is a single stimulus method, in which impaired clips are presented one at
a time and ranked independently on the absolute quality scale. DCR is identical to DSIS,
while in PC impaired clips are presented in pairs, in all possible combinations. After
displaying each pair, a voting is made on the element in the pair that had a better quality.
The PC method has a high discriminatory power in the tests in which the impaired clips
have nearly the same quality.

Subjective tests are the most reliable method to measure the perceived video quality,
since human perception represents the highest authority in evaluation of video quality.
However, they are expensive in terms of time and human resources that have to be spent
for preparation and execution of the experiments.

In order to reduce the effort required to evaluate perceived video quality, objective
video quality metrics have been developed, i.e., mathematical models that try to approxi-
mate results of subjective video quality assessment, based on criteria and metrics that can
be evaluated by a computer program. They can be divided into three categories, depending
on the availability of high quality reference signal for the quality assessment:

• No-reference (NR) methods

• Reduced-reference (RR) methods

• Full-reference (FR) methods

Figure 2.5 illustrates these quality assessment methods. In order to quantify if there is
degradation in quality between the reference and impaired video, some knowledge about
the reference video is required.
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Figure 2.5: Quality assessment methods [16]: (a) Full-reference method, (b) Reduced-
reference method, and (c) No-reference method

The RR methods compare a set of features extracted from the reference video with
the impaired video, in order to compute the quality score [80]. FR methods compare on
a pixel-by-pixel bases all frames in the impaired and reference video, applying perceptual
model of human vision on the obtained difference, in order to compute the objective video
quality score [81]. NR methods estimate the quality of the impaired video without any
reference to the original video.

The performance of the objective video quality metric is evaluated by correlating the
objective video quality scores with MOS scores. The best performance is achieved by FR
methods, however they require control over both the reference and the impaired video, and
are therefore used for in-lab testing. The most widely used traditional FR objective video
quality metrics are Mean Square Error (MSE) and Peak Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (PSNR),
measuring image difference and image fidelity, respectively, in order to predict video qual-
ity. They are simple to calculate, providing an easy mathematical method to compute video
quality for optimization purposes. However, they have poor correlation with MOS scores
since they do not consider the non linearity of Human Visual System (HVS) in predicting
the perceptual video quality [82] [83] [84]. Another objective video quality method, Struc-
tural Similarity Index Measurement (SSIM), measures structural distortion of video signal
in the same way as HVS does, therefore it correlates well with the subjective quality assess-
ment [84]. However, Video Quality Metrics (VQM) was the first objective video quality
assessment method whose correlation with MOS scores exceeded 0.9, which resulted in
standardization of this metrics by ANSI in July 2003 [85] and inclusion in two ITU speci-
fications (ITU-T recommendation J.144 [86] and ITU-R recommendation BT.1683 [87]).

VQM measures perceptual effects of video impairments, combining them into the sin-
gle metrics [37]. It does so by splitting the consecutive frames of a video clip into spatio
temporal (S-T) regions and applying the perceptual filters on these regions in order to com-
pute their perceptual video quality. VQM score is calculated based on thresholding the val-
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ues obtained from features that are extracted from S-T regions, as the worst performance
that can be achieved by processing (or compressing) this video.

The newest alternative method to VQM is Opticom’s Perceptual Evaluation of Video
Quality (PEVQ) that measures video quality based on user perception [88]. It has been
standardized by ITU-T in 2008, being included in ITU-T Recommendation J.247 [89]. It
has been designed for mobile video streaming services to predict the effects of transmission
impairments on the video quality as perceived by human users. The algorithm calculates
the differences in luminance and chrominance domain between frames of the impaired and
source video, including the motion information in order to form the final quality measure.
The Pearson correlation coefficient of this method with human perception lies between 0.8
and 0.85 [89]. However, the reference implemenation of the PEVQ algorithm is propri-
etary, owned by Opticom.

Other factors that are not related to video quality impairments, but can affect QoE of
mobile video delivery are: battery lifetime of the mobile device (determining how long a
user can use the device for playing the video) and the number of short video clips or movies
that the user can download/stream for the average monthly data plan.

2.7 Video optimization

A method for optimizing videos for viewing on a mobile device is based on perceptual
video quality and device display characteristics (i.e., screen size and maximum supported
resolution). The perceptual video quality is represented by a difference in perceived video
quality between the source video (encoded in the maximum supported device resolution)
and the impaired video (the same video with some or all segments in downscaled reso-
lutions), when shown on the device’s full screen. Therefore, the video is encoded in the
resolutions that scale from the maximum device supported, down to one or more lower
resolutions (with the same aspect ratio) to which individual segments can be downscaled,
while retaining the minimum acceptable perceived video quality.

Perceptual video quality of the video clip in all described resolutions is measured by
VQM. VQM scores are obtained for each 6 frames region in the clip and for the entire clip.
This size of 6 frames was shown in [90] to achieve maximum correlation of VQM scores
with subjective quality ratings. The segment size of video stream was chosen to match this
number of frames in order to be able to find the appropriate resolution of the segment, by
comparing its VQM score with the target video quality (VQM) threshold.

Video optimization works by selecting the appropriate resolution of short duration
video segments (starting with the lowest resolution), whose perceptual quality matches
or exceeds the target quality for which the video is being optimized, and aggregating these
segments into the same video stream. If the target quality is not met by the video segment
in any of the downscaled resolutions, the original resolution of the segment is kept. The
goal of the video optimization is to reduce the size of original video and achieve the per-
ceptual video quality that is as close as possible to (but not worse than) the target video
quality, by downscaling some (or all) segments depending on their perceptual video quality
score.
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Videos can be optimized for a large user population or an individual user’s perception,
by correlating subjective video quality assessment results of a panel of users or a single
user with VQM scores, in order to deliver average user’s or personalized perceptual video
quality, hence with potentially additional bits required in the latter case. Note that using the
average user’s quality to determine perceptual quality levels might result in video quality to
be perceived lower than expected by more quality sensitive users, or higher than expected
by quality insensitive people. However, in order to deliver the tailored video quality to all
users they need to participate in the subjective quality test, while the average user’s quality
can be applied to optimize and deliver the video to any user, without requiring his/her
quality assessment results in advance of video playout.3

After identifying the appropriate resolutions of all short video segments and their du-
rations using the proposed video optimization technique, they are cut from the respective
video resolutions, resized to the resolution of the original video, and merged into a file that
can be played on the mobile device. Alternatively, a manifest file is created containing a
list of these segments and their byte ranges, which can be used to adaptively stream the
optimized video (as explained in Section 2.9). Note that DASH enables splitting the video
in short duration segments that can be taken from different resolutions and joining them
into a single video stream, which is in this case optimized for the target perceptual video
quality.

2.8 Dynamic adaptive video streaming

Adaptive video streaming solutions are gaining traction due to their ability to adapt video
stream to changes in network conditions and avoid long startup latency and stalls caused
by variations in available network bandwidth. One of these solutions is Dynamic Adaptive
Streaming over HTTP (DASH) [26], which is an emerging standard for adaptive bitrate
streaming that has been created to address the shortcomings of traditional video streaming
using Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) over UDP and a progressive HTTP download.

RTP was designed to deliver small audio and video packets with low overhead over
managed IP networks that have the controlled constant bandwidth and the assured QoS.
In today’s Internet, where bandwidth varies and QoS is not guaranteed, there is a need
to deliver a large amount of video content to a great number of heterogeneous devices
(display resolution, CPU, connectivity type) uninterruptedly and in high quality. This also
includes the dynamic network environments, such as mobile and wireless networks. These
requirements pose many challenges for which RTP was not designed.

RTP requires a specialized streaming server to manage a separate streaming session
for each client, keeping track of the client’s state until the client disconnects, which makes
large scale deployments very resource intensive and limited. RTP video is sent as a con-
tinuous stream of packets from the server to the client at the video encoding bitrate, which
in case of bad network conditions (i.e., packet losses or transmission delays) can cause the
video playback rate to exceed the available transmission bandwidth, leading to a buffer

3Hence, the system can acquire the user’s quality results over time by querying the user for the perceptual
video quality of the displayed optimized video.
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underrun and playback interruptions. RTP packets are usually delivered over UDP, which
traffic is often not permitted to pass the default Network Address Translator (NAT) and
firewall settings. Managed IP networks have nowadays been replaced by CDNs for video
delivery, which are HTTP-based and many of which do not support RTP protocol.

Unlike RTP, HTTP is stateless and comoditized. It enables NAT and firewall traver-
sal and allows larger segments of multimedia content to be delivered over Internet. The
server sends data to the client upon receiving HTTP GET request, which terminates the
transaction. Progressive HTTP download can be used as an alternative video delivery to
RTP streaming, using HTTP caching servers. However, it can waste the bandwidth if the
user decides to stop watching the video by downloading too much content in advance of
playout. Progressive HTTP download is not bitrate adaptive, after starting downloading
the video in one quality, this quality cannot be modified. It cannot be used for live media
services.

HTTP streaming moves control of a streaming session entirely to the client that opens
one or more TCP connections with standard HTTP servers or HTTP caches. Therefore,
provisioning of a large number of streaming clients does not require any additional costs
on server resources beyond the standard web usage of HTTP. It can be managed by CDN
or any other standard server farm.

Among the existing HTTP streaming technologies the most popular include Apple
HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) [91], Microsoft Smooth Streaming [92], and Adobe HTTP
Dynamic Streaming (HDS) [93]. They all follow the same principle of the segment-based
HTTP streaming, i.e., partitioning a video file into one or more short duration video seg-
ments that are delivered to the client over HTTP. However, each implementation uses dif-
ferent manifest and segment formats and therefore, to receive the content from each server,
a device must support its corresponding proprietary client protocol. In order to support the
interoperability between servers and client of different vendors, DASH has been developed
as a standard for HTTP streaming of multimedia content.

DASH is a result of standardization efforts within the Moving Picture Experts Group
(MPEG), 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), and Open IPTV Forum (OIPF).
Adaptive HTTP streaming (AHS) was first standardized in Release 9 of 3GPP packet-
switched streaming (PSS) service [94]. OIPF based their HTTP Adaptive streaming solu-
tion [95] on 3GPP. 3GPP addressed certain OIPF requirements and integrated appropriate
features in the Release-9 3GPP AHS specification. MPEG took 3GPP AHS Release 9 as
a starting point for its MPEG-DASH standard, which was ratified in November 2011 and
published in 2012 [96]. 3GPP continued to work on adaptive HTTP streaming, closely
collaborating with MPEG, and published the 3GP-DASH specification [97], also referred
as DASH, which is currently in Release 13.

The 3GP-DASH provides a normative description of a Media Presentation, the formats
of a Segment as an integral part of Media Presentation, and the delivery protocol used for
the delivery of Segments, namely HTTP 1.1. Additionally, it adds an informative descrip-
tion on how a DASH Client may use the provided information to establish a streaming
service for the user. The 3GP-DASH and MPEG-DASH are technically similar, therefore
they will be referred to as DASH in continuation of this thesis.

DASH is codec agnostic, currently offering the integration with H.264 and WebM
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(VP8) video codecs. The integration with the more recent video standards and successors
of H.264 Advanced Video Coding (AVC) [98], namely Scalable Video Coding (SVC) [99]
and High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) [100], is still not available due to wide industry
deployment of H.264 standard, lack of available power-efficient and real-time encoders/de-
coders on the market, and the lack of support from major technology companies in their
players, browsers, and operating systems. We will briefly describe these standards in the
following.

H.264/MPEG-4 AVC [98] is a popular compressing standard for high definition (HD)
digital video that evolved from H.262/MPEG-2 video, using half of the space of MPEG-
2 (the DVD standard) to deliver the same quality video. The SVC has been designed as
an AVC standard extension for providing a high definition video stream that can adapt to
varying user preferences, terminal capabilities, and network conditions [99]. By contain-
ing multiple bitstreams of the same content (differing in coded picture size, frame rate, and
bitrate) and gracefully dropping selected packets from a larger video, an SVC video can re-
duce the bandwidth and transform itself into another bitstream for some target decoder (i.e.,
representing a lower spatial, temporal resolution, and/or quality, such as smaller screen,
lower frame rate, and/or lower video quality signal). The latest video standard HEVC or
H.265 has been developed mainly for streaming of HD video in congested network envi-
ronments, aiming to achieve the same perceptual video quality as H.264 with up to 50%
bitrate savings and support the delivery of 4K and 8K content to ultra HD displays [100].

WebM is an open-source, media file format, designed for the Web, defining the file
container structure, video and audio formats [101]. WebM files contain high quality video
streams compressed with VP8 video codec and accompanied with audio streams com-
pressed with Vorbis audio codec. The benefits of WebM are: low computational footprint
that is suitable for playback on mobile devices, simple container format, high quality real-
time video delivery, and simple encoding without many codec profiles and suboptions.
Therefore, it has been supported by many industry players, although the preferrable codec
for integration with DASH remains to be MP4 H.264/AVC due to wider content availabil-
ity, support in the existing devices, and the compression efficiency [102].

DASH partitions a video file into one or more short duration segments, typically 2-10
seconds long [26]. The partitioned video segments are specified in the Media Presenta-
tion Description (MPD) file that contains information about segment URL addresses, byte
ranges, duration of segments, resolutions, codecs, and bitrates. With this information, the
client can choose segments based on network conditions, device capabilities, and playout
buffer occupancy. Video streaming adaptation is performed by the client requesting from
an HTTP server segments that are encoded in the highest bitrate that is lower than the
available network bandwidth, and rendering the video while the file is being transferred.

After filling the initial playout buffer, the client starts to play the video. By down-
loading video segments it measures the current bandwidth and based on this information
(and potentially other parameters such as buffer occupancy) selects the bitrate of the next
video segment, sending a request to HTTP server to download it. This approach avoids
video stallings and fully utilizes the available bandwidth. By offering a video at multiple
bitrates, HTTP adaptive streaming adjusts the video delivery to users’ demands: devices
of different form factors, connectivity types, and varying mobile access channels. How-
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ever, by dynamically changing the video bitrate as the conditions change, such as available
bandwidth, this eventually leads to quality switches that might impair the perceptual video
quality [103].

The impact of amplitude and frequency of quality switches on video quality degra-
dation has been investigated in several related works. The results in [104] show that the
frequency of quality switches should be kept low in order to minimize quality degradation.
While the results in [105] demonstrate the opposite: that higher frequencies of quality
switches do not degrade the user-perceived quality if the duration spent on higher quality
is sufficiently long. However, if the quality switching cannot be avoided, then the ampli-
tude of quality switching should be kept low. A stepwise change of video quality is shown
in [27] to be better perceived than the abrupt quality change.

When it comes to quality variations, the studies have shown that users are more sen-
sitive to video quality degradations than they appreciate quality improvements [30, 48].
Quality of video is better perceived when the lowest quality level is increased than when
any other higher quality level is increased [30]. This can be explained by the fact that video
quality is assessed based on the worst quality experienced during the video playback, as it
is done by VQM [37].

2.9 QoE-aware adaptive video streaming

Deteriorations of video quality experienced during DASH streaming over a varying mobile
network channel can degrade a viewers’ QoE. A novel QoE-aware adaptive video stream-
ing method has been proposed to enhance the viewing experience on mobile devices and
reduce cellular network bandwidth consumed by DASH by considering perceptual video
quality and data rate channel conditions in the bitrate adaptation process.

The proposed method streams an optimized video to the user’s device in the quality that
matches their video and access channel characteristics, using the remaining throughput to
prefetch future seconds of optimized video stream in order to account for potential poor
channel performances.

QoE-aware adaptive streaming works on top of DASH streaming, expecting optimized
video segments to be specified in the highest representation of the MPD file, followed
by the lower quality representations (in downscaled resolutions or lower perceptual video
qualities). This ensures that the optimized video will be streamed to a user’s device when-
ever bandwidth allows it or when there are enough bits in the buffer.

In case a segment cannot be downloaded until the end of next second, due to the lack
of bandwidth or bits in the buffer, QoE-aware streaming switches to DASH at lower quali-
ties. Hence, this should not occur so frequently since an optimized video stream quality is
chosen to reflect statistical properties of the available bandwidth.

By limiting maximum bitrates of requested video segments and prefetching optimized
video in advance of playout, this method improves the worst video qualities introduced by
DASH and reduces amplitude of video quality variations (as shown in Figure 2.6), while
saving network bandwidth. Recall that increasing the lowest video quality better improves
the user’s QoE than increasing any other higher quality level [30]. Observe in Figure 2.6 to
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the right of intersection that increasing the higher quality level is a consequence of DASH’s
adaptation strategy - maximizing a segment’s bitrate to fit the available throughput.

Figure 2.6: QoE-aware streaming reduces video quality variations compared to DASH
(performed over the same data rates), source: 4 minutes long "Avengers" video

Keeping the perceptual video quality constant and supported by network conditions
enables the most cost-efficient use of video segments’ bitrates, while maximizing a user’s
QoE. The key to achieving this goal is to determine the optimal quality of the video stream
for the given video and network conditions, using the information that can be made avail-
able on a user’s mobile device before the streaming starts. The optimal target video quality
represents the highest target video quality, which when set in QoE-aware adaptive video
streaming, results in the maximum achievable QoE for the given video and access channel.
This optimal target video quality can be experimentally obtained or predicted analytically,
as it will be explained in the chapter 4.

Note that any desired video quality can be set as the target video quality of QoE-
aware streaming, as long as it does not exceed the optimal target video quality. Otherwise,
by targeting too high quality for the given conditions, can cause QoE-aware streaming to
frequently switch to lower qualities and because of already trying to download the segment
in desired quality, result in even worse QoE than it has been experienced by DASH.



Chapter 3

Context-aware mobile video prefetching

The adoption of opportunistic context-aware mobile video prefetching schemes has been
proposed to reduce energy consumption in mobile devices that is related to video transfer
over radio interface. The energy consumption increases proportionally with the duration of
mobile data transfers, which depend on the download data rates achievable by the device.
Currently, a new generation of mobile communication systems (e.g., HSPA and LTE) offers
downlink data rates up to 100 Mbit/s to mobile users. However, streaming a medium/high
quality video in mobile environments can be a challenge, where available capacity needs
to be shared among large number of users, intermittent connectivity occurs due to high
mobility and low signal coverage, and handover to base stations of different connectivity
types and vendors can cause variations in data rates, interruptions, and long waiting queues,
resulting in a low QoE.

By exploiting times and locations with high data rates to deliver content before a user
requests it, has to potential to reduce energy consumption of mobile video delivery, by
shortening the time to transfer the data over the radio interface. This concept can also
improve a user’s QoE, by playing the prefetched content from the terminal memory without
interruptions or perceived delays on the user’s request.

Two context-aware prefetching methods are proposed in this thesis that initiate prefetch-
ing when a user download data rate reaches or exceeds the target prefetching data rate
(R̂): OTT prefetching (OTT PRE) and Operator-like prefetching (OP PRE). The threshold
value of R̂ depends on characteristics of available data rates and desired prefetching gains
(minimizing energy cost or time to complete prefetching), as explained in Section 3.5. In
contrast to prefetching, on demand download downloads the content independently of the
data rates performance.

The prefetching schemes differ in the way how they obtain a user’s data rates: by peri-
odic probing of channel quality (OTT PRE) or by having in advance detailed information
about user connectivity and data rates (OP PRE), which is an ideal view similar to mobile
operator’s, but often not feasible in practice. The periodic probing of channel quality is
performed by prefetching bits of the content during short time period (usually one second)
in order to compute the data rate and checking if the obtained data rate is equal to or above

49
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R̂. Based on the result of this condition, the prefetching method will decide whether to
continue prefetching the remaining content bits or to pause for specific time (hoping that
a user would move away from an area with low data rates), after which it will resume the
channel probing.

The benefit of performing periodic channel probing is being able to estimate the achiev-
able data rates without involvement of a mobile operator, and provide the prefetching con-
ditions directly to the content provider or allow a mobile device to control the prefetching
itself. However, periodic checking of data rates has the associated energy cost of prefetch-
ing some of the content bits at data rates that are lower than R̂. This cost can potentially
be reduced by reducing the probing frequency, hence with a potential risk of missing the
prefetching opportunity if the device is not frequently exposed to target data rates. The
number of prefetching opportunities can potentially increase if R̂ is carefully chosen to
reflect the frequency of the device experiencing the same data rates throughout the day.

In this chapter we investigate what are the potential energy savings of the proposed
prefetching schemes when compared to the on demand video download. Given that the
results of OP PRE will reveal the upper bound of the content prefetching performance that
can be obtained in the ideal scenario, this comparison will tell us if the data rates can be
determined by the device itself, without incurring a large additional energy cost.

We also investigate the trade-off between energy cost and time to complete the con-
tent prepositioning on a mobile device using different polling strategies (i.e., by varying
channel probing frequency and R̂). With this combined information, content providers can
decide when to schedule prefetching that can result in more energy-efficient or (delivery)
delay-sensitive mobile video delivery.

The prefetching performances are examined on both the mobile users data rate traces
and the synthetic data rates (that are generated by the stochastic access channel model),
in order to identify characteristics od data rates that have the potentially largest energy
reduction gains and based on which optimal prefetching parameters can be derived that
can be set to reduce energy consumption during content prefetching on the user’s mobile
device.

3.1 Related work

Content prefetching and its impact on energy savings in cellular and WiFi networks have
been investigated in many related works. This section reviews investigations that are found
to be most relevant to our work.

Context-aware prefetching

N. Gautam and his colleagues [106] showed that the power consumed per sample of video
streaming over 3G and WiFi is approximately the same, however due to higher download
data rates of WiFi, energy savings of 84% can be achieved by video prefetching over WiFi
when compared to streaming over 3G.

In [107], [108] prefetching is scheduled based on predictions of WiFi availability and
cellular signal strength, respectively, achieving up to 60% energy savings. The available
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WiFi connectivity was predicted one to ten hours in the future with 95% and 90% accuracy,
using the following information: historical WiFi availability, time of the day, cell tower ids,
stay durations at certain locations, and the user’s estimated acceleration [107].

In another work [109] prefetching is based on predicting what data is needed and when
it will be used, by observing the user behavior and availability of WiFi connectivity, power
& signal strength at different locations, thus achieving up to 70% savings. However, while
WiFi availability can be used as indicator of high data rates, its use is limited to the user’s
stay duration under the coverage of WiFi AP. Signal strength, on the other hand, cannot
indicate variations in a user bandwidth that occur due to sharing of aggregated cell capac-
ity with others. Even if signal strength is strong, the available bandwidth might be low,
resulting in potentially increased energy consumption, if prefetching is performed under
this condition.

Informed mobile prefetching (IMP) makes decisions about data prefetching based on
cost-benefit analysis, tracking the importance of energy and cellular data over time, while
meeting specified resource budgets and minimizing application response time [110]. The
cost of prefetching data is computed based on wireless network conditions (such as av-
erage availability, latency, and bandwidth), 3G tail time (the time that the network in-
terface remains in high power state after completion of the data transfer), and accuracy
of predicted prefetch hints (if the prefetched data is requested by the user). IMP oppor-
tunistically uses available networks, while ensuring that prefetching does not degrade the
performance of foreground activity. It predicts future accesses to content by tracking hit
rates of past prefetches and accounts for network-specific costs in order to dynamically
adapt its prefetching strategy to minimize the cost of prefetching data. The evaluation re-
sults for email and news reader applications [110] show that IMP can meet the specified
energy and cellular data usage goals, while achieving shorter prefetching time than other
simple heuristic-based prefetching strategies.

Reducing energy waste

Crowd-sourced video viewing statistics from YouTube and a power consumption model of
the wireless network interface used by a mobile device to deliver video are used in [111]
to determine the right amount of content that should be prefetched in order to reduce the
energy waste of mobile video streaming services. The main reasons for energy waste are:
prefetching the content that the user will never watch because of abandoning the session
and the amount of tail energy that is wasted by keeping the wireless interface on after
downloading a video chunk. The download scheduler of [111] is shown to cut the energy
waste to half compared to existing download strategies.

The concept of tail time has been coined in [112] after performing energy consumption
measurement study in mobile networking technologies: 3G, GSM, and WiFi and discov-
ering a high tail energy overhead in 3G and GSM (especially in 3G where it is twice as
large as in GSM). The tail time represents the time that is needed to transition from the
high to the low power state after the last packet has been transmitted, when the network
has been inactive for this time duration. It has been introduced to reduce (1) the signalling
overhead of channel allocation and release during state transition and (2) delay of moving
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from the idle to the high power state. During the high power state (DCH) a dedicated chan-
nel is reserved to the device, enabling a high throughput and low delay for data transfers.
However, staying long in this power state requires high power consumption. During a low
power state (IDLE) network is inactive, consuming 1% of the power in the DCH state.
There is also a state in between (FACH), in which the channel is shared with other users
when there is little traffic to transmit, which consumes half of the power of DCH state. In-
activity timers regulate the transition between power states. The length of inactivity timers
is determined by network operators based on the performance/energy trade-off [113, 114],
typically being several seconds long.

As a result of this study, the TailEnder protocol [112] was developed to minimize the
tail energy overhead of common mobile applications (such as email, rss feeds, and web
browsing) by scheduling data transfers such that they minimize the time spent in high
energy states, while meeting delay-tolerance deadlines specified by users. Note that their
approach is based on scheduling the transmission requests before the expiration of the
inactivity timer, independently of the achievable data rates on the mobile device. It is used
to prefetch small data sizes in the order of tens of kilobytes that are frequently updated,
reducing the inter transfer times. However, the sizes of video are at least 3 orders of
magnitude larger and shortening the duration of video transfers plays a larger role in energy
cost reduction than reducing the times between the data transfers [115].

Predictability using autoregressive model

The mathematical model that is used in our work to create synthetic data rates, the au-
toregressive model of order 1 (AR(1)), has also been used in another work [116] to model
and predict in real time user movements in cellular networks, combining the user location,
acceleration, and velocity into a single mobility state. Their use of AR(1) model on mobile
user traces demonstrates the predicatability of user mobility based on his/her past behavior.

J. Yao and his colleagues investigated in [117] the potential predictability of downlink
bandwidth in cellular networks. They showed on their traces collected on the repeated
driving trips (on the 23 km long route in Sydney) that by incorporating past data rate traces
into the future bandwidth predictions can reduce the entropy of bandwidth up to 46%.
However, since each of their trips was 25-50 minutes long and performed on different days
during 8 months period (thus with a large time gap in between), these individual traces
could not be combined into a single time series that can be fit to autoregressive or time
series model. Therefore, fitting their short individual traces (without repeating trips) to
autoregressive and moving average models did not result in any bandwidth predictability
capabilities.

3.2 Contributions

Our work considers downlink data rates in mobile access networks to schedule prefetch-
ing, investigating potential energy cost reduction and time to complete content prefetching
based on frequency of channel probing and a target prefetching data rate (i.e., the minimum
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data rate over which prefetching can be performed), which to our knowledge has not pre-
viously been studied. Prefetching content over WiFi would increase the energy reduction
to even greater extent, therefore our work represents the worst case scenario.

We learned from simulations performed with the mobile users data rate traces that the
proposed OTT PRE scheme yields the highest energy cost reductions for target prefetching
data rates that are closest to the user’s average data rate and for shorter channel probing
frequencies that allow one to faster avoid the poor network conditions, thus increasing the
likelihood of prefetching at higher data rates. Additionally, we observed that the larger
variation in data rate distribution results in the larger energy reduction gains.

However, the obtained results were specific to the user and his/her pattern of achiev-
able data rates. In order to derive prefetching performances in various network conditions,
while avoiding a high cost of obtaining a mobile user data rate traces on a large scale in
per second granularity, we synthetically generated data rates. A simple model, an autore-
gressive process of order 1, was used to simulate different network conditions and user
behavior. Ten of actual mobile user traces that were collected in Stockholm city area were
fitted to this model with an error of up to 10%.

Finally, we found a dependency of a target prefetching data rate at which the max-
imum energy cost reduction is obtained to statistical data rate properties, such as mean
and peak-to-mean data rate ratio. By combining these parameters, we created optimiza-
tion guidelines for reducing energy cost that a mobile device can employ when prefetching
video.

With the provided results content providers can make more informative decisions about
scheduling of content prefetching that can improve the user’s QoE (by making the prefetch-
ing more energy efficient or more (delivery) delay sensitive for their users). We envisage
the content provider or the end user to provide their requirements about the maximum de-
livery delay and/or energy cost, using the potentially new types of SLAs, which will be
controlled by the adaptive mobile video content delivery, using the context-aware schedul-
ing of content prefetching as one means to achieve (or come closer to) this goal.

3.3 Delimitations

Opportunistic data prefetching over WiFi is found to substantially reduce energy consump-
tion compared to using 3G [106, 112]. However, WiFi is not available to the user all the
time, unlike the mobile connectivity. Therefore, the proposed prefetching schemes sched-
ule content prefetching over cellular network based on downlink data rates in order to
reduce energy consumption. In OP PRE energy consumption linearly decreases when
increasing target prefetching data rate. However, this scheme requires apriori data rate
information, which is often not available.

To address this problem, an alternative OTT PRE scheme was proposed that can be
employed on any mobile device, without requiring any prior information about achievable
download data rates. However, a deficiency of this method is that it does not provide any
guarantees that we will hit high data rates while periodically prefetching bits. In fact,
by sleeping longer we also miss some opportunities for prefetching at high data rates,
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causing the content to be prefetched mostly during the probing windows of 1 second, thus
resulting in the reduced goodput. Hence, by employing longer sleep times, the method can
potentially faster avoid areas with poor network conditions, thus increasing the likelihood
of prefetching at high data rates.

An additional knowledge about channel quality is, therefore, desired (such as signal
strength, connectivity type, and cell IDs with the time when high data rates are usually
available), either from historical user data or a mobile operator, in order to signal the
method when there are good opportunities for prefetching. In this thesis we limited our
investigation to use of downlink data rates only in order to verify if the energy cost re-
duction is possible using the OTT PRE scheme, thus representing the pessimistic scenario,
which with the additional information about channel quality can only be improved.

The proposed prefetching schemes are transparent to the relevancy of prefetched video
content to the user, even though the prefetching might incure energy waste if the user
does not view this content or views it only partially. This is an important research topic,
which has been investigated in [110, 111]. Instead, the focus of our investigations was
to determine the potential energy cost reduction that can be achieved by transmitting the
content in shorter time than using the on demand download.

Additionally, the energy cost of 3G tail time was not included in our investigation
of the prefetching schemes. However, it has been examined in other colleague’s work
[115], demonstrating that the number of tails (ranging from 1-10) can increase the energy
consumption of prefetching a video file of 27 MB for 10-20 J, which is a negligible cost
compared to a significantly larger energy reduction (up to 100 J) that can be achieved by
video prefetching when compared to video streaming.

Mobile users data rate traces

This section briefly examines the data rate logs that were collected by different mobile
users in Stockholm city area during different times of the year (see Table 3.1).

Table 3.1: Mobile user data rate logs

User ID File size Pause Duration Data rate range Avg data rate Data plan
1 13 MB 10 sec 3 days [0.02-974.8] kB/s 280.8 kB/s 5 GB
2 5 MB 2 sec 3 days [1.4-350.7] kB/s 163.6 kB/s 5 GB, EDGE
3 50 MB 2 min 3 days [0.4-976.5] kB/s 540.7 kB/s 50 GB
4 100 MB 2 min 2 days [0.7-976.3] kB/s 388.2 kB/s 50 GB
5 200 MB 2 min 5 days [0.1-976.5] kB/s 646.3 kB/s 50 GB
6 50 MB 2 min 3 days [0.7-976.4] kB/s 522.6 kB/s 50 GB
7 50 MB 2 min 4 days [1.4-974.9] kB/s 707.2 kB/s no limit
8 50 MB 5 sec 2 days [1.0-970.8] kB/s 628.7 kB/s no limit
9 50 MB 2 min 3 days [0.6-976.5] kB/s 550.9 kB/s 50 GB

10 13 MB 5 sec 8 days [0.02-976.5] kB/s 464.5 kB/s 5 GB
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The logs were collected by mobile devices periodically downloading a video file of a
predefined size from a server for a couple of days and pausing for a predetermined time
after completing each downloading round. Data rates were computed each second during
file transfer from the number of received bits from the server. During the experiment
phones were connected to Internet through mobile access networks only. The users that
performed the logging were researchers from our University, a research centre in Kista,
and one working professional, whose routes and stay durations at particular locations are
shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Users mobility routes

3.4 Energy consumption reduction via context-aware mobile video
prefetching (Paper CP1)

Service model

Figure 3.2 shows a data rate log of user 1 that was used in this investigation, from which
the pause times have been removed in order to be used as input into a set of simulations
developed for OTT PRE, OP PRE, and on demand download. This experiment was run
for 3 days on a Samsung Galaxy SII phone running Android version 2.3, by periodically
downloading a video file of 13MB, with 10s of pause time after the downloading round
has been completed. Data rates were recorded every second, ranging from 10 kByte/s up
to 950 kByte/s, with the average value of 280 kByte/s.

The goal of this investigation was to experimentally determine the potential maximum
energy savings that can be achieved by OTT PRE and OP PRE with respect to the on
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Figure 3.2: Data rate vs. time log used in the experiment

demand download. Additionally, the time that was needed to complete content prefetching
has been estimated for different values of target prefetching data rates and sleep times.

This performance evaluation was performed by simulating content delivery methods
using the traces we collected, rather than executing these methods "live" on the mobile
device. This enabled us to compare the performance of these methods (in terms of energy
cost) on identical user data in order to ensure an accurate comparison.

The performance metrics used in this evaluation consisted of: prefetching cost, down-
loading time, and prefetching SLA, illustrated in Figure 3.3. Note that besides R̂, OTT PRE
uses two additional parameters to implement periodic channel probing: the wake up time
(ω) during which it estimates data rates and the sleep time (τ ) representing the pause from
prefetching, after which the probing is resumed.

Figure 3.3: Evaluation metrics for content downloading and prefetching

The prefetching cost refers to the time spent actively prefetching the content, while the
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downloading time denotes the time that is needed to download the content on demand. The
prefetching SLA represents the duration from the start until the end of content prefetching,
which is initiated by a specific condition (e.g., R̂ or ω) and which needs to be completed
before the content is offered to the user for download/viewing. The values used to control
content prefetching and their impact on prefetching SLA are described in the following
subsection.

Results

Subproblem 1.A: Energy cost reduction of OTT vs. Operator-like prefetching

Figure 3.4 illustrates the average prefetching costs for OTT PRE and OP PRE, obtained
using different R̂ and τ values. A set of target prefetching data rates (from 100kByte/s to
900kByte/s) was chosen to reflect the data rate distribution from Figure 3.3, while the sleep
times ranged from 1 up to 31 seconds, with a step of 5 seconds. Minimum and maximum
95% confidence intervals of the average prefetching costs that constitute OTT and OP PRE
curves in Figure 3.4 are given in Table 3.2.
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Figure 3.4: Average prefetching costs of OTT and OP PRE compared to downloading time
and the expected prefetching cost of OTT PRE over WiFi

It can be observed from Figure 3.4 that the OP PRE cost decreases when increasing R̂,
which is due to OP PRE being always performed on data rates that are equal to or greater
than R̂. OP PRE can reduce the energy consumption in the mobile device by up to 72%
when compared to the downloading time of the same content on demand. Additionally,
for the cost of downloading a single file on demand 3 video files of the same size can be
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Table 3.2: Minimum and maximum 95% confidence intervals of average OTT and OP
prefetching costs

OTT PRE (τ ) 1s 6s 11s 16s 21s 26s 31s OP PRE
Min CI [s] 2.46 1.68 1.32 1.19 1.05 0.93 0.83 0
Max CI [s] 2.8 2.37 2.25 2.17 2.16 2.11 2.06 2.4

prefetched at the average prefetching data rate 780 kByte/s (see Table 3.3). However, this
scheme requires full knowledge of available data rates in time, which is often not feasible.

Table 3.3: Number of files that can be prefetched using OP PRE for the cost of single
download

R̂ [kByte/s] 100 300 500 700 900
Number of files 1.07 1.48 2.29 2.94 3.54

Average prefetching data rate [kByte/s] 297 400 609 777 936

The upper line in Figure 3.4 depicts the average (on demand) downloading time, while
the lower line shows the OTT PRE cost in the case if the user would have been connected
to WiFi. It is interesting to notice that in case of very high R̂ all OTT PRE costs tend to
converge to the downloading time value. This can be explained by a few or none of the
available data rates being equal to or higher than 900 kByte/s. In case a device would have
a WiFi interface turned on, the actual prefetching cost would depend on the duration of the
user stay under the coverage of WiFi APs during the prefetching period.

The OTT PRE costs (shown in Figure 3.4) decrease until the point where most of the
available data rates are equal to or greater than R̂. This point is depicted as the minimum
of prefetching costs curves, at which the lowest prefetching cost can be achieved. After
this point the availability of data rates that meet the required threshold decreases, causing
the increasing amount of bits to be prefetched on lower data rates during the wake up
time period, which in turn increases the prefetching cost. The lowest prefetching cost
can be observed at the R̂ of 300 kBytes with the τ of 31 second. When compared to the
downloading time, the energy consumption reduction of 30% can be achieved.

Figure 3.4 also illustrates that the OTT PRE cost at a particular R̂ decreases with the
higher τ values. This can be explained by the fact that when the OTT scheme detects the
low data rates, it pauses the prefetching for τ seconds before it wakes up to prefetch bits
again. The longer the sleep time is, the more likely is that data rates will be uncorrelated
with those from the previous wake up period. Figure 3.8 to the right, which is elaborated in
Section 3.5, confirms this fact by illustrating higher correlation at smaller lags (i.e., among
data rates that are a few seconds apart from each other), which decreases when increasing
this number of seconds distance. Thus, assuming the low data rates were detected in the
current wake up period, a longer sleep time will increase the probability of moving away
from these poor channel conditions.
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Subproblem 1.B: Success rate of OTT prefetching scheme

Despite the outlined limitation that it cannot ensure that prefetching will always be per-
formed at target data rates, the proposed OTT scheme provides potential energy cost re-
ductions. Therefore, in order to evaluate the usefulness of this method, we computed the
success rate of the proposed OTT method and compared it to the random access strategy
(RA). The RA represents the uniform probability1 of finding data rates that are equal to or
greater than R̂ in a time window that is equal to the prefetching SLA. The success rate of
the RA method is calculated as the number of seconds the data rates were equal to or above
the threshold during the prefetching period, divided by its duration. The OTT success rate
was calculated as the ratio of the number of seconds the prefetching was performed on the
data rates that are equal to or greater than R̂ and the prefetching cost at this R̂. Figure 3.5
illustrates this comparison result.
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Figure 3.5: OTT prefetching compared to Random access strategy

Figure 3.5 shows that OTT prefetching scheme has a higher success rate than RA
scheme for all R̂ up to 850kByte/s, where they converge. At R̂ of 300 kByte/s (and τ=31s)
the OTT success rate is nearly twice as large as the RA’s rate, at which point the success
rate of RA’s scheme is already at 40%. The success rate of OTT scheme falls below 50%
between 350 and 400 kByte/s, which is reflected in Figure 3.4 by an increase in prefetching
cost.

Subproblem 1.D: Impact of prefetching on the users’ waiting time for content

The prefetching SLA represents the time that a user needs to wait for mobile video prefetch-
ing to complete, before accessing the content. Letting the user wait for content can affect

1Having equal probability of hitting the appropriate data rate for prefetching and a lower data rate than R̂
during the prefetching period, since the available bandwidth of the channel can be seen as a random process.
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his/her QoE, unless it is scheduled during the time of user’s inactivity (e.g., at night when
the user sleeps or when his/her device is charged). As it was demonstrated in previous
Section, depending on the available data rates and the parameters set for prefetching (R̂
and τ ), prefetching can take shorter or longer time to complete. Therefore, it is important
to determine how much in advance of the user’s access to content the prefetching needs to
be scheduled in order to complete in time for viewing (i.e., until the deadline that can be
set by a user or content provider, which represents another QoE parameter).

Figure 3.6 illustrates the average prefetching SLAs in hours for the same R̂ and τ
values that were used in Figure 3.4. The minimum and maximum 95% confidence intervals
of average prefetching SLAs are shown in Table 3.4. It can be observed that prefetching
SLA increases when increasing R̂ and τ values, due to less frequent access to higher data
rates, which extends the prefetching period, and the longer sleeping time, respectively.
However, while longer τ values reduce the prefetching cost, the highest R̂ values increase
this cost since increasingly more content is prefetched during channel probing phase at the
data rates that are lower than R̂. In order to achieve the lowest prefetching cost (i.e., the
maximum energy savings), prefetching should be scheduled 1.2 hours earlier of the user’s
access to content, using R̂ of 300 kByte/s and τ of 31 second.
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Figure 3.6: Average prefetching SLAs

Table 3.4: Minimum and maximum 95% confidence intervals of average prefetching SLAs

OTT PRE (τ ) 1s 6s 11s 16s 21s 26s 31s
Min CI [10−3 hours] 0.9 1.2 1.5 1.7 1.8 2 2.1
Max CI [10−3 hours] 1.9 6.4 11 15 20 24 27

Note that the obtained results are specific to the user, his/her network conditions and
behavior. The following Section describes a broader investigation of the OTT PRE scheme
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targeting different access channel conditions in order to generalize conclusions about prefetch-
ing performances.

3.5 Evaluation of energy profiles for mobile video prefetching in
generalized stochastic access channels (Paper CP2)

Service model

This investigation evaluates the energy cost reduction of OTT mobile video content prefetch-
ing in various network conditions. Since obtaining a mobile user data rate traces on a large
scale in per second granularity is economically very costly and in order to simulate vari-
ous network conditions and user behavior, a stochastic access channel model was built and
validated using the mobile users data traces presented in Table 3.1.

The mobile users data traces consist of data rates recorded each second, representing a
sequence of data points at equally spaced time intervals. This motivated us to examine the
time series models as a candidate for generating synthetic data rates. The observed time
series data (x1, x2, ..., xn) can be seen as a realization of a stochastic process, where time
is used as an index set. Time represents a set of moments when the process is observed.
This ordering enables one to capture temporal relationship between the random variables
in the stochastic process and discover other internal characteristics of the model. The goal
of time series modeling is to describe probabilistic behavior of the underlying stochastic
process that is believed to have generated the observed data.

A first step in determining if there is some underlying stationary process that generated
our experimental data was to check if the data rate values arranged in time exhibit some
serial correlation. To answer this question, we plotted the user data rates at time t against
the data rates in previous period t-1, as shown in Figure 3.7 on the example of user 1. A
strong serial correlation between the current and previous data rate is indicated by the slope
of linear regression line.

Next, we had to determine the appropriate time series model for the data. To achieve
this, we plotted the autocorrelation function (ACF) (see Figure 3.8 to the left). ACF of a
random process describes the similarity of the process with itself at different points in time
(lag). Thus, ACF can be seen as a measure of the memory of the process. The ACF plot
illustrates exponential decay, indicating that our data rates can potentially be described by
AR process. In AR model future values depend on past time series values, while its order
indicates how many lags in past they depend on.

The AR(1) model was selected for this and other data rates fitting due to strong cor-
relation with previous values exhibited by user data rates arranged in time. Note that all
fitting results are described in detail in our paper [2].

AR(1) model is defined by a first order linear difference equation:

Xt = c+ φ1Xt−1 + εt (3.1)
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Figure 3.7: Serial correlation between current and previous data rate

Figure 3.8: Autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation function of actual data rates

where t is a point in time, c is constant, φ1 is the autoregressive coefficient, and εt
are Gaussian distributed error terms or innovations with zero mean and variance σ2

ε that
introduce variability into this process.

The mobile users traces described in Table 3.1 were fitted to this model with an error
of up to 10%, using the Burg method that minimizes the sum of squares of the error be-
tween original and estimated values [43]. As the autoregressive coefficient was difficult to
physically interpret in order to be used for modeling a data rate signal, after a simple ma-
nipulation with equation (3.1) (presented in our paper [2]) we derived the following three
parameters: the process mean µ, process variance σ2

AR, and noise variance σ2
ε :

µ = c

1− φ1
(3.2)
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σ2
AR = σ2

ε

1− φ2
1

(3.3)

Figure 3.9 illustrates the proposed modeling approach.

Figure 3.9: Data rates described using AR(1) parameters

Note that the process mean (µ) determines the average data rate and the data rate range.
Process variance (σ2

AR) and noise variance (σ2
ε ) increase the variation in data rate values,

leading to potentially more frequent access to higher data rates.
With these three modeling parameters (µ, σ2

AR, and σ2
ε ) it was easy to generate data

rates simulating different access channel states. Note that we do not claim that this model
can accurately describe all channel conditions nor do we compare it with other models.
Hence, it enabled us to evaluate prefetching performances of the data rates that can be
fitted to this model, identifying regions with potentially largest energy reduction gains.

Results

Subproblem 1.C: Channel conditions with the largest energy gains potential

100 realizations of synthetic data rates were generated using AR(1) model in Matlab with
φ̂1, ĉ, and σ̂ε parameters obtained from fitting the actual user data rates. 10000 iterations
of content prefetching and on demand download were performed over each synthetic data
rate realization with different starting indices. Target prefetching data rates and sleeping
times were set to the same values as in Section 3.4.

From each iteration we extracted the prefetching costs and downloading time obtained
for different target prefetching data rates and sleep times. Using these values the maxi-
mum energy cost reduction (Emax) was computed in each iteration by finding the lowest
prefetching cost that can be achieved by reduction in the duration of the content download
time:

Emax = download_time−min(prefetching_cost)
download_time

(3.4)
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The minimum and maximum of 10000 Emax values were computed in order to obtain
the Emax range for the fitted set of AR(1) parameters. The obtained Emax range is com-
pared in Table 3.5 with the Emax obtained using the actual user data rates, demonstrating
that the prefetching results over actual and fitted data rates are comparable.

Table 3.5: Emax [%] obtained from prefetching over actual and fitted users data rates

User 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Emax actual 30 7.2 23.6 29.6 15 23.7 6.6 11.9 29.8 32.1

Emax fitted min 25.3 6.5 20.6 21.5 12.2 18.3 6.2 8.8 19.8 18.2
Emax fitted max 27.7 8.8 22.4 26.8 13.3 20 7 10.6 22 19.6

In order to simulate different access channel states and user behavior, we scanned the
entire parameter space of the identified AR model (µ, σ2

AR, and σ2
ε ), synthetically generat-

ing data rates. We performed prefetching and on demand download simulations over these
data rates in order to determine their Emax. Figure 3.10 to the left illustrates Emax as a
function of σ2

AR, for different σ2
ε /σ2

AR.
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Figure 3.10: Emax as a function of process variance (to the left) and mean (to the right)

The σ2
ε /σ2

AR ratio determines a shape of data rates signal, representing the amount of
serial correlation in user data. Serial correlation determines how much information about
the current data rate is contained in the previous value, which is repeated over various time
periods. Therefore, by changing the strength of correlation given by the AR coefficient (or
σ2
ε /σ2

AR), the AR(1) process changes. To preserve the same process, σ2
ε /σ2

AR was fixed in
all experiments, while changing other parameter values. These values were derived from
the selected AR coefficient φ1 values, representing different data rate signal shapes.

It can be observed that Emax increases with strong correlation between subsequent
data rates and low noise variance of data rates, caused by low σ2

ε /σ2
AR values. Such data

rates exhibit a certain pattern for some time before they jump to significantly higher or
significantly lower value, thus creating areas of longer staying periods at high and low
data rates (depicted with red circles in Figure 3.11), which in turn increases Emax.
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Figure 3.11: Data rates generated with high correlation coefficient and little noise variance

Figure 3.10 to the right shows the impact of process mean on Emax. The larger the µ,
the higher the average data rate and the lower the Emax, due to the smaller difference in
duration of on demand download and content prefetching. Hence, the lower the average
data rate and the higher the peak-to-mean ratio (which can be achieved by decreasing the
process mean or process variance for the same σ2

ε /σ2
AR), the higher the energy savings.

Subproblem 1.D: Prefetching SLA of synthetically generated data rates

Prefetching SLAs corresponding to Emax obtained over synthetically generated data rates
are plotted in Figure 3.12 as a function of process mean and process variance. It can be
observed that prefetching SLA decreases with higher σ2

AR, except for σ2
ε /σ2

AR, where it
increases with σ2

AR (of 5002 and 6002 (kByte/s)2). This can be explained by the longer
alternating periods of low and high data rates (created by high correlation and low noise
variance) that increase the prefetching period. With a further increase of σ2

AR, the noise
variance increases, leading to more frequent access to higher average data rates, thus de-
creasing the prefetching SLA.

The prefetching SLA decreases with increasing µ up to the point where the most of
available data rates are equal to or greater than R̂ (see Figure 3.12 to the right). After this
point the availability of data rates that meet this threshold decreases, causing the increasing
amount of bits to be prefetched on lower data rates, which in turn increases the prefetching
SLA. In order to maximize gains during prefetching on a mobile device, one needs to be
able to compute this point based on statistical properties of data rates and set the appropri-
ate R̂. We propose such a procedure in the following subsection, comparing the obtained
energy gains over different access channel states with the optimal results that are achieved
experimentally using the same channel conditions.
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Figure 3.12: Prefetching SLA as a function of process variance (to the left) and process
mean (to the right)

Subproblem 1.E: Prefetching recommendations for increasing energy cost reduction
of mobile devices

OTT prefetching performance greatly depends on the individual user’s mobility pattern and
achievable data rates, which are estimated by the user’s mobile device without any a priori
knowledge about network connectivity and available bandwidth. In order to enable the
user to maximize the potential energy cost reduction from prefetching video content, we
derived a set of prefetching recommendations based on statistical properties of data rates.

We used synthetically generated data rates from the entire model parameters’ space to
find dependency of the target prefetching data rate on statistical properties of data rates,
such as average data rate and peak-to-mean values. By combining these parameters, we
created recommendations for reducing energy cost that a mobile device can employ when
prefetching video. Next, we extracted the same statistical parameters from actual mobile
users data rates and applied these recommendations in order to predict their optimal target
prefetching data rate. The estimated optimal target prefetching data rates were in turn
compared to their actual values obtained from prefetching results with Emax, from which
we computed the prediction error, and using all the gathered insights identified the reasons
for low and moderate deviations from the actual value.

Figure 3.13 depicts the target prefetching data rate R̂ as a function of average data
rate (R̄) and peak-to-mean ratio. This R̂ is said to be optimal, since it was extracted from
prefetching results with maximum energy cost reduction. Observe that the higher peak-
to-mean and lower R̄ require lower optimal R̂, which can be explained by the fact that
the largest energy cost reductions are obtained when R̂ is set to R̄ since the availability of
data rates that meet or exceed the required threshold is highest around the average data rate
value. Therefore, the lower R̄ requires lower R̂.

Fitting the optimal R̂ to a plane with R̄ and peakToMean variables yields:

R̂ = 0.853 ∗ R̄− 16.528 ∗ peakToMean+ 192.367[kByte/s] (3.5)
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Figure 3.13: Optimal R̂ for R̄ and peak-to-mean ratio

with goodness-of-fit (R2) being 0.8372 and root-mean-square error = 75.9483 (in absolute
units).

Figure 3.14 plots the actual and estimated optimal target prefetching data rate as a
function of R̄ and peakToMean, computed from the entire model parameter space. Setting
R̂ to an optimal value can potentially maximize the energy cost reduction of a mobile
device while prefetching video content using the proposed method.

Figure 3.14: Optimal R̂ increases with higher R̄ and peak-to-mean ratio

Table 3.6 estimates the optimal target prefetching data rate for six different channel
states (R̂est) that are extracted from users traces. Observe that R̂est values of channels
with strong correlation are similar to actual optimal R̂ values, while differing more for
moderate correlation, due to a larger noise variance. Note that moderate correlation was
observed in shorter data rate logs and where a mobile user behavior deviated from a daily
routine (by visiting new locations with different data rate characteristics). However, the
more precise (and longer) the log is, the closer R̂est to optimal R̂ are expected.
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Table 3.6: Estimating optimal target prefetching data rates [kByte/s]

φ1 c σ2
ε PeakToMean R̄ R̂ R̂est

0.8899 59.5 11764.1 1.71 569.4 649.7 650
0.8885 31.3 4032.4 3.47 280.8 374.5 300
0.8704 15.6 2348.6 1.77 551 633.1 650
0.7878 98.6 23041.3 2.1 464.5 553.8 550
0.6545 217.2 22313.6 1.55 628.1 702.6 600
0.5407 75.1 1318.7 2.14 163.5 296.4 150

3.6 Conclusions

Context-aware mobile video prefetching schemes have been presented and evaluated in
terms of energy cost reduction and time to complete prefetching using simulations over
synthetic and actual mobile user data rates. The proposed schemes initiate the prefetch-
ing when the user data rates meet or exceed the specifed prefetching data rate in order to
shorten the duration of video data transfers and subsequently reduce the energy cost of
mobile video delivery. The OTT prefetching scheme estimates the data rates itself by peri-
odically probing the channel quality, while the Operator-like prefetching scheme requires
an apriori knowledge of data rates. Both schemes are compared to on demand content
download, estimating the potential energy cost reduction by decrease in duration of mobile
data transfer that can be achieved by prefetching, in various network conditions.

We focused our investigations more on OTT prefetching scheme, since it can be de-
ployed on mobile devices, estimating the achievable data rates itself and prefetching the
rest of the content bits if the estimated data rate is equal to or higher than the set target
prefetching data rate. We wanted to estimate the cost of periodic channel probing and ver-
ify if the energy cost reduction is possible to achieve with OTT prefetching scheme despite
the incurred pooling cost.

We studied by experimentation how to determine the optimal set of parameters that can
maximize the energy reduction gains, using the statistical properties of data rates, different
channel probing frequencies, and target prefetching data rates. Based on the obtained
results we provided recommendations on how to achieve desired prefetching gains: more
energy-efficient or delivery delay-sensitive mobile video delivery. We demonstrated that
the highest energy cost reductions are achieved by setting target prefetching data rates
closer to the user’s average data rate and using shorter channel probing frequencies that
allow one to faster avoid the poor network conditions, thus increasing the likelihood of
prefetching at higher data rates. What concerns the statistical properties of data rates,
the strong correlation between subsequent data rates and low noise variance provide high
energy savings. Moreover, the low average data rate and the high peak-to-mean ratio are
indicators of high energy cost reductions, requiring low target prefetching data rate to
achieve these gains.

A short prefetching SLA is a result of frequent and long access to high data rates,
which are obtained at high average data rates and high noise variance. However, this might
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be in conflict with achieving maximum energy cost reduction, therefore a desired user
preferences need to be considered during prefetching process.

With all this information content providers can make more informative decisions about
scheduling of content prefetching that can improve the user’s QoE. We envisage the content
provider or the end user to provide their requirements about the maximum delivery delay
and/or energy cost, using the potentially new types of SLAs.

3.7 Validity of the Results

Opportunistic access to WiFi networks has not been considered in the energy cost reduc-
tion investigations achieved by content prefetching, even though it would increase energy
reduction to an even greater extent. Therefore, our results represent the worst case scenario.

The additional knowledge about channel quality, such as availability of WiFi access,
signal strength, and cell IDs with times when high data rates are usually available (that can
be obtained from historical user data or the mobile operator) could signal the method when
there are good opportunities for prefetching, thus potentially providing higher goodput,
energy cost reductions, and shorter prefetching SLAs to the user. Further enhancements
of the OTT prefetching method are therefore possible and their impact on energy savings
needs to be investigated and compared to the current prefetching implementation.

Experiments in the real world settings proving the usefulness and accuracy of the
prefetching recommendations have not been performed. This would require building a
real OTT prefetching system that can monitor user data rates, fitting them into the stochas-
tic access channel model and deriving the fitted model parameter values (as it was done
and described in Section 3.5), based on which the optimal prefetching parameters would
be set to satisfy the user prefetching goals (i.e., desired energy savings and delivery delay
constraints). Once it has been implemented, the described system would need to be tested
with real users and mobile devices. Hence, its successful realization would present a first
step towards achieving QoE-aware SLA.



Chapter 4

Human- and content-aware video
optimization

Human- and content-aware video optimization has the potential to reduce mobile video
traffic load in cellular networks by reducing video size without perceptual quality degrada-
tion (or experiencing degradation to a limited extent). It removes quality oscillations from
the video content that contains scenes with varying content characteristics, which are not
encoded according to perceptual video quality. By composing a video of short segments
according to human perception, the video becomes optimized for the particular percep-
tual video quality (that can be represented with human-understandable MOS grade), which
can hardly be distinguished (if at all) from the quality of video in the reference resolution1,
while having a reduced bitrate compared to the reference video. Thus, instead of providing
a video in, for instance, 720p, 480p, 360p, and 240p qualities, users could choose between
downloading/streaming a video in MOS 5, 4.5, 4, and 3.5 (or any other MOS grade), while
achieving bandwidth and storage savings.

Video can be optimized in different ways in order to reduce its bitrate, while mini-
mizing visual effects of video quality impairments. The possible approaches include re-
ducing frame resolution, frame rate, modifying the quantization parameter of video en-
coding, color depth, or any combinations of the above. We chose to implement video
optimization based on resolution reduction, because a small resolution decrease can pro-
duce larger bandwidth savings and be better perceived than the proportional reduction of
frame rate [69]. Additionally, adjustment of the quantization parameter needs to occur
during video encoding, which is too CPU-intensive operation to be performed on mobile
devices, and does not result in predictable output bitrate. Similarly, adaptation of videos
via color depth requires intensive mathematical operations and applying perceptual video
quality filters to each frame, which cannot be done at runtime [118].

This chapter presents a video optimization method that optimizes videos for viewing
on a particular mobile device by downscaling resolution of short video segments from

1The reference video resolution is found as the minimum video resolution that has the same or greater
perceptual quality as the optimized video.

70
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the maximum device supported to the level specified by desired perceptual video quality
(while maintaining the same aspect ratio). The perceptual video quality levels are specified
in a QoE model, by correlating the subjective video quality test results obtained on the
chosen mobile device with the objective video quality measurements. Both measurements
compare optimized videos with the same videos encoded in the maximum device supported
resolution in terms of perceptual video quality difference. The mapping of subjective and
objective video quality scores enables programmatic control of perceptual video quality,
by selecting the minimum resolution of short video segments for an optimized video that
meets the desired perceptual video quality difference, as depicted in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Video optimization aggregates short video segments in different resolutions
according to their perceptual video quality into an optimized video stream

The QoE model can be created from a single user’s or by aggregating multiple users’
votes assessing the quality of optimized video clips. The former enables tailoring video
optimization to individual user perception, satisfying each user with the delivered video
quality, hence with potentially additional bits required compared to the latter case, which
delivers average user’s quality to all users (including the ones that did not participate in
the subjective video quality test). First, we present the video optimization results that are
obtained with the aggregated users’ QoE model. Then, we investigate the potential quality
gains and costs of the personalized video optimization in terms of extra bits that might be
required to achieve this goal.

The proposed video optimization method works on video clips that are 4-15 seconds
long. In order to optimize long videos, such as movies, we split the video in 15 seconds
long segments, optimizing them for desired video quality and merging into the optimized
video stream.

A linear interpolation method has been proposed to compute bandwidth savings that
can be achieved by optimizing long videos (such as movies) for specific perceptual video
quality, without the need to actually perform the optimization. This method linearly inter-
polates the size of each 15 seconds long video segment from sizes and VQM scores of this
segment provided in two consecutive resolutions that are closest to desired VQM thresh-
old. It sums up all the interpolated segments’ sizes to obtain the size of optimized long
video, which is in turn compared to the size of this video in reference resolution in order
to compute bandwidth (and storage) savings.
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The concept of seamless video QoE delivery that can reduce bandwidth and storage
requirements inspired design of QoE-aware mobile video optimization and delivery frame-
work that is presented in next section, along with two applications of video optimization:
QoE-aware video storage and delivery, which are described at the end of this chapter.

4.1 QoE-aware mobile video optimization and delivery framework

In order to achieve desired mobile video QoE with fewer bits required to deliver the video,
we propose to move from video resolution and bitrate-centric, where all frames in the
video are encoded in the same resolution/bitrate, to QoE-centric mobile video content
delivery, in which frames are selected from different resolutions/bitrates according to the
target perceptual video quality. With this approach we designed a QoE-aware mobile video
optimization and delivery framework that can minimize bandwidth consumption (QoS) and
maximize predictable perceptual video quality (QoE).

Figure 4.2 presents an architecture of the proposed framework, consisting of the client
for streaming and evaluating perceptual video quality on a user’s mobile device, a web/me-
dia server encoding and segmenting video content, and a web server optimizing video for
the desired perceptual video quality and delivering it to the client in a file or by streaming
over Content Delivery Network (CDN).

Figure 4.2: QoE-aware mobile video optimization and delivery framework

The core part of this framework is the video optimizer that optimizes videos for viewing
on a mobile device in the desired perceptual video quality. Note that this framework is
not limited to the use of the proposed video optimization method. Multiple optimization
methods are intended to be used in different contexts and for optimizing different video
types, which is an open topic for future investigations.

The QoE monitoring Android application has been developed to perform subjective
video quality tests and evaluate perceptual video quality of the optimized videos, corre-
lating the results with the objective video quality scores in order to derive a user’s QoE
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model. In our implementation the objective video quality was measured using VQM soft-
ware, since VQM has the highest correlation with subjective video quality test results [37].
VQM compared frame-by-frame the optimized video with the same video encoded in the
device’s maximum supported resolution, producing the perceptual video quality difference
expressed using VQM score. By correlating VQM scores with MOS grades, we were able
to extract the maximum VQM score that individual video segments can have in order to be
integrated into an optimized video stream for the desired target video quality.

Besides being tailored to individual or aggregated users’ perception, QoE model can
also be device-, content type-, and video codec-specific. Separate QoE model instances
might be created for video optimization of different content types, encoded with different
video codecs, and for viewing on different mobile devices, in order to achieve better cor-
relation with human perception. In our implementation of QoE model video clips were
extracted from popular movies, encoded in webm format without audio using the VP8
video codec, and viewed on a Samsung Galaxy S3 smartphone.

The optimized video’s quality needs to match the available bandwidth characteristics in
order to provide good QoE to the end user, without interruptions, during video streaming.
For this purpose, the video optimizer implements a method that can predict the optimal
target video quality for which a video should be optimized in order to maximize the user’s
QoE in the given network conditions. This prediction method uses as input a limited infor-
mation that can be available on the mobile device before the streaming starts: the average
bandwidth of the channel and the bitrates of optimized video segments for different target
video qualities. More details about this prediction method are given in Section 5.4 of the
next chapter.

Optimized video can be stored in a file that can be made available for download-
/prefetching or can be streamed to a user’s device using QoE-aware adaptive video stream-
ing (which is the topic of the next chapter). In the latter case optimized video segments are
specified in the top representation of the MPD file, followed by the lower quality repre-
sentations to which the streaming can switch in case of the lower experienced bandwidth.
During streaming, the video player/decoder renders all video segments in the maximum
supported resolution by the mobile device (i.e., 720p in our implementation).

4.2 Related work

As previously described, video optimization with a goal of reducing video bitrate can be
done by: reducing the resolution, frame rate, color depth, adjusting quantization scale, or
any combination of these approaches. This section elaborates benefits and shortcomings of
these approaches in terms of their impact on perceptual video quality and bitrate reduction.

Several studies investigated the impact of reducing frame rate on video QoE, show-
ing that it negatively affects QoE and that quality impairment depends on the motion and
content of the video [105, 119, 120]. They demonstrated that low motion videos are more
affected by lower frame rates than high motion videos.

According to another study [121], reducing quantization removes important informa-
tion from high motion video (such as sports) on small screen devices and should be avoided
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whenever possible. Perceived quality is shown to have a logistic relationship with the quan-
tization scale, with the quantization level greater than 8 resulting in a sharp drop in users’
acceptability of the video. The same study also demonstrated that users are more sensitive
to low frame rates when watching videos on mobile devices than on desktop displays. Ad-
ditionally, they are more sensitive to reductions in quantizations than to changes in frame
rate.

Frame rate reduction combined with adaptive quantization has been used in [122] to
reduce the bandwidth associated to video streaming. This paper quantifies the amount of
motion in MPEG video stream and drops the frames of video scene in case of low motion,
while for high motion scene reduces the quality of frames by changing quantization level.
Subjective tests showed that this method can improve perceptual video quality by 30% at
different bandwidth fluctuation rates and motion characteristics.

Zinner et al. [69] compared a reduction of resolution with the proportional reduction
of frame rate, showing that video sequences with lower resolution perform better than
video sequences with lower frame rate with respect to perceptual video quality. A small
decrease of frame resolution is better perceived than the decrease of frame rate by the same
percentage, while resulting in higher bitrate reduction [69, 123].

Concerning the impact of adjusting the quantization parameter on bitrate reduction, an
increase of quantization parameter leads to high bitrate reduction, hovewer with a sharp
drop in perceptual video quality, which is acceptable only in the highest quality layer when
adjusting quantization parameter to produce the good or excellent video quality with the
minimum bitrate [123]. Moreover, the adjustment of quantization parameter is performed
during video encoding, which is a very CPU-intensive operation to be performed during
video delivery on a large scale in order to satisfy each user’s quality requirements, device
characteristics, and bandwidth constraints.

The impact of spatial resolution, frame rate, and quantization parameter individually
and in combination on perceptual quality, when watching video on a mobile device display,
has been investigated in [124]. The perceptual video quality decay is captured as a function
of each of these factors, using a single content-dependent parameter in each function. The
joint effect of these factors is computed as a product of these three quality decay functions.
The results show that the perceptual video quality drops faster as the frame rate decreases,
independently of the quantization parameter. Furthermore, the perceptual quality decays
quicker with a decrease of resolution, however it also drops faster for larger values of
quantization parameter, independently of the frame rate.

A cross-dimensional perceptual video adaptation determines an optimal combination
of video resolution, frame rate, and quantization level that maximizes video quality under
the given bitrate budget. G. Zhai et al. [125] found that under a low bitrate constraint low
resolution is often preferred, while frame rate should be kept low for video sequences with
high temporal activity and remain high for videos with low temporal activity. Additionally,
when using high resolution or high frame rate at low bitrates, increasing the image quality
(by decreasing quantization parameter) is the most efficient way to increase the perceptual
video quality, except for videos with low spatial information.

Adaptation of videos to color depth of the device display is usually performed to enable
playback of videos on mobile devices, which support only limited number of colors [118].
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The adaptation for grayscale displays uses cumulated histograms of each frame to trans-
form luminance values to new values, extending this approach to computing aggregated
luminance values of each shot. Concerning the adaptation for binary displays, the overlay
of binary textures combined with the use of strong edges enables adaptation of video into
binary images. However, the adaptation results in terms of the reduced video size or per-
ceptual video quality have not been provided in this work, except the figures that visually
compare the original video shots with the adapted images.

Other methods that optimize perceptual video quality during video streaming with a
goal of minimizing visual effect of network impairments (such as packet loss and band-
width variations), are reviewed in the next chapter that deals with QoE-aware adaptive
video streaming.

4.3 Contributions

The proposed video optimization method uses resolution reduction to optimize a video for
desired perceptual video quality when viewed on a mobile device. It downscales resolu-
tion of video segments, whose quality does not degrade much after downscaling from the
maximum device supported video resolution (i.e., degrades to the extent specified by the
desired perceptual quality difference). By implementing the same perceptual quality dif-
ference on all short video segments, our method optimizes perceptual quality of the entire
video, resulting in reduced video size compared to the reference video.

Our work investigates the potential bandwidth (and storage) savings that can be achieved
by optimizing video for different perceptual video qualities, comparing its size to the size
of this video in one of the existing resolutions. A method for computing this savings from
optimizing long videos (such as movies) has been proposed, without requiring actual op-
timization to be performed. The preliminary results obtained with Samsung Galaxy S3
phone show that up to 60% savings can be achieved by optimizing movies, without com-
promising the viewers’ perceived QoE.

In the same work we investigated gains and costs of tailoring video optimization to
individual user perception, demonstrating that it can provide seamless video QoE across
all users with a low overhead in terms of additional bytes (i.e., 10%) that are required to
achieve this goal.

Providing more video qualities that are optimized for user perception and with pre-
dictable gradual differences in sizes, enables video content providers and telco operators
to more efficiently use the available bandwidth, while reducing the video distribution costs
and providing bandwidth and storage savings to the end users, without compromising their
perceived QoE.

4.4 Delimitations

The video optimization uses as input VQM scores of short video segments in different
resolutions in order to prepare an optimized video stream. Due to high computational
complexity of VQM, our model preprocesses the video in the maximum device supported
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and each downscaled resolution in order to obtain VQM scores, before initiating video
optimization. Therefore, the proposed video optimization in the current implementation
can be applied to only preprocessed videos. In order to enable video optimization on live
videos, VQM measurements need to be run after the video recording & encoding process
and complete before the distribution of video feed. Alternatively, one could implement
the proposed video optimization method using a less computationally demanding video
quality measurement method (such as SSIM).

The impact of environmental context2 on perceptual video quality of mobile users
has not been investigated in this thesis or integrated into the proposed video optimiza-
tion method. The reason for this is that ITU-T specifies that subjective video quality tests
have to be performed in a controlled laboratory environment in order to obtain statisti-
cally relevant results, thus removing any external factors that might cause deviations of the
user-perceived video quality [79]. Hence, a recent work [126] demonstrated a difference
in video quality requirements when the quality is assessed in a laboratory from when it
is assessed in mobile usage contexts (such as bus, coffee bar, train station). Therefore,
user context should be integrated in video optimization method, evaluating the perceptual
quality of optimized videos in the context-oriented quality assessment study. Crowdsourc-
ing can be a potential solution to performing the subjective user quality tests on a large
scale, with heterogeneous devices and video types, moving the test effort to Internet [111].
However, conducting these tests in different viewing and usage environments, while au-
tomatically capturing mobile user context, is a research challenge that requires separate
investigation, which is not part of this thesis.

4.5 QoE-aware optimization for video delivery and storage (paper
VO1)

Service model

This investigation describes and evaluates the video optimization method in terms of the
reduced bandwidth required by mobile users to download an optimized video compared to
downloading this video in one of the existing resolutions with the compareable perceptual
video quality. This method requires as an input a video encoded in different resolutions (in
our case 720p, 480p, 360p, and 240p), VQM scores for each of the video clip resolutions,
and a target video quality threshold. The latter is expressed as a MOS grade or a VQM
threshold, which can be obtained from the linear regression of VQM scores to MOS grades,
depicted in Figure 4.3 (more details about this model can be read in next subsection).

All videos in this investigation are extracted from ten most popular movies in 2012.
The movies from Blu-ray discs were first converted to MKV format without a loss of video
quality. Next, they were encoded using VP8 video codec and FFmpeg tool in webm format
to four resolutions (720p, 480p, 360p, 240p) following the YouTube recommendations for
video encodings [38], without audio, and using Group of Pictures (GOP) of 6 frames. The

2The environmental context represents usage context, i.e., where the user is and what he/she is doing while
watching video.
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movies were split into 15 seconds long clips and ran through VQM measurements to obtain
VQM scores for each video resolution. The size of S-T region was 6 frames, since it was
shown in [90] that this region size achieves maximum correlation with subjective ratings.
VQM scores were obtained for each S-T region and the entire video clip.

The optimization method works by identifying the appropriate resolution for each 6
frames of video, comparing this chunk’s VQM score in each downscaled resolution (start-
ing with the lowest, 240p) with the VQM threshold, until finding the score that is lower
than the given threshold. If the target score is not found, the original resolution of the video
chunk (720p) is kept. Note that by original resolution of the video the maximum supported
resolution of the mobile device is assumed, which is equal to the device display size. The
consecutive video chunks that have the same identified resolution are referred to as an op-
timized segment. This procedure is displayed in the pseudocode below, with the example
of the video encoded in 720p (original video sequence) and in the following downscaled
resolutions: 480p, 360p, and 240p.

Algorithm 4.5.1: VIDEOOPTIMIZATION(vqmScores, quality)

procedure OPTIMIZATION(vqmScores, quality)
vqmThreshold← regression(quality)
vqmScores480 ← vqmScores(1)
vqmScores360 ← vqmScores(2)
vqmScores240 ← vqmScores(3)
for i← 1 to length(vqmScores480)

do if vqmScores240 < vqmThreshold
then optimizedRes(i) = 240
else if vqmScores360 < vqmThreshold
then optimizedRes(i) = 360
else if vqmScores480 < vqmThreshold
then optimizedRes(i) = 480
else optimizedRes(i) = 720

return (optimizedRes)

After identifying all the optimized video segments, they are cut from the respective
video resolutions, resized to the maximum device supported resolution, and merged into a
webm file that can be played in the VLC media player on the smartphone. In case of video
streaming, the segment cutting, resizing, and merging are omitted. Instead, a video player
renders downloaded video segments in the resolution specified in the MPD file. In both
cases DASH was used to split a video into 6 frames based segments that can be taken from
different resolutions and joined into a single video stream.

In this investigation the key question was to demonstrate if the proposed method can
predict and control the user perceived video quality of the optimized videos in a program-
matic manner. To answer this question we performed the subjective video quality tests and
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VQM measurements on optimized and fixed resolution video clips, correlating their results
in order to obtain VQM-to-MOS mapping.

Subjective video quality tests

Subjective video quality assessment tests were implemented using a Double Stimulus Im-
pairment Scale (DSIS) method, evaluating the perceptual video quality difference between
a reference and an impaired clip that were presented to users in the same test sequence.
The original sequence was a video clip encoded in 1280x720 (720p) resolution, which
was displayed on Samsung Galaxy S3 with high definition display resolution (720p) and
maximum brightness set on the phone. The impaired sequence was the same clip with
downscaled segments in resolution, also displayed in full screen.

A small deviation from the original DSIS method was made such that a pair of clips
was presented to the user once (instead of twice as specified by P.910 recommendation
[79]), however allowing the user to replay any of the two clips again before the voting.
Additionally, for each video clip in one of the pair combinations (randomly chosen) the
original sequence was inserted instead of the impaired one, in order to better evaluate the
perceived video quality difference. Note that full details about the setup of experiments are
given in our paper [3].

Six different video clips were shown to the users, each in four resolutions: 720p, 480p,
360p, 240p and three perceived quality levels indicated by VQM thresholds 0.11, 0.21,
and 0.31 that were selected in order to result in MOS grades between 3 and 5 (which
were acceptable to most of users). The order of resolutions and sequences of different
video clips was randomized, in order to minimize the potential learning effect of the video
quality degradation. After viewing a pair of videos, users were asked to assess the quality
difference using the following questions and selecting one of the answers:

1. Did you see a difference in quality between two clips?

a) Yes, first video had higher quality

b) Yes, second video had higher quality

c) No, they look the same

2. How did you perceive a difference in quality?

4 Perceptible but not annoying

3 Slightly annoying

2 Annoying

1 Very annoying

The answers obtained from the users were mapped to the impaired MOS scale and
averaged to get a MOS grade of each impaired video clip. MOS=5 was assigned to answer
1c) in which case the voting for the given video sequence was completed, while answers
1a) and 1b) indicated that the voting continued to the second question, where a user could
assign a grade from 1 to 4 to perceptual video quality difference.
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Results

Subproblem 2.A: Programmatic control of QoE and bandwidth savings from video
optimization

Figure 4.3 shows results of subjective video quality assessment tests after being correlated
to the corresponding VQM scores in the QoE model, using the linear regression fit. Video
clips encoded in fixed resolutions are displayed in red, while optimized clips are depicted
in blue color.

Figure 4.3: QoE model represented by linear regression of VQM scores and MOS grades
obtained from user experiments

The linear regression model of VQM scores and MOS grades with goodness-of-fit
close to 0.9 confirms that programmatic control of perceptual video quality can be achieved
using the proposed video optimization method.3 The programmatic control can be applied
to any user4, by mapping a desired MOS grade to VQM threshold and using it to select
appropriate resolution of each short video segment that will be integrated into the optimized
video stream.

Figure 4.4 illustrates MOS grades and file sizes of three video clips in different qualities
that were used in subjective video quality assessment tests. It can be observed that MOS
grades of fixed resolution and optimized video clips follow logarithmic function of the
clips’ file sizes. This enables estimation of bandwidth savings of a given video clip that
is optimized for the particular MOS grade.

The logarithmic function of MOS grades and video file sizes indicates that MOS in-
creases at a slower pace as the video size becomes larger and larger. This means that in or-
der to notice an increase in perceptual video quality (equal to 1 MOS unit), one needs
to spend increasingly more bytes when moving from lower to higher video qualities.
This relationship between quantity and intensity is known in literature as Weber-Fechner’s

3The minimum and maximum δ related to computation of MOS grades from user votes were 0.1 and 0.4,
respectively.

4including the users that have not participated in the test
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Figure 4.4: Logarithmic relation of MOS and video clip’s file size

law [127] and has previously been observed in relations of QoE with other QoS param-
eters [128] [129]. Figure 4.4 illustrates this behavior with a number of bytes required to
reach the highest quality (MOS=5) from the quality below (MOS=4) being much higher
than to reach the latter quality (MOS=4) from the quality below it (MOS=3).

Subproblem 2.B: Monotonicity of video optimization algorithm and the linear
interpolation method

According to Algorithm 4.5.1 the optimized video segments’ quality will always be equal
to or better than the desired video quality, causing an optimized video’s VQM score to
be lower than VQM threshold (in most cases). Our goal is to reach (or come as close
as possible to) desired threshold with this score. This can be achieved by iterating video
optimization, adjusting VQM threshold to the score obtained in previous iteration.

Figure 4.5 shows VQM scores obtained from iteratively applying video optimization
algorithm to the "Amazing Spiderman" video clip with various VQM thresholds. The
monotonicity of this curve indicates that a desired VQM score (or the closest achievable
score) can be reached in finite number of steps by adjusting the VQM threshold value.

During optimization of video clips we observed a linear fit of VQM scores and asso-
ciated file sizes on segments between consecutive fixed resolutions (illustrated with blue
dashed lines in Figure 4.6). This observation inspired us to use linear interpolation to
quickly compute an optimized video clip size from the size of video in fixed resolutions
and their VQM scores, without the need to perform video optimization.
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Figure 4.5: Monotonic adaptation algorithm curve of VQM threshold vs. VQM score

Figure 4.6: Linear interpolation method that can estimate a video file size based on the
given VQM score

One of the main challenges of this method was if interpolated points can actually be
achieved using video optimization. To verify this, we interpolated the "Amazing Spider-
man" video size for various VQM scores, resulting in blue points in Figure 4.7.

After inspecting resolutions and durations of different segments in optimized video
clips, we noticed a pattern of short peaks in different resolutions that were 0.25-0.5 seconds
long, appearing in optimized video clips and causing large deviation from the expected
value in the linear fit. In comparison with this, the points that lied (close to) or overlapped
with the expected points from the linear fit were composed of segments that were at least 1
second long. This made us suspect that these short peaks might have degraded the resulting
VQM score. However, users did not perceive this quality degradation in tests, as shown in
Figure 4.4, probably due to human eye inertia.

To verify this assumption, we removed all short peaks in different resolutions, requiring
a segment to be at least 0.75 seconds long. After this modification in the video optimization
algorithm, the interpolated points correlated well with estimated points from the linear fit,
as displayed with green points in Figure 4.7. The prediction error was up to 8.6%.
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Figure 4.7: VQM score vs. file size curve obtained before and after removing the short
peaks

Note that the proposed linear interpolation method works on 15 seconds long video
clips. To apply the same method on long videos, such as movies, we divided each movie in
each resolution into 15 seconds long segments. By linearly interpolating movie segments
from VQM scores and file sizes of these segments in two consecutive resolutions that
are closest to the desired VQM threshold, we can compute sizes of movie segments that
are optimized for the given quality. The optimized movie size becomes the sum of the
interpolated segments sizes.

Gains and opportunities

We illustrate on the example of the "Skyfall" movie the opportunities for network operators,
content providers, and end users that can be provided by optimizing videos for different
perceptual video qualities.

Figure 4.8 shows that for the same number of bits video optimization produces better
perceptual video quality than the reference video encoded in the fixed resolution/bitrate.
There is a large bandwidth gap between different resolutions of the video (up to 2.5 GB
cost difference between the "Skyfall" movie encoded in 720p vs. 480p resolution, cor-
responding to 50% of the movie), for the minor difference in perceptual quality (of 0.7
MOS points). Between these two resolutions there is 2.43 Mbit/s bitrate difference that
can accomodate a range of different perceptual video qualities, which can be used by con-
tent providers and network operators to better plan mobile video delivery, while reducing
operational costs and consumed network bandwidth. For the given difference in data plan,
end users can view up to 50% more movies, or save this number of bytes in bandwidth and
storage space if downloading videos on mobile device.
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Figure 4.8: Bandwidth gap and bitrate difference for the "Skyfall" movie encoded in dif-
ferent resolutions

Subproblem 2.C: Estimating bandwidth savings of movies optimized for desired
MOS grade

In order to compute the potential bandwidth (and storage) savings of the optimized movie,
the reference movie resolution needs to be determined. The reference movie resolution is
found as the minimum resolution of all movie segments, whose 5% worst quality is higher
than the perceptual video quality of the optimized movie. In VQM terminology this means
that the 95th percentile of all movie segments’ VQM scores in the reference resolution
needs to be lower than the target VQM threshold.

Bytes saved from optimizing a movie for the particular MOS grade are calculated as a
difference between the size of the movie in reference resolution and the optimized movie
size. Bandwidth savings are computed as the ratio of the bytes saved by optimizing the
movie for particular quality and the size of the movie in reference resolution.

Note that the proposed video optimization requires videos to be encoded and cut on 6
frames bases at the frame rate of 24 fps, then resized to the screen size resolution, before
merging the chunks and storing the optimized video into the file. If one would like to avoid
this extra effort of video processing, especially during optimization of long videos such as
movies, one could select each video segment’s resolution (which is 15 seconds long) based
on VQM scores of this clip in different resolutions, then merge these clips into the movie
stream. We refer to the former way of optimizing video stream on 6 frame bases as micro
optimization, and to the latter that is based on 15 seconds as macro optimization.

Figure 4.9 depicts bandwidth savings and bytes saved from optimizing the "Amazing
Spiderman" movie for different target perceptual video qualities. Observe that there are
three reference movie resolutions for the selected target video qualities that are used to
determine bandwidth savings of the optimized movie, illustrated by three line segments
starting from MOS=5: 720p, 480p, and 360p. Figure 4.9 shows that even with macro op-
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timization (i.e., by introducing VQM scores into the existing video quality-blind content
delivery, without cutting and reencoding 6 frame segments) up to 50% bandwidth sav-
ings can be achieved by optimizing a movie to MOS=4.5 and up to 60% by optimizing a
movie to MOS=4. On top of these bandwidth savings, by performing micro optimization
additional 10% savings can be achieved (up to 60% and 70%, respectively). These micro
optimization savings correspond to 3GB and 1.8GB file size, which are larger than the size
of the movie in 480p and 360p resolution, respectively. This can be explained by the fact
that video optimization might compose segments using all four resolutions, which can in
aggregate yield larger savings than it can be achieved by downscaling resolution of the
movie file.
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Figure 4.9: Bandwidth and bytes saved from optimizing the "Amazing Spiderman" movie
for different MOS grades

Bandwidth savings and bytes saved from optimizing other movies are given in Table
4.1. Reference resolutions for all optimized movies are 480p and 360p for MOS=4.5 and
MOS=4, respectively, except for "Avengers", which has the reference resolution of 480p
for both MOS=4.5 and MOS=4. The results show that up to 57% bandwith savings can
be achieved with macro optimization, and up to additional 12% (in total 69%) savings
can be reached with micro optimization. This illustrates the impact of introducing video
quality score into the video optimization, which has so far been QoS-oriented (i.e., videos
have been encoded for the target bitrate and adapted during delivery to fit the available
bandwidth, without concerning their perceptual video quality).

Subproblem 2.D: Tailoring video optimization to individual user’s perception

The video optimization results obtained so far are based on the perceptual quality model
that was created from all the users’ votes. However, using MOS values to determine per-
ceptual video quality levels might result in video quality being perceived lower than ex-
pected by more quality sensitive users, or higher than requested by quality insensitive
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Table 4.1: Bandwidth and bytes savings from optimizing movies with macro and micro
optimization for MOS=4.5 and MOS=4

Macro, MOS=4.5 Macro, MOS=4 Micro, MOS=4.5 Micro, MOS=4
Movie Bndw Bytes Bndw Bytes Bndw Bytes Bndw Bytes

savings saved savings saved savings saved savings saved
Avengers 35% 1.9GB 27% 0.7GB 54% 2.9GB 49% 1.3GB
Batman 51% 3.1GB 44% 1.4GB 66% 4GB 62% 1.9GB
IronMan 51% 2.4GB 45% 1GB 65% 3GB 62% 1.4GB

Prometheus 57% 2.6GB 54% 1.2GB 69% 3.1GB 68% 1.6GB
Skyfall 45% 2.3GB 31% 0.8GB 60% 3.1GB 55% 1.4GB

Ted 30% 1.2GB 19% 0.4GB 51% 2GB 46% 0.9GB
Expendables 56% 2.1GB 57% 1GB 69% 2.6GB 69% 1.3GB

Hunger Games 46% 2.4GB 46% 1.2GB 62% 3.2GB 63% 1.6GB
Twilight Saga 2 54% 2.3GB 54% 1.2GB 69% 2.9GB 68% 1.5GB

people. Therefore, we construct the individual users’ linear regression curves, evaluat-
ing the potential advantages and costs of tailoring video optimization to individual user’s
perception in terms of quality gains and its impact on bandwidth savings.

The linear regression curves constructed from individual users’ votes and the corre-
sponding VQM scores are depicted in Figure 4.10 in red color, while the linear regression
curve built from all users votes’ and VQM scores is shown in green. It can be observed
that for a given VQM score, an individual grade (SOS) can deviate up to ±2 points from
the MOS value.
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Figure 4.10: Individual users’ and aggregated linear regression curves
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To evaluate the potential advantages of personalized video optimization, we define the
accomplished perceptual video quality gain of each individual user (ExtraMOS) as:

ExtraMOS = fixedMOS − SOS, (4.1)

where fixedMOS represents the target grade for which the video needs to be optimized
and SOS refers to the video quality optimized according to individual user’s perception.

Figure 4.11 illustrates ExtraMOS computed for each user to achieve target grade 4
when optimizing the "Amazing Spiderman" movie for invididual user’s perception. Values
above zero show extra video quality that needs to be provided to more quality demanding
users, while negative values show how much the average video quality can be degraded
while still satisfying the less quality sensitive users.

Figure 4.11: Gains in video quality from personalized video optimization targeting MOS
4

In order to determine how personalized video optimization affects bandwidth savings
and assigned network resources, we computed the number of additional bytes (ExtraBytes)
that are required to satisfy all users with the delivered video quality:

ExtraBytes =
N∑
i=1

(userV ideoSizei − populationV ideoSize), (4.2)

where userVideoSize and populationVideoSize represent the size of the optimized video
according to the individual user’s and aggregated users’ perception, respectively.

Figure 4.12 shows ExtraBytes computed for each user that are required to optimize the
"Amazing Spiderman" movie for target quality 4 according to the individual users’ percep-
tion. Values above zero represent additional bytes that are required to satisfy perceptual
quality of more quality sensitive users, while negative values represent bytes that can be
saved from downgrading quality of less quality demanding users.
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Figure 4.12: Additional bytes required to optimize a video for all users targeting MOS 4

Note that in this example additional 2.97GB are needed to provide the desired video
quality (i.e., MOS=4) to all users. However, our analysis shows that User 16, illustrated
with the highest peak in Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12, is an extreme user who gave arbitrary
votes to clips optimized for different video qualities. If we exclude this user from the cal-
culation of ExtraMOS (by setting the requirement MOS±2SOS), 140MB would be saved
with the personalized video optimization.

In general, the amount of additional/saved bytes from personalized video optimization
depends on desired video quality that should be delivered to all users (higher qualities typ-
ically require higher resolutions and greater movie sizes) and balance of quality sensitive
and less demanding users (lying to the right and to the left of the aggregated regression
curve in the target video quality).

4.6 Applications of video optimization

QoE-aware video storage

QoE-aware video storage can be implemented as a multimedia file system on a user’s
device that downloads and stores optimized videos according to the user perception, pref-
erences, video and device characteristics. The file system passes the mapping function of
VQM scores to SOS grades along with desired video quality (i.e., a user’s QoE model) to
the web server or the cloud system, that in turn optimizes the video, making it available for
download to the user’s device.

This file system is envisaged to be connected to the QoE monitoring/evaluation appli-
cation on a user’s device that can derive QoE model from subjective tests with the user and
the associated objective video quality scores.
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QoE-aware video delivery

Video optimization can be seen as preprocessing of video content that usually occurs before
the video is transmitted to the user’s device. However, it assumes that optimized video files
are (progressively) downloaded to the user’s device. Depending on the bandwidth that is
available to the user’s device, if it is lower than the encoded video bitrate, it might take a
while until enough of video is downloaded for it to start playing. Therefore, such a video
delivery does not allow real time video viewing, unlike the video streaming.

Video streaming manages the video delivery and playback through video requests,
where video is played as it is streamed to the device, without actually being stored at the
user’s device. However, streaming the video that is preprocessed in advance might cause
interruptions in playback, if bandwidth cannot support the bitrate of a video segment that
is being downloaded. To avoid playback interruptions and enable smoothplayout, DASH
downloads video segments in the highest quality that is below the achievable data rate.

QoE-aware adaptive video streaming is envisaged to work on top of DASH, enabling a
video stream to be optimized for target video quality in the same step as video is transmit-
ted to the user’s device. The key to maximize a user’s QoE during video streaming is in
selecting an optimal video quality for which the video should be optimized and streamed
as such, without the need to often switch to lower bitrates due to insufficient bandwidth
or lack of segments in the buffer. The optimal target video quality is, therefore, selected
as the highest video quality that the available bandwidth can support without ending up
in buffer underrun. However, if it happens that the entire video segment cannot be down-
loaded in the target quality until the end of next second, the proposed QoE-aware delivery
switches to DASH streaming at lower qualities in order to prevent playback interruptions.
Additionally, instead of maximizing the individual segment’s bitrate each second to use
the entire throughput (as it is currently done by DASH), the difference between available
bandwidth and the optimized segment’s bitrate is used to prefetch future seconds of the op-
timized video stream, in order to prepare for potentially bad channel conditions and prevent
frequent oscillations in video quality which can degrade a user’s QoE.

The potential gains in video quality of QoE-aware streaming compared to streaming
the same content using DASH or providing it in fixed resolutions that can be streamed
without interruptions are illustrated in Figure 4.13. This comparison is performed using
the 4 minute long "IronMan" video and trace-based shaped bandwidth (with mean of 464
Kbytes/s and standard deviation of 157.51). Bandwidth was shaped using the traffic control
(tc) command on Linux machine, using a mobile user data rate trace as input to periodically
set a new maximum data rate value. We averaged each five seconds of the data rate trace
into a single value, sending it as an input into traffic shaper every 5 seconds.

DASH streaming was performed using the commercial Webm DASH player [101] due
to being able to play videos encoded in webm format. During DASH streaming output
data rates were recorded every second using Wireshark and later reused for QoE-aware
streaming and streaming of video in fixed resolutions, which were both run in Matlab with
the same video content.

The details of testbed implementation are described in Section 5.4, along with the
remaining results of this performance comparison. In this section we only illustrate the
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Figure 4.13: Performance comparison of QoE-aware video delivery and DASH streaming

benefit of streaming optimized videos on one example video and access channel.
Since there is no standardized method that can evaluate perceptual video quality of the

video that is longer than 15 seconds, an assumption that we made in this investigation is
that the video clip’s quality is equal to 5% worst video quality5. In particular, the VQM
score of 4 minute video was computed as 5% worst video quality of all 15 seconds video
stream segments’ VQM scores, which was mapped to the corresponding MOS grade using
the VQM/MOS mapping shown in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.13 depicts the MOS grade and video stream size of QoE-aware adaptive video
streaming performed with several different target video qualities, along with streaming
of video in 240p and 360p resolutions and DASH streaming. The optimal target video
quality of QoE-aware video delivery is illustrated with a red star, lying on the same dashed
trendline as videos in fixed resolutions and other QoE-aware streaming points that were
not degraded in quality due to lack of available bandwidth. Note that streaming video in
the resolutions higher than 360p could not be performed without interruptions or quality
degradations. Therefore, streaming a video in single resolution limits QoE that can be
experienced over the given channel and motivates the need for optimizing videos for
different perceptual video qualities.

Figure 4.13 also depicts several QoE-aware streaming points that deviate from the
trendline, being optimized for higher video qualities than the bandwidth allows, which
caused switching from optimized video streaming to DASH using lower bitrates and de-
grading perceptual video quality. Furthermore, observe that DASH point lies outside of
trendline, with lower perceptual quality and higher number of bits than the optimized video

5Note that similar concept is used in computing VQM score of the short video clip, based on 5-10% of the
worst values of extracted features
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stream for this channel requires. This indicates potential gains of QoE-aware video de-
livery over DASH.

4.7 Conclusions

This chapter proposed, implemented, and evaluated a method that can optimize video for
different perceptual video qualities in order to reduce its size and achieve bandwidth (and
storage) savings for mobile operators, content providers, and end users. It requires video to
be encoded in multiple resolutions (with the same aspect ratio) with the highest one being
the maximum supported device resolution, and split into 15 seconds long segments that are
run through VQM measurements in order to obtain their VQM scores.

Programmable control of perceptual video quality is enabled by correlating results of
subjective video quality test and corresponding VQM scores obtained on the same video
clips, deriving VQM thresholds that correspond to the given MOS grades. Using the de-
rived VQM threshold one can find the minimum resolution of each short video segment
satisfying the desired perceptual video quality, and integrate it into the optimized video.

We performed subjective quality tests on optimized and fixed resolution video clips,
using the Android application on Samsung Galaxy S3 smartphone to display test video
sequences and enable users to vote about their perceptual video quality difference.

A logarithmic relationship between MOS and file size of tested video clips has been
discovered, indicating that bandwidth savings of an optimized given clip for the particular
MOS grade can be predicted. This logarithmic function also illustrates that when moving
from lower to higher video qualities an increasingly more bits need to be spent in order to
notice a difference of 1 MOS unit in perceptual video quality.

This finding motivates the need for more operational points (i.e., optimized video qual-
ities) between the existing video resolutions with gradual differences in file sizes in order
to better utilize the available bandwidth, without noticeable difference in perceptual video
quality.

Next, we proposed a linear interpolation method to compute the size of optimized video
given its VQM score without actually performing video optimization, that can be applied
to both short and long videos. The size of optimized video is linearly interpolated from
two consecutive fixed resolutions of this video and their VQM scores. We applied this
method to compute the size of optimized movies for MOS 4.5 and 4, comparing them to
the sizes of the same movies in reference resolution and computing the resulting bandwidth
savings. This computation was performed on videos optimized on 6 frame (250 ms) basis
and on 15 seconds long video segments, in order to evaluate the impact of introducing
VQM score in video delivery that has so far been only QoS-oriented and calculate the
associated bandwidth savings.

The results obtained from optimizing movies for Samsung Galaxy S3 device show
that up to 60% bandwidth & storage savings can be achieved without compromising the
perceptible video quality, and up to 70% for perceptible, but not annoying video quality
difference.
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By performing video optimization according to individual users’ QoE models, we in-
vestigated the potential cost of providing the seamless video QoE to all users, demonstrat-
ing a low overhead that is required to achieve this goal. The number of additional (or saved)
bytes depends on desired video quality and balance of quality sensitive and less sensitive
users for this particular quality.

Finally, a QoE-aware mobile video optimization and delivery framework has been pro-
posed and examined, along with two applications of video optimization: QoE-aware de-
livery and storage, demonstrating benefits of using optimized videos in video delivery and
file system in terms of bandwidth and storage savings.

4.8 Validity of the Results

The proposed video optimization method is device-, video codec-, and format-agnostic.
However, the obtained video optimization results are specific to the Samsung Galaxy S3
smartphone with the maximum supported resolution of 720p and type of video content
(i.e., ten seconds long video clips extracted from popular movies). Since the user-perceived
video quality depends on the device display and video characteristics, the obtained results
cannot be applied to other device form factors or video types, without reruning optimiza-
tion method and experiments with users (that are described in Section 4.5).

However, the goal of this investigation was to demonstrate, on an example mobile de-
vice and video configuration, the potential benefits of this method in terms of achievable
bandwidth savings and limited or no perceived quality degradations. Due to the time con-
straints and limited resources to perform subjective video quality tests, we have not yet
studied how this method performs on other types of devices or videos. Hence, this is an
important research topic which should reveal how to perform video optimization on a large
scale considering heterogeneity of mobile devices, video types, encodings, and viewing
environments. Additionally, it needs to be investigated whether grouping of devices and
videos with similar characteristics would allow reusing some of the work across devices
and videos belonging to the same group.

Methodology for quality evaluation of videos longer than 15 seconds has to this date
not been standardized. The reason for this is the short user’s attention span of 4-15 sec-
onds that can be focused on evaluating video quality, after which the user starts following
the story, actions, and actors in the video. In the last experiment with 4 minutes long
videos we assessed the user-perceived video quality as 5% worst video quality of 15 sec-
onds segments, following a similar approach to VQM’s computation of the video quality
score (taking 5-10% worst values of the extracted features of the video). However, once
a subjective quality test method for evaluating quality of longer videos becomes available,
it needs to be verified if the users would give the same (or similar) video quality scores in
reality.

In the next chapter, we introduce the relative perceptual video quality assessment in or-
der to evaluate the enhancement of perceptual video quality by QoE-aware adaptive video
streaming compared to DASH in different percentiles of MOS distribution (containing
MOS grades of all 15 seconds video segments).



Chapter 5

QoE-aware adaptive video streaming

This chapter describes and evaluates a method for streaming QoE-optimized videos in the
quality that matches video and access channel conditions. Streaming is performed over
DASH that switches to lower qualities only in case of the lack of available bandwidth
or bits in the buffer in order to avoid playback interruptions. However, this should occur
seldomly due to carefully selecting target video quality and prefetching of future seconds of
optimized video stream, which is performed whenever data rate is higher than the currently
downloading segment’s bitrate.

In comparison to the proposed streaming, DASH adaptation algorithms typically maxi-
mize the bitrate of each video segment to fit the available throughput, in attempt to increase
the user-perceived video quality. However, this approach also maximizes the cost of video
content in terms of downloaded bits, while the resulting perceptual video quality might be
lower than expected due to frequent bandwidth fluctuations.

Recall from Section 2.8 that QoE of a video is typically assessed by users as the worst
video quality experienced during playback and that video quality degradations are punished
more by users than they appreciate quality improvements. We compare QoE performances
of QoE-aware streaming with DASH over the same videos and data rates, demonstrating
that (1) DASH results in higher quality variations than QoE-aware streaming and (2) that
the lowest video qualities of DASH segments can be increased by QoE-aware streaming
and to what extent. Through this relative perceptual video quality comparison we show
that QoE-aware streaming is more superior than DASH in terms of QoE.

By streaming an optimized video in the highest constant perceptual video quality that
can be supported by network conditions, QoE-aware streaming aims to reduce a video
stream size compared to DASH and improve a user’s QoE. The key to achieving this goal
is to determine this quality (referred to as optimal target video quality) before the streaming
starts. This quality is typically experimentally found, by streaming an optimized video in
different target video qualities over an emulated channel and selecting the one that results in
the highest QoE. An optimal target video quality can also be predicted before the streaming
starts, using a limited information that can be available on the user’s device: the average
data rate of the channel and the bitrates of video segments that are optimized for different
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target video qualities. We describe the prediction algorithm and compute a difference in
perceptual video quality obtained by predicted and experimentally obtained optimal target
video quality, illustrating the prediction error.

5.1 Related work

Schemes that optimize quality of video streaming in order to minimize visual effects of
network impairments have been proposed in various related works. This section reviews
several of these works that are most relevant to our solution.

Verscheure et al. proposed a method for optimizing quality of MPEG-2 video signal
that is passing through source encoder, lossy packet network, and decoder, for the given
available data rate [130]. They found a relationship between the coding bitrate, packet
loss ratio, and the perceptual video quality that results in the optimal coding bitrate that
maximizes perceptual video quality, given the packet loss ratio. However, parameters used
in the proposed equation are dependent on characteristics of video content, therefore this
equation cannot be applied to an arbitrary video stream, without knowing its content char-
acteristics in advance.

Five years later, X.Lu et al. implemented and evaluated a quality-based video adapta-
tion and transmission scheme for MPEG-2 video, using the same parameters [131]. They
tuned the quantization parameter1 of the source video encoder based on perceptual qual-
ity of the streaming video that was affected by network state. When the bandwidth was
insufficient to support the acceptable video quality, they increased the quantization scale
to avoid further network impairments, which decreased the encoding quality. When the
quality became stable again, the quantization scale was decreased, increasing the video
encoding quality. The goal of their adaptation was to minimize the perceived video qual-
ity degradations caused by packet losses due to network congestion. Packet losses were
investigated as the network impairment, since RTP/UDP was used for video transmission,
which resulted in unreliable data delivery.

Contrary to their adaptation, which reacts to changes in video quality caused by net-
work performance, our method proactively optimizes video stream for QoE that matches
the given video and network characteristics. Furthermore, unlike their approach, our video
stream adaptation does not require real time video encoding and quality assessment that
are both computationally intensive operations. It aggregates video segments that are al-
ready encoded in appropriate resolutions into an optimized video stream, based on video
quality scores that are processed offline, which makes our method computationally more
lightweight than theirs.

The following related works aim to minimize video quality switches that occur due
to bandwidth variations. Z. Li et al. [132] implemented video optimization as a dynamic
programming algorithm which is repeatedly applied over a finite window size. However,

1Using the quantization parameter in encoding fairly constant perceptual video quality can be achieved for
every segment of the video, while requiring different number of bits per second to encode it, due to complexity
of each scene. Therefore, selection and modification of quantization parameter during encoding largely affects
the output video bitrate, which cannot be known in advance.
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their solution trades the minimum buffer size for minimizing video quality variations, using
large buffers to compensate for stability of video segments’ quality. Additionally, it is
myopic in terms of optimal solution computed by dynamic programming, having no insight
into the overall perceptual video quality during video stream optimization, which might
result in larger number of bits than neccessary spent to achieve the final video quality.

QDASH integrated an intermediate level into the bitrate switching process for gradual
change of quality levels instead of abruptly switching down to the target quality level,
in order to improve a perceived video quality [27]. However, similarly to [132], their
adaptation strategy is myopic - it does not consider the overall perceptual video quality for
optimizing video, before it is streamed to the user’s device.

D. Miros and G. Knight implemented a method that manipulates a video stream bi-
trate by balancing between the content quality score, transmission rate, and sender’s &
receiver’s buffer sizes [133]. This method consists of a neural network that predicts the
video quality of a real time video based on 6 consecutive frames at a time, and a fuzzy
rate-quality controller that considers these quality predictions when manipulating a video
stream bitrate, in order to provide a smooth streaming quality. These quality predictions
are highly correlated with VQM scores, and being based on 6 frames, this method can be
used in our work for obtaining objective video quality scores online.

Representation switch smoothing has been proposed in [28] to reduce users’ annoyance
of abrupt quality transitions during DASH streaming. In case of transition to a lower
quality (i.e., down-switching), this method increasingly adds noise to the frames in higher
representation until it matches the quality in lower resolution, just before the switching.
When switching the streaming to a higher quality, it adds noise with temporally decreasing
intensity to the frames of higher representation, in order to make the quality transition
seamless. Their subjective tests proved that down-switching is perceived as annoying,
indicating the benefit of smoother quality transitions compared to hard quality switches.
However, this method does not reduce bandwidth consumed by video streaming, instead
it tries to mask the effect of quality switching by adding noise to video frames of the
downloaded segment as part of the decoding process on the receiver.

Finding an optimal video quality of DASH streaming using a stream switching graph
has been proposed in [134]. The stream switching graph contains video segments in dif-
ferent representations ordered in time as nodes. Each node is assigned a bitrate, segment
length, and a video quality score. Optimal video quality is found by applying a utility
function on feasible nodes, i.e., segments whose bitrate is lower than the network through-
put. The proposed utility functions consider user preferences regarding the minimum and
average acceptable video quality, along with selection criteria for picking segments. Their
scheme can be seen as complementary to ours, using perceptual quality of individual seg-
ments to select the bitrate of next segment, while aiming to maintain the constant perceptual
video quality.
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5.2 Contributions

The proposed QoE-aware adaptive video streaming proactively optimizes a video stream
for the quality that corresponds to statistical properties of available bandwidth and video
characteristics. Setting the target quality of this streaming to optimal perceptual video
quality brings promises of delivering the highest QoE that can be achieved with the given
video and access channel. We devised a scheme that can predict this target quality before
the streaming starts, resulting in at most 0.15 MOS points difference in the delivered video
quality than when using the experimentally obtained optimal target video quality.

We compare the viewing experience and the number of bits consumed by QoE-aware
streaming with DASH on the same data rates and movie clips, showing that QoE-aware
streaming can improve the worst video qualities experienced by DASH and reduce quality
variations with fewer number of bits. The percentile of improved qualities by QoE-aware
streaming increases with the target quality of an optimized video stream, while bandwidth
savings achieved by reduction of video streaming bits increase with a decrease of the target
video quality (i.e., if the users are willing to stream videos at a lower perceptual video
quality in order to watch more videos for the same cost). This comparison demonstrates
an important result: that QoE-aware adaptive video streaming maintains a more stable
perceptual video quality than DASH, despite the fluctuations of the channel bandwidth,
which improves a user-perceived QoE. This is a result of: (1) streaming an optimized
video in the constant perceptual video quality supported by data rate channel and (2) using
the remaining throughput to prefetch optimized video bits in advance of video playout.

Even though it targets mobile networks, our method can work on any type of network,
while the existing solutions are mostly designed for cellular networks only. Moreover, the
proposed QoE-aware streaming can work on the existing DASH clients without changing
their implementation, only requiring from content providers to provide VQM scores for
optimizing videos.

5.3 Delimitations

The QoE-aware adaptive video streaming was executed in Matlab simulator over emulated
data rates and video bitrates, in order to evaluate in the controlled environment QoE per-
formance of streaming videos that are optimized for different target video qualities. The
prototype of QoE-aware streamer was not made in the scope of this thesis, its implementa-
tion and performance evaluation with different device form factors and video types are left
for future investigations.

Since the utility function for modeling perceived quality of delivered video segments
has not been identified or standardized for videos longer than 15 seconds, the QoE perfor-
mance of our scheme is determined relative to the DASH’s performance, using the lower
half of video qualities distribution of 15 seconds long segments. In order to compare their
QoE performances, we compute a difference in MOS scores of both streaming schemes,
evaluated in percentiles of the lower half of video qualities distribution.

A method for predicting an optimal target video quality requires the knowledge of
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average data rate of the channel for the duration of video playback, which information is
not available on mobile devices. In the performance evaluation described in this chapter
we computed this information from actual data rates. However, in practice this information
can be obtained in several different ways before the streaming starts: (1) from the mobile
network operator by committing to support this service, (2) by crowdsourcing of data rates
if multiple users on the same location are using this service, or (3) if a user is viewing
longer video on YouTube, using the data rates computed from previous seconds to predict
the average data rate for the next video playback seconds. We demonstrate the feasibility
of the last approach in Section 5.4, comparing the QoE performances obtained with the
predicted and actual average data rate of the channel.

QoE-aware streaming is executed on optimized videos’ bitrates according to the ag-
gregated users’ perception. However, we have not investigated in this thesis a potential
impact of QoE-aware streaming of videos that are tailored to individual user’s perception
on QoE and bandwidth savings when compared to DASH. Their comparison with the re-
sults obtained with aggregately optimized videos can be beneficial, potentially making an
even stronger case for personalized QoE-aware adaptive mobile video streaming.

5.4 Towards QoE-aware adaptive video streaming (paper VS1)

This section describes a complete investigation of QoE-aware adaptive video streaming
which extends the work published in this poster paper. A journal publication is planned
after the thesis defense, presenting all results of this investigation.

Service model

A QoE-aware streaming algorithm is intended to run on a user’s device, using an existing
DASH algorithm [135] as a baseline for its implementation. This DASH algorithm deter-
mines the bitrate of a segment that should be downloaded next based on estimated band-
width and occupancy of the playout buffer, using the simple threshold-based scheme: if the
buffer is lower than the predefined threshold bf , select the highest bitrate that is lower than
the current estimated bandwidth. Otherwise, select the lowest bitrate that is higher than the
current bandwidth. This scheme reduces the excessive buffering of video segments in case
the available bandwidth is higher than the playback rate, by delivering better video quality
(i.e., higher bitrate) to the client, while avoiding playback interruptions.

The proposed QoE-aware streaming algorithm is illustrated in Figure 5.1. It starts by
downloading a segment in target video quality, in order to improve the perceived QoE
in case of experiencing good channel conditions. However, if it happens that the entire
video segment cannot be downloaded in the target quality until the end of next second (due
to lack of bandwidth or bits in the buffer), our algorithm switches to streaming at lower
quality representations, using the previously described threshold-based scheme to select
the segment’s new bitrate.

Initially the buffered video needs to reach the initial playout buffer size, bi, of 2 seconds
before the playback starts. bf was set to 1.5*bi, which was experimentally chosen in the
existing DASH algorithm. The QoE-aware streaming algorithm requires additional inputs:
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Figure 5.1: QoE-aware streaming algorithm

• critical buffer size, bc - the size of buffer which when reached (or exceeded) signals
the algorithm to download the segment in target video quality, independently of the
estimated bandwidth

• average data rate of access channel for the duration of video playback, R

• bitrates of video segments that are optimized for different target video qualities, B

The last two inputs are used to predict the optimal target video quality, MOSo, which
is found as the highest video quality, for which a difference between R and optimized
segment’s bitrate in each second (including a difference from previous seconds which is
added to this amount) is positive for at least 90% of the time, representing a budget of
buffered bits available during streaming (as illustrated in Figure 5.2). The margin of less
than 10% of negative budget values is introduced because of using average instead of actual
data rates.

Note that any desired video quality can be set as the target video quality of QoE-
aware streaming, as long as it does not exceed MOSo. Otherwise, by targeting too high
quality for the given conditions, can cause QoE-aware streaming to frequently switch to
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Figure 5.2: Method for predicting optimal target video quality

lower qualities and because of already trying to download the segment in too high quality,
result in even worse QoE than it has been experienced by DASH. In order to prevent this
from happening in practice, the feasibility of the desired target video quality needs to be
verified before downloading an MPD file. The MPD file contains a list of representations
specifying video segments in the target and lower video qualities, which is upon HTTP
request downloaded by the user and used to stream an optimized video.

To illustrate the potential benefits of the proposed QoE-aware adaptive video stream-
ing, we compared its performance with the commercial DASH streamer in terms of video
quality gains and bandwidth savings. Our goal was twofold: we wanted to evaluate (1) if
the QoE-aware scheme can achieve better QoE performance than DASH and (2) how many
bits can be saved by streaming an optimized video for different target video qualities, while
achieving the same (or better) QoE performance than DASH.

Testbed

QoE-aware streaming was implemented in Matlab simulator, while DASH was evaluated
using an open source WebM DASH player over the trace-based shaped bandwidth (as
shown in Figure 5.3). This player was chosen for being able to play webm files, which was
the format of our encoded and optimized videos.

Bandwidth was shaped using the traffic control (tc) command on Linux machine, using
a data rate trace as input to periodically set the new maximum data rate value. DASH
streaming was executed in Google Chrome browser on the same machine, while video
chunks and the streamer resided on the server machine that was in the same LAN as the
client. The streaming was invoked by a bash script to start at the same time as traffic
shaping, during which the output data rates were recorded using Wireshark every second
and saved for later (re)use in QoE-aware streaming.
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Figure 5.3: Testbed for comparing QoE-aware streaming with DASH

Videos used in this performance evaluation are 4 minutes long, which is an average
length of YouTube videos that are streamed by mobile users. They are cut from the movies
"Avengers", "IronMan", and "Skyfall", using the same encoding conditions as the opti-
mized video clips that were created for subjective video quality test (see Section 4.5).

We created 3 data rate channels, depicted in Figure 5.4, also 4 minutes long, out of
which the last two are based on mobile user’s data rate trace. We averaged each five
seconds of the selected data rates into a single value, sending it as an input into traffic
shaper every 5 seconds2.

DASH streaming was performed using 4 representations that contained segments in
one of the resolutions (720p, 480p, 360p, 240p). For QoE-aware streaming we optimized a
video for different target video qualities and viewing on Samsung Galaxy S3 phone, using
the segments in downscaled resolutions in the remaining representations of an MPD file.

The QoE-aware streaming simulation inserted a delay of 13.13 ms between subsequent
HTTP GET requests, which was needed by DASH streamer to estimate available band-
width and choose the bitrate for the next segment, in order to make the two streaming
schemes comparable.

The segment size in both streaming methods was 250ms, corresponding to 6 frames
long spatio-temporal region size of VQM method, which was needed by our algorithm to
switch resolution of video stream at the places determined by video optimization method
[3]. However, since the usual DASH segment size is minimally 2 seconds, we have man-
ually "corrected" short oscillations in resolutions resulting from this segment size - by

2Note that all the channels, video bitrates, video quality scores, and segments’ resolutions used in this inves-
tigation are available online in a Matlab file [136].
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Figure 5.4: Data rate channels that were used as an input into traffic shapper

increasing them to the higher of the two resolutions. This inevitably increased to some
extent the perceptual video quality of DASH streaming, thus representing the pessimistic
scenario for our streaming comparison. After both streaming schemes have completed, we
computed their MOS value and video stream size.

Results

Subproblem 3.A: QoE performances comparison of QoE-aware and DASH video
streaming

Typical MOS distribution curves of QoE-aware and DASH video streaming are depicted in
Figure 5.5, representing distribution of MOS grades of 15 seconds long segments of each
video stream. The DASH curve is depicted in blue, while the QoE-aware curve with the
highest QoE that is supported by the network conditions is shown in red color. Different
relative behaviors can be observed left of their intersection point(s):

1. There can be one or more QoE-aware streaming curves (streaming an optimized
video in different target video qualities) that lie above the DASH curve (as in Figure
5.5(a))

2. A QoE-aware streaming curve can overlap with the DASH curve (as depicted in
Figure 5.5(b))

3. A QoE-aware and DASH curve can cross each other on more than one place (as
shown in Figure 5.5(c),(d))
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4. The highest target quality QoE-aware curve can initially drop below the DASH curve
for some percentage of the worst video qualities (see Figure 5.5(d)).
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Figure 5.5: MOS distribution curves of QoE-aware and DASH adaptive video streaming

Behaviors 1 and 2 demonstrate that QoE-aware streaming has equal or higher MOS
grades than DASH in the lower part of CDF distribution (left of the intersection). After the
intersection point, DASH outperforms the QoE-aware scheme due to maximizing bitrates
for each downloaded video segment, which results in higher MOS grades for that half of
distribution.

A shallower angle of the MOS distribution curve indicates a more stable perceptual
video quality (in terms of amplitude of quality variations), which increases QoE. For a
more gradual DASH distribution curve (as in Figure 5.5(c)), fewer QoE-aware curves with
different target qualities can be found crossing the DASH curve and having a higher QoE
than DASH. In fact, in this example, only one QoE-aware curve lies above the DASH
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curve, having a better performance than DASH until the intersection. Due to a small dif-
ference in angles of QoE-aware and DASH streaming curves, it can even happen that they
cross each other at more than one place (as shown in Figure 5.5(c) and outlined in behavior
3).

The behavior 4 is more an outlier that occurs due to targeting too high video quality
with QoE-aware streaming for the given channel conditions, which causes the algorithm to
switch to DASH streaming at lower qualities after having already consumed the bandwidth
for a second trying to download the segment in the target quality. This causes the video
segment to be downloaded in a lower quality, during the remaining second, than it would
be initially possible with the available throughput.

Based on these results, we can safely assume that if DASH has lower MOS grades than
QoE-aware scheme for 50% of its lowest video quality scores, corresponding to half of the
video duration, that QoE-aware streaming has higher QoE than DASH. This represents the
pessimistic scenario, since the exact percentile of the worst video quality for which one
scheme is considered to be superior than another remains yet to be determined. Therefore,
we show in percentiles all possible improvements of the lowest video qualities that can be
achieved with QoE-aware streaming.

Subproblem 3.B: QoE gain and bandwidth savings

QoE-aware streaming of optimized videos in different target video qualities can result in
different percentiles of the improved video qualities caused by DASH. Therefore, we define
a QoE gain, ∆QoE, resulting from QoE-aware streaming of the given video over data rate
channel, as:

a difference between CDF3 of QoE-aware streaming of the optimized video for the
target video quality, MOSt, which is evaluated in the given percentile of video qualities
distribution, p, and CDF of DASH streaming evaluated in the same percentile:

∆QoE = CDFqoe(MOSt, p)− CDFdash(p)) (5.1)

Additionally, we define the largest percentile of MOS distribution for which QoE-aware
streaming outperforms DASH as:

pMAX = p|∆QoE ≥ 0 (5.2)

To compute the percentage of video segments that are delivered in a lower quality than
the target video quality of optimized video specifies, we define σ:

σ = count(Bi < B∗
i )/N, (5.3)

where Bi represents the bitrate of delivered segment i, B∗
i denotes the bitrate of this

segment in the target perceptual video quality, and N is the number of video segments.
Bandwidth savings are computed as a difference in video stream size (in percentages)

with respect to DASH that is achieved by QoE-aware streaming.

3Note that CDF represents distribution of MOS grades of individual 15 seconds video segments.
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Figure 5.6 shows bandwidth savings and pMAX obtained with QoE-aware streaming of
three videos over channel 1 that are optimized for several target qualities in which they out-
perform DASH. It can be observed that pMAX increases with MOSt, which is depicted as
a number above QoE-aware streaming points. However, a higherMOSt also decreases the
potential bandwidth savings of QoE-aware streaming due to higher bitrates of downloaded
video segments that approach or even exceed the available data rates.

Figure 5.6: Bandwidth savings and pMAX across percentiles for videos streamed over
channel 1 with different MOSt and associated σ in [%]

σ represents a percentage of deviations from MOSt of the delivered video segments
during QoE-aware streaming, whose values are ordered in Figure 5.6 from the lowest to
the highest MOSt. Value zero denotes the degradations-free QoE-aware streaming since
the bandwidth of the channel exceeded an optimized video segments’ bitrates. Increasing
MOSt also increases the value of σ, unless the available data rates during streaming ex-
ceed the bitrates of the optimized video stream, as in the "Skyfall" video in Figure 5.6.
Note that the higher the σ, the more oscillations from the optimal target video quality that
after a certain point degrade the QoE performance.

The streaming results with remaining videos and data rate channels are shown in Table
5.1. Note that we removed the effect of DASH streaming, that always begins downloading
segments in the lowest quality, from the comparison with QoE-aware streaming, by ex-
cluding MOS grades of first 15 seconds from all video streams, thus leaving the scores of
the remaining 3 minutes 45 seconds of video in the distribution.

It can be observed from Table 5.1 that QoE-aware scheme has better QoE performance
than DASH for 20%-60% worst video qualities, when streaming videos in their highest
target video qualities, while achieving 2%-38% bandwidth savings. The bandwidth savings
can be increased if users are willing to stream optimized videos in a lower MOSt, trading
the gain in QoE for the possibility to stream more videos. Additionally, observe that σ
increases from 0% up to 21% for the highest MOSt, increasing the number of oscillations
from the target video quality that after a certain point degrade the QoE performance.
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Table 5.1: Bandwidth savings, pMAX , and σ for different MOSt of QoE-aware streaming
of the remaining video and channel realizations

Video Channel MOSt pMAX Bndw. savings σ MOSo

Avengers 2 4.4 0.1 46.07% 0.44%
Avengers 2 4.6 0.2 31.12% 8.44% 4.6
Avengers 2 4.7 0.25 13.86% 11.56%
Avengers 3 4.5 0.6 11.60% 9.56% 4.5
Skyfall 2 2.5 0.1 68.35% 0%
Skyfall 2 2.9 0.2 64.16% 0%
Skyfall 2 3.7 0.3 37.90% 7.56% 3.7
Skyfall 2 4.4 0.35 6.16% 11.11%
Skyfall 3 3.4 0.2 34.26% 0%
Skyfall 3 3.5 0.3 26.62% 0% 3.5
Skyfall 3 3.7 0.4 14.71% 20.56%

IronMan 2 3.3 0.2 61.12% 0%
IronMan 2 3.7 0.25 61.12% 0%
IronMan 2 4.2 0.25 23.83% 9.78% 4.2
IronMan 2 4.4 0.55 12.18% 13.33%
IronMan 3 3.2 0.05 48.54% 0%
IronMan 3 3.3 0.1 43% 0%
IronMan 3 3.5 0.15 33.88% 0%
IronMan 3 3.6 0.2 31.54% 0%
IronMan 3 3.7 0.5 27.05% 0% 3.7
IronMan 3 4.1 0.55 10.59% 17.67%

In order to demonstrate the quality impact of increasing σ, we show in Figure 5.7
MOS values of each 15 seconds segment4 obtained by QoE-aware streaming of optimized
videos at differentMOSt and by DASH streaming. When selecting an optimal target video
quality, it is important to reach as close as possible the constant perceptual video quality,
but also that this quality is not too low (due to potentially high bandwidth fluctuations),
which might also decrease the QoE. Therefore, the challenge is to find a balance between
a high MOSt and a low σ value.

As it can be observed from graphs in Figure 5.7, by having higher quality oscillations
between the neighboring segments and a higher maximum MOS, QoE-aware streaming
with σ equal to or greater than 11% (shown in brown) resembles more the DASH curve
than the optimized video stream curve with σ=0 (presented in green). Next, observe a rel-
atively small difference in the amplitude of quality oscillations between a red and a green
QoE-aware streaming curve in each subfigure, with a red curve often having a higher aver-

4As in the previous results we ignore MOS values of the first segments, i.e., each video stream is shown from
the second segment.
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age MOS value (as in (a),(c)). This demonstrates that QoE-aware streaming with σ<10%
satisfies the most the desired balance criteria. Therefore, we define an optimal target video
quality, MOSo, as the highest target video quality of QoE-aware streaming for the given
video and access channel, whose σ is lower than 10%.
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Figure 5.7: MOS of video segments streamed using DASH and QoE-aware scheme at
MOSt with different σ values

Figure 5.6 illustrates MOSo values of videos streamed over channel 1 as the high-
est MOSt of each streaming video (i.e., 4.4 for "Skyfall", 4.5 for "IronMan", and 4.7
for "Avengers"). The same videos streamed over the remaining two channels have their
MOSo values listed in the last column of Table 5.1.
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Subproblem 3.C: Predicting optimal target video quality and the impact on QoE

We predict the optimal target video quality using the procedure that was explained in Sec-
tion 4.5.1, comparing its QoE performance with the QoE obtained with the experimentally
obtained optimal target video quality. To perform this comparison, we define the prediction
error, err, as:

err = ∆QoE(MOSo, p)−∆QoE(M̂OSo, p)

= CDFqoe(MOSo, p)− CDFqoe(M̂OSo, p)
(5.4)

, where M̂OSo denotes the predicted and MOSo the experimentally obtained optimal
target video quality. err represents a difference in perceptual video quality that can be
experienced by choosing the predicted instead of experimentally obtained optimal target
video quality, which is evaluated in the given percentile of video qualities distribution, p.

Figure 5.8 illustrates err in the lower half of MOS distributions, in steps of 0.05 per-
centiles. The values above zero illustrate loss of video quality, while negative values rep-
resent gained quality. The QoE resulting from this prediction is at most 0.15 MOS points
lower than the maximum achievable QoE for the given video and data rate channel.
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Figure 5.8: Prediction error of MOSo across percentiles for streaming videos

Impact of predicting average data rate on a user’s QoE

This section verifies the feasibility of using the predicting average data rate to estimate
an optimal target video quality. To achieve this, we computed on a 13 hours long mobile
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user’s data rate trace an average data rate for each 4 minutes of data, moving one second
ahead each time. Then, using the average data rate of previous 4 minutes, we predicted
an average data rate of the next 4 minutes of data rate trace, computing the distances
between the predicted and computed average data rate throughout the entire trace. These
distances and their CDF plot are depicted in Figure 5.9, illustrating that 90th percentile of
the predicted average data rates lies in the range of average data rate ± 100 kBytes/s (i.e.,
between 5th and 95th percentile).

Figure 5.9: Predicted average data rate distances (R̂− R̄) in kBytes/s (left) and their CDF
plot (right)

These values (R̄+100, R̄-100) are used to predict M̂OSo, whose resulting quality ob-
tained with QoE-aware streaming (M̂OS) is compared to the quality obtained with stream-
ing at MOSo (MOS), using the prediction error, err, defined in equation (5.4).

Figure 5.10 illustrates err as a difference in QoE that is caused by using the predicted
(instead of actual) average data rate to estimate an optimal target video quality of QoE-
aware streaming. Observe that when M̂OSo is close to MOSo, with a maximum of 0.2
MOS points difference, that err is nearly zero. When M̂OSo is 0.3 MOS points lower than
MOSo, the quality loss also occurs, hence not exceeding 0.25 MOS points and reaching
nearly zero in 0.5 percentile. In the extreme case, when M̂OSo is 0.3 or more MOS
points greater than MOSo, there is a potential quality loss of up to 0.5 MOS points in the
lowest quality values, which decreases with increasing percentile of MOS distribution and
converting into the quality gain (of up to 0.5 MOS points) until 0.5 percentile.

It is important to note that QoE-aware streaming at M̂OSo obtained using a predicted
average data rate also outperforms DASH in terms of QoE, as shown in Figure 5.11. An
exception occurs when a predicted average data rate is 100kBytes/s lower than the actual
average data rate, resulting in the potential quality loss of up to 0.15 MOS points. err is in
this comparison computed as:

err = CDFDASH(p)− CDFqoe(M̂OSo, p) (5.5)
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Figure 5.10: Predicting MOSo for the "IronMan" video using predicted average data rates

Equally to previous comparisons, negative values represent the quality gain and values
above zero quality loss.

A difference in video stream size of QoE-aware streaming at M̂OSo using (R̄+100,
R̄-100) values, at MOSo, and DASH for the "IronMan" video and three data rate channels
is shown in Table 5.2. It can be observed that QoE-aware streaming at both M̂OSo and
MOSo achieves lower video stream size than DASH. In case of channel 3 and R̄+100,
where the predicted optimal target video quality is 0.6 MOS points higher than the actual
optimal target video quality, the video stream sizes of QoE-aware streaming at M̂OSo and
DASH are nearly the same.

Table 5.2: A video stream size in [MB] of QoE-aware streaming at M̂OSo using (R̄+100,
R̄-100) values, MOSo, and DASH for the "IronMan" video and three data rate channels

Channel R̂ M̂OSo MOSo Size(MOS) Size(M̂OS) Size(DASH)
1 R̄+100 4.5 4.5 79.49 79.49 84.46
1 R̄-100 4.3 4.5 79.49 71.49 84.46
2 R̄+100 4.5 4.2 60.39 74.41 78.18
2 R̄-100 4.2 4.2 60.39 60.39 78.18
3 R̄+100 4.3 3.7 39.4 53.91 53.6
3 R̄-100 3.4 3.7 39.4 33.03 53.6

The results presented in this section show that prediction of an optimal target video
quality of QoE-aware streaming using the predicted bandwidth produces a nearly optimal
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of QoE achieved with predicted optimal target video quality of
the "IronMan" video using predicted average data rates and DASH

QoE for the given video and access channel. Compared to DASH, this QoE is still more
superior than DASH-obtained QoE, which is achieved using fewer bits.

5.5 Conclusions

This chapter presented a QoE-aware adaptive video streaming method that can enhance
the viewing experience on mobile devices and reduce the cellular network bandwidth con-
sumed by DASH. The proposed method proactively optimizes a video for the particular
perceptual video quality and data rate channel conditions, streaming this optimized video
in constant perceptual video quality to a user’s device whenever there is enough bandwidth
or bits in the buffer. The remaining difference between the available data rate and the op-
timized segment’s bitrate is used to prefetch future seconds of optimized video in order to
account for potential poor channel performances during remainder of streaming session.
QoE-aware streaming is performed over DASH that switches to lower qualities only when
there are no remaining segments in the buffer and the available bandwidth drops below the
optimized video segment’s bitrate, in order to prevent video playback interruptions.

We compare the proposed streaming with DASH over the same videos and data rates,
showing that it can improve perceptual quality of the video streamed by DASH, by increas-
ing performance of the worst video quality scores and limiting maximum video bitrates,
thereby achieving bandwidth savings. Furthermore, the proposed streaming reduces an
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amplitude of video quality variations introduced by DASH, thus maintaining a more stable
perceptual quality despite the changes in the available bandwidth of the channel.

Additionally, we proposed a method that can quite accurately predict (with a potential
quality loss of at most 0.15 MOS points) an optimal target video quality for which a video
stream should be optimized, in order to achieve the maximum possible QoE over the given
data rate channel. This prediction uses a limited apriori information that can be made
available on a mobile device before the streaming starts: an optimized video segments’
bitrates and an average data rate of the channel during the video playout.

An average data rate was in our experiments computed from a mobile user’s data rate
trace, emulating an access channel, however we also demonstrated the feasibility of using
its predicted value, estimated from data rates of previous seconds of playback duration, and
achieving a nearly optimal QoE as when using the optimal target video quality computed
with the actual average data rate. The resulting QoE from QoE-aware streaming at this
predicted quality still outperforms DASH, while producing a shorter video stream size and
achieving bandwidth savings.

5.6 Validity of the Results

QoE-aware adaptive video streaming streams videos that are optimized for the particular
target video quality and viewing on the given mobile device. Therefore, similarly to the
video optimization method, QoE gains and bandwidth savings obtained with QoE-aware
streaming are device-, encoding-, and video type-specific and need to be repeated for any
other device form factor, video encoding, or video content type. Additionally, the DASH
streaming results depend on the selected DASH player implementation that can use a dif-
ferent bitrate adaptation strategy than the one employed by the WebM DASH player, which
was used in our performance evaluation.

The segment size in both streaming methods was 250ms, corresponding to a spatio-
temporal region that is 6 frames long of the VQM method that was needed by our al-
gorithm to switch the resolution of video stream at the places determined by the video
optimization method [3]. However, the usual DASH segment size is minimally 2 seconds,
which might be seen as an unfair comparison. Therefore, in some future investigations
QoE-aware streaming of videos optimized on 2 seconds basis (and longer) should be tried
out, comparing the obtained QoE performances and bandwidth savings with the results
presented in this chapter.

Video streaming quality results have not been tested with mobile users, which remains
to be done in future. An optimal target video quality has been defined by analyzing MOS
values of 15 seconds video segments that are optimized for different target video qualities
and their deviations from the optimized video stream. It would be beneficial to evaluate
the accuracy of this definition and the obtained optimal target video qualities in the future
with mobile users. Finally, a method for measuring a user’s QoE experienced during video
streaming, especially for longer videos, needs to be created, representing an open research
topic.



Chapter 6

Context-awareness

This chapter summarizes the results of my licentiate thesis that has investigated and im-
plemented a context management framework with components for context-aware commu-
nication. This framework provides the following context management functions: context
discovery, sensing, synthesis, distribution, privacy, and querying. We leveraged some of
the existing techniques (such as ontologies used for context modeling and a context sensing
mechanism that uses context plugins), as well as proposed our own context management
concepts (context operators for context synthesis and querying, context distribution mech-
anisms, and context-aware privacy policies).

What has changed since my licentiate thesis is the application running on top of the
context-aware middleware (i.e., context-aware mobile video delivery instead of context-
aware communication) and the type of context used by the application, which is no longer
limited to be sensed by a mobile user’s device, but it can also include information provided
by the network operator (such as available network bandwidth) and content provider (such
as video bitrates and other quality characteristics).

As part of the context management research we investigated: (1) the energy cost of
context discovery by a set of devices vs. distributing the newly discovered context to these
devices in advance of arriving to a new location, (2) whether the aggregation of context
updates from multiple sensors pays off (and for which number of sensors) with respect
to the time that is needed by an application to wait for context information, as compared
to waiting for these updates to arrive separately from each sensor, (3) can the high level
context be synthesized on a mobile device in order to be used by interactive applications in
sports domain running on the same device, (4) can a user’s social relationships be inferred
from daily communication logs on this user’s mobile device without his/her explicit input,
and (5) can the proposed context-aware policies reduce the number of rules that need to be
evaluated upon arrival of a context query when compared to the context-dependent privacy
policies.

We demonstrated in the investigation (1) that it is more energy efficient to distribute
context knowledge to other devices, than having each device learn this information itself.
Moreover, multicast should be used for distribution of (once discovered) context to inter-
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ested context consumers. From the investigation (2) we learned that aggregation of context
can reduce the amount of network traffic compared to receiving individual context updates
from sensors, especially when the size of context updates increases. From the delay per-
spective context aggregation pays off already for 3 or more sensors.

An operator-based context synthesis of gaps and groups of cyclists was performed in
near real time (i.e., with average latency of 2 seconds) on a mobile device, which did not
affect the viewers’ QoE that followed the race using an interactive application (3). Note
that this result was obtained in 2008 with a Nokia N800 device that had a 400 MHz CPU
and the JamVM virtual machine with a compiler for Java 1.4, and should be considered in
the historical perspective. Nowadays there are smartphones with 8-core processor running
at 2.1 GHz, such as Samsung Galaxy S6 Edge, that might perform two orders of magnitude
faster than Nokia N8001.

An efficiency of a social context inference mechanism depends on the method used
to draw inferences based on the existing evidence and sample information (i.e., training
data). In our approach (4) we derived a user social relations based on daily communication
logs collected on a mobile phone for a week, using the rule-based data mining to derive
inference rules, a Bayesian network to provide confidence values, and user feedback to
derive and adjust probabilities of another user being in the specific social relationship with
this user. The evaluation of this approach resulted in high classification success rates (87%,
85%, and 69%) despite simple rules and limited logged data of three users.

Context-aware privacy policies map a set of privacy rules to a user’s situations in which
these rules are valid and uses a user’s social relationship groups to specify context re-
questors. The rules are updated each time a situation changes, thus leaving only a subset of
the specified rules to be evaluated upon arrival of a context query, which reduces this query
response time. In comparison with the existing context-dependent privacy policies (5) that
use context information as an additional conditional parameter in the privacy rule, we show
that the number of context-aware rules that need to be evaluated upon a query arrival de-
creases with an increasing number of user-specified situations and requestors represented
by a small number of social relationship groups.

Besides the context management functions, this framework implements constructs that
can accept, initiate, adapt, and terminate a user’s communication sessions with others based
on this user’s context information (i.e., context switch and context trigger). Switches repre-
sent choices in incoming call processing that a CPL script can make based on attributes of
the call or other items independent of the call (such as context information of an end user).
As part of the context-aware communication research, we investigated and compared the
impact of the context switches (6) that are based on the user’s context information on dura-
tion of call processing compared to the impact of the standard CPL switches that are based
on attributes of an incoming call.

We demonstrated that adding context switches to a CPL script linearly increases the
response time of an incoming call (of 5% per switch), which occurs due to retrieving

1Note that this is only an approximation, the same tests need to be repeated on Samsung Galaxy S6 Edge
phone in order to compare these two phones’ results.
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the required user’s context values from the database, before selecting and executing the
appropriate CPL script (that matches this user’s context).

6.1 Related work

The related work of this chapter is split into four subsections that deal with the investi-
gated topics: context discovery and distribution, context synthesis, context-aware privacy
policies, and context-aware call processing. Since these investigations were performed and
published more than five years ago, they will be primarily reviewed and compared to the
relevant research done in the same time period, after which we will reflect on the current
research status in each of these areas.

Context discovery and distribution

This subsection briefly reviews the context management frameworks that implement a con-
text discovery and distribution mechanism in order to provide the right context at any time
and in any location to the mobile device, enabling it to adapt its configuration to environ-
mental conditions. The described frameworks were selected for review because of different
methods and protocols that they use for context distribution.

Context toolkit

Context toolkit [65] provides programming abstractions to application developers that per-
form context discovery, acquisition, storage, and distribution functions, thus simplifying
the development of context-aware applications. Context is distributed by means of dis-
tributed infrastructure that hosts the context widgets that provide access to context infor-
mation. Context widgets rely on sensors to provide raw context information, while hiding
the details of context sensing and making this context available to aggregators and applica-
tions. Aggregators collect context about particular entities by subscribing to widgets that
can provide this context. Applications can also subscribe to or query context from widgets
or aggregators.

Context aggregation is provided by collecting different context information about an
entity in the environment that the application is interested in. Rather than communicating
with each individual widget, an application can request notifications from the aggregator
for each desired context parameter, which simplifies application development.

Relevant components that can provide desired context information are found by a set of
discoverers, using the resource discovery mechanism. Discoverers can also provide notifi-
cations about changes in the state of components that satisfy the specified conditions (i.e.,
unregistering from the system, a new component appearing, discovering which context can
currently be sensed by available components in the physical environment, etc.).

However, an evaluation of context toolkit showed that it does not scale well with the
number or frequency of context updates [65], because all components need to constantly
listen for context messages and a new thread has to be created to process each new message.
The transfer of context data over heterogeneous networks is not supported, unless a naming
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system similar to Domain Name System (DNS) or a discovery protocol such as Service
Location Protocol (SLP) was implemented on top of the hierarchy of discoverers to enable
discovery of context sources accross different administrative domains. Moreover, it lacks
the unique naming and addressing. In order to share context, communication entities have
to provide the hostname or the IP address of the device they run on and the port number
on which the device listens for communications. In case a device changes an IP address,
the toolkit cannot provide user, terminal, or session mobility. Temporary disconnections or
network failures can disable context distribution until the device reconnects again. When
this happens, the widget reconnects to its subscribers, but it cannot recover the subscription
state as it was before the connection went down nor can it retrieve lost notifications.

JCAF

JCAF [137] is a context-aware framework in Java that handles management and distribu-
tion of context, leaving application developers more time to focus on context modeling and
implementation of application logic.

JCAF uses Java RMI to distribute context information and due to its dependence on
the specific programming language and distributed object middleware it cannot be widely
deployed to all desktop, mobile, and server platforms.

JCAF supports both a synchronous (request/response) and an asynchronous (subscribe/no-
tify) distribution mode, however in the synchronous mode there is a potential deadlock that
can occur due to blocking of the monitor execution until it reads the context from the sen-
sor - if this sensor never answers. Therefore, this mode is not desireable. Note that various
context-aware applications have different requirements for receiving context information
(i.e., periodic pooling, on request, or receiving an update each time the context changes).
In order to support frequent and infrequent context updates, both access modes to context
should be provided. Additionally, JCAF lacks support for automatic discovery of context
sources, since the lookup of entities and services is done using RMI.

Note that the performance of Java RMI is only acceptable when transfering small or
medium sized chunks of context data over high-speed data links. Therefore, transfering
larger context data might increase the response time of context data to the application.

JCAF does not support user, terminal, and session mobility nor does it provide unique
naming and addressing. Thus, it can not provide seamless transfer of context data over
heterogeneous networks. Additionally, JCAF can not cope with temporary disconnections
of devices from the network.

Contory

Contory [138] is middleware designed for context sensing, context processing, and context
distribution on smartphones. It executes these functions: (1) on the same mobile device
where the applications run, (2) on remote devices, or (3) at nodes of the mobile ad-hoc
network, depending on the dynamic operating conditions, such as sensor availability and
resource consumption. Contory offers programming abstractions to support communica-
tion with sensors integrated in a device, residing in a remote device and communicating
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over 2G/3G network interface, for discovering devices and services in a Bluetooth ad-hoc
network as well as communicating with them, and for communicating with devices in a
WiFi ad-hoc network. It keeps track of previously connected and blocked context sources
in order to deal with network, sensor, or device failure and dynamic resource allocation.

To aggregate and filter the relevant context data Contory employs an SQL-like Context
Query Language. This query language specifies conditions on context data that need to be
met before returning context response, which affects the context distribution time.

Note that we set a requirement of the minimum time between arrival of two context
updates at the application to be 1 second, since a user cannot be expected to react to updates
arriving more frequently than once in a second. Given the one second of time between
context updates reaching the application, the total waiting and the adaptation time have to
be less than one second - or the adaptation will not be able to keep up with the context
changes, without skipping some context. We set the context distribution time limit to 500
ms, leaving the remaining time to the application to adapt. In Contory the time to receive a
context item in ad-hoc network via Bluetooth is 31.83 ms; via Wi-Fi is 761.28 ms (for one
hop) and 1442.5 ms (for two hops); and using UMTS this time is 1473 ms. All these times
(except using Bluetooth) exceed our distribution delay limit (i.e., 500 ms). Moreover, the
Bluetooth time noted above excluded the device and service discovery times, which are
on average 13 seconds and 1.12 sec, respectively [138]. As a result distribution of context
that requires Bluetooth device and service discovery cannot meet the timely discovery
requirement - independently of the framework that is used (including our own!).

JHPeer

JHPeer [139] is a hybrid peer-to-peer framework for context-based information retrieval
and distribution in a mobile environment. It builds upon the JXTA platform by adding
super peers to address a single point of failure and increase the distributed system’s scala-
bility. JHPeer shares context with a peer group, using super peers to create overlay network
and provide searching and directory services to other peers. Mobile peers can dynamically
join the group and provide information for sharing, allowing context-based retrieval.

To the best of our knowledge there are no results regarding scalability of JHPeer, how-
ever some experiments have been performed on JXTA 2.0, showing that the response times
to context queries do not depend so much on the peer group size, as on the query rate [140].
In particular, an increase in the average response time between groups of 8 and 32 peers
is less than twofold for the same query rate. At a rate of 8 queries per second, JXTA
rendezvous peers could not respond in less than tens and hundreds of seconds, thus can-
not timely discover context sources. Despite its good general scalability properties, the
performance seems to be good only at low query rates of 2 and 4 queries per second.

The evaluation results of JHPeer in [139] showed that it takes on average 800 ms to
get a response to a context query, after publishing 15000 advertisements to a peer group,
which does not satisfy our 500 ms context distribution limit.

JXTA supports both distribution modes, however only the unidirectional asynchronous
mode (which is enabled by default) provides an easy fault recovery in case of peers discon-
nection from the network or the network failure. Furthermore, as JXTA does not support
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the use of multiple network interfaces by each peer, the assignment of more than one ad-
dress to the same interface, or the disconnections of mobile devices, it cannot provide the
user, terminal, or session mobility.

SIP-based distribution

Goertz, Ackermann, and Steinmetz proposed to implement context sharing during call
setup based on SIP [141]. Their idea was to enable the calling party to acquire the callee’s
current context in order to decide whether or not to initiate a call. They proposed two
methods for context sharing: (1) a direct query/response mechanism between two SIP user
agents and (2) a subscription/response mechanism, where a caller’s user agent subscribes
for changes in the callee’s context at the SIP proxy. The proxy intercepts the incoming
messages which query for the callee’s context and replies on the callee’s behalf.

For a query/response mechanism two methods were proposed: (1) extending the exist-
ing SIP OPTIONS mesage with a Context header and (2) defining a new SIP CONTEXT
message. Both methods return the user’s current context in the body of the 200 OK re-
sponse message. The benefits and drawbacks of using both of these methods are explained
in [141]. SIP for Instant Messaging and Presence Leveraging Extensions (SIMPLE) [142]
has been proposed as the subscription/notification mechanism. In SIMPLE, application
and sensors do not need to be online at the same time in order to share context, which
prevents activation and deactivation of context sensing on the remote device(s) on the need
basis. Using the modified OPTIONS or CONTEXT method for this purpose could delay
the 200 OK response until the context is sensed, causing after 500 ms retransmissions of
this request as specified in SIP standard [143]. Moreover, for each new context update
another SIP OPTIONS or CONTEXT request would need to be sent.

Summary

From the review of the existing context distribution mechanisms, the SIP-based context
distribution showed most of advantages. However, it lacks the ability to discover context
sources, activate/deactivate remote context sensing, and support aggregation of context
data. In order to preserve the advantages of SIP/SIMPLE mechanism while adding the
missing capabilities, we proposed, implemented, and evaluated a resource list-based sub-
scription/notification mechanism for context sharing, which is described in Section 6.4.

Context synthesis

Our context synthesizing work was inspired by the Aura Contextual Information Service
(CIS) research project [144] that provides applications with context information from a
virtual database. It offers an SQL-like query interface to applications, while context in-
formation is stored, or collected on demand, by a distributed infrastructure of context in-
formation providers. This approach enables synthesis of context information provided by
different sources using SQL queries, while avoiding limitations of static database. The
context synthesizer accepts queries from applications, decomposes them, queries the ap-
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propriate context information providers, and synthesizes the results that are sent in re-
sponse to the client. Compared to this approach, our queries are not SQL-like, instead they
are object-oriented, containing context operators which perform synthesizing operations.
Context operators can use other simpler operators to execute smaller tasks, thus reusing
the existing functionality.

J. I. Hong and J. A. Landay emphasize in [145] a need for creating both the basic
infrastructure services and the application-specific services, the latter implemented on a
case-by-case basis. One such basic infrastructure service is automatic path creation, which
transforms raw sensor data to higher-level context data based on available resources and
services (e.g., nearby theaters information can be synthesized using GPS data or cell phone
location).

In Context toolkit, context is transformed using context interpreters [65]. Interpreters
abstract raw or low-level context information into richer or higher level forms of informa-
tion. They are responsible for mapping between context representations and for performing
complex inferences on collections of context.

JCAF performs context synthesis using small application-specific Java programs, called
context transformers, that a developer can write and add to the Transformer Repository
[137]. Applications can query the Transformer Repository for appropriate transformers at
runtime. They can also be put in pipeline in order to perform the desired transformation.

The issue of matching application requests for context information and available con-
text parameters has been tackled in [146]. If both sets of parameters are described in
terms of ontologies, the matching problem lies in mapping the request parameters from an
application-domain ontology to candidate matching context descriptions from the context
domain ontology. A solution proposed was to synchronize changes in one ontology with
another by replacing the unmatched candidate parameter with a semantically related one
that has a match in the application-domain ontology. We mitigate this problem by specify-
ing operators and their input and output types, which are context parameters, in the same
ontology.

In [51] context queries are performed on a context knowledge base using RDF Data
Query Language [147]. The limitation of this approach lies in querying over the existing
information stored in the context model using triple (<subject, predicate, object>) patterns.
Our approach instead produces a new information that previously did not exist in the sys-
tem. This gives applications greater freedom in forming context queries.

The Context Management Framework (CMF) developed in MobiLife project synthe-
sizes context using rule-based and Bayesian model reasoning [148]. However, the problem
with reasoning on context information are long response times to the context query that
increase with the number of rules and large data sets.

Context-aware privacy policies

This section reviews the design of context-aware privacy policies that use a user’s context
information as additional condition to decide whether to grant access to the requested con-
text or to deny it. These policies can also specify the identity of a context requestor using
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the user’s social relationship groups that can be inferred from his/her daily communication
logs with other people.

Houdini

Houdini [149] is a context-aware privacy framework that enables users to specify their pref-
erences concerning the use and sharing of context data through web-based forms. Privacy
preferences can be defined based on a user’s current situation, his/her social relationship
with the context requestor or the requestor’s identity, and the relation of this user’s current
situation with respect to the requestor’s current situation (e.g., if the requestor is located
within a specified distance from the user). These preferences are translated into the privacy
rules, using the rule templates that are associated with the web forms, and stored into the
preference database using the associated database schema.

A user’s situations are defined in a separate context model and used as variables in
the privacy rules. In order to reduce the number and size of rules, data values that are
associated to variables in the ruleset are stored separately from the rules. When the rule
engine needs to make decision on context access, it accesses the appropriate ruleset and the
data separately, evaluating the conditional variables during the particular rule execution.

UbiCOSM

The Ubiquitous Context-based Security Middleware (UbiCOSM) [150] represents access
control policies as tuples of one or more contexts that are associated with a set of privacy
permissions. Consequently, any mobile user/device acquires a set of permissions by enter-
ing a particular context. Permissions specify if the specific operation on the target resource
is allowed or not. Context assigned to permissions can be physical or logical, defining (in
the latter case) more complex situations with associations of multiple contexts and poten-
tially involving the presence of other mobile clients. UbiCOSM allows mobile users to
define their contexts and situations, mapping them to their privacy permissions. Associa-
tions between contexts and applicable permissions are stored in hashtables, with context
being a key, using which a list of applicable permissions can be accessed.

Upon a user entering a particular physical context, UbiCOSM evaluates permissions
associated with this context, with the logical context of all colocated entities, and resources
in the physical context. By updating a set of valid permissions whenever a user’s situation
changes, UbiCOSM decreases the policy evaluation time upon arrival of a context query.
However, it does not support using a user’s social relationship (to represent the requestor’s
identity) in privacy rules.

CoPS

The Context Privacy Service (CoPS) [55] enables mobile users to control who can access
their context data, when, and at what granularity. CoPS does not enable specification of a
user’s situations and rules based on the user’s context. Instead, it uses optimistic or pes-
simistic approach to define a default policy in which all context requests are granted or
denied, except those matching one of the rules specified by a policy maker. By defining
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only rules that specify under which circumstances context should be disclosed or not (de-
pending on the chosen default policy), the number of rules that need to be specified and
evaluated is reduced.

CoPS supports defining the spatial precision, temporal access restriction, and fresh-
ness of context information, specifying granularity of disclosed context information (e.g.,
"Room 205"), the date and time interval at which this information is accessible (e.g.,
"weekdays, from 9:00 to 11:30 am"), and the freshness of disclosed information (e.g.,
the user’s location 30 minutes ago), respectively.

CoPS also offers definition of groups and access control based on membership in par-
ticular groups, which decreases an effort of specifying and evaluating policy rules. Groups
can reflect an organization structure or can be defined by a user. If more than one rule
matches the context request (i.e., when the requestor belongs to more than one group),
CoPS provides an algorithm that identifies the most specific rule from the matching rules
by comparing their structure fields in the specified order of priority.

Context Privacy Engine

The Context Privacy Engine (CPE) [56] extends the traditional Access Control List (ACL)
mechanism with a set of context constraints that have to be evaluated to validate a particular
privacy policy. It specifies who can access what data, for what purpose, and under which
context. Context conditions are associated to either context requestor or context subject,
and being defined using XQuery expressions, they cannot be reused in other privacy rules.
Therefore, if more than one policy should use a particular situation, then this situation
definition must be repeated in each of these policies.

CPE allows use of groups in defining privacy rules and access control, however they
have to be created by an application. The CPE policy language does not provide a means
to control the granularity of disclosed context information. Hence, it is context-dependent,
meaning that context is retrieved upon arrival of a context query, which is demonstrated to
be time consuming in [56]. Moreover, all privacy policies need to be evaluated regardless
of the situation in which they are valid.

SenTry

SenTry [57] is a privacy policy language that is designed as a combination of an instance
of user-centric privacy ontology (called SeT Ontology, written in Web Ontology Language
(OWL) [151]) and the Semantic Web Rules Language (SWRL) [152] predicates. A context
entity is associated with a privacy policy that contains a set of privacy rules.

The SenTry language supports two categories of rules: Positive Authorization Rules
(PAR) and Negative Authorization Rules (NAR). NAR rules can only have a "deny" ef-
fect, while PAR rules can either allow access to the requested context or transform the
context information according to the specified granularity. A "grant override" algorithm is
provided to handle conflicts among different rules, which is an optimistic algorithm that
grants access if at least one rule grants access to the requested context information.
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Privacy rules are context-dependent, in which dynamic predicates, such as context con-
straints, are updated upon policy evaluation. A user’s situation can be defined using SWRL
predicates, however SWRL does not offer more complex logical combinations of predi-
cates than the conjunction, which makes is difficult to define arbitrarily complex situations.

Social context inference

Even though a user’s social relation with the requestor has been identified in several studies
[44] [45] as one of the most important factors influencing a person’s willingness to disclose
their context information, in most of the existing privacy policy languages it was not used
to define privacy preferences. Hence, inference of user social relations has been a research
topic for a long time in the area of social network analysis [153].

Although there are many approaches to mining social relationships, such as [154],
[155], and [156], these approaches differ in the number of users, the number of involved
social groups, and the nature of the utilized data which they handle. However, only a few
researchers have addressed the challenge of analyzing user social relations from interaction
data, i.e., based on email and phone logs.

Eagle et al. [157] and [158] focused on predicting user social relations. They used
the interaction data including logs of phone calls and text messages, along with location
and proximity information gathered from the cell information of the mobile phone and
its Bluetooth interface. In both studies extensive log data were collected for the activities
of around 100 users. For the inference task, they applied well known multivariate anal-
ysis methods, learned Gaussian mixture models, and well established methods of feature
selection. However, we faced additional challenges because we did not have location or
proximity data and we tried to infer user social relations from a very limited amount of log
data. It is well known in data mining that it is very difficult to infer information from a
quite limited amount of data [159]. While properties or behavioral characteristics may be
stable over a large group of individuals, the characteristics of individuals may differ quite
a lot.

Context-aware call processing

Goertz et al. extended the CPL syntax with specific operators to retrieve context informa-
tion from a dedicated storage (context) server and perform call routing decisions based on
this information [160]. The context usage in this system is limited to location and calendar
entries, which are acquired from sensors, synthesized, and stored on the context server.

Extensions of CPL with presence information in order to personalize call processing
and make call decisions based on the callee’s location, phone line status, role, availability,
or any of their combinations were proposed in [161]. Note that presence information rep-
resents the willingness and the ability of a user to communicate with others on a network,
whose model and terminology of the system providing this information have been defined
in RFC 2778 [162]. With the awareness of presence information of other users, unwanted
and interrupted calls can be avoided, and successful communication sessions can be es-
tablished (such as in Instant Messaging applications like Skype). Due to these benefits
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of combining presence information with communication services, SIP implements its own
event package of the presence model that delivers presence information of other users to
the interested parties [163].

T. Gray et al. elaborate in [164] that the availability indications provided by presence
systems are an indication of the users current wish to be contacted and that users can be
contacted only if their call processing policies allow it. Instead, call processing features
must be aware of users’ current situation/context and from this context information the
system shall derive the user’s availability and willingness for communication. By linking
the rules for call processing with context information will allow selection of actions that
are appropriate in the user’s current situation. They propose an architecture for context-
aware call processing that consists of three parts: context sensing and analysis, selection
of call processing actions based on context, and execution of these actions. Based on this
architecture they implemented a system for context-based message delivery that delivers
voice messages according to a receiver’s preferences and his/her current context [165].

An extension of CPL scripts for end system service creation is presented by the Lan-
guage for End System Services (LESS) [166]. LESS is not limited to call routing, it can
also initiate actions such as networked appliance control, instant messaging, email and web
browsing. A SIP user agent that integrates presence and location information with instant
messaging with multiple Internet services using LESS scripts is shown in [167].

SenSay is a context-aware mobile phone that adapts its behavior based on the user’s
state and surroundings [168]. A user’s state (uninterruptible - busy, active - engaged in
high-activity physical motion, idle, and normal - default state) is derived from sensors’
data and the user’s calendar by inspecting the 10 minutes sensor value history. This state is
used to determine phone actions upon an incoming call. The used sensors are light, motion,
and microphone sensor, while the available phone actions are: send an SMS to a caller (to
communicate urgency of their calls), make call suggestions (to an idle user), provide access
to the electronic calendar, adjust the ring volume: off/low/medium/high, and control the
vibration feature: on/off. SenSay also provides to the caller the information about the
callee’s context when the callee is not available, and makes call suggestions to the callee
during idle periods based on call history. It uses a set of rules to analyze the sensor data and
manage a state machine composed of user states, while automatically adjusting the phone
actions based on the detected user’s state to reflect the appropriate manner. However,
SenSay does not provide any means to tailor call processing rules according to individual
preferences.

Bayesphone [169] is a mobile application for handling incoming calls during a meeting,
deciding whether to deliver a phone call to the user or to defer it based on the expected
cost of interruption caused by the call and the cost of deferring it. It precomputes and
caches the ideal call processing actions in the policy file, using the inferences that are
performed offline using Bayesian user models, the caller’s (the importance to callee) and
callee’s context (motion, conversation), and properties of meetings in the user’s electronic
calendar, in order to make local decisions on the phone about whether calls should interrupt
users. Two Bayesian models are built via supervised machine learning, predicting user’s
interruptability and the probability that the users will attend the meeting that appears on
their online calendar. Inferences from these models are used to compute the expected cost
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of interruption at different times for the user, while the cost of delaying a conversation
until later is set by the user as the dollar-value cost of the delayed communication for
different groups of callers (organization- or activity-related). This work, however, handles
the incoming calls in the specific scenario of a user’s meetings, which needs to be extended
to other user situations to be comparable to our approach.

State-of-the-art research updates

This section describes the current status of the related works in the described areas, pre-
senting what has happened until now and what remains to be investigated.

Context distribution

Quality of Context (QoC) is a research area that emerged from evaluation of context-aware
services. Diversity of sensors, delay imposed by data transfer over cellular network, and
different characteristics of computing devices that process context information influence
the quality of this information that is defined by precision, freshness, trustworthiness, prob-
ability of correctness, etc. These quality indicators started to be used as meta information
in context management activities, such as querying/subscribing to context information,
privacy policy restrictions related to the allowed context scope, context synthesis, and re-
trieval.

Inclusion of QoC parameters as quality objectives in context distribution and context
data filtering has been proposed to reduce the amount of transmitted context data and pro-
vide timely delivery of relevant context data to all interested entities in mobile and wireless
wide-area environments. QoC in this perspective targets not only the quality of delivered
context data, but also the quality of distribution process (dealing with uncertain data and
imperfect subscription/query matches). Previous research was more concerned about de-
livering the data as quickly as possible, leaving out tailoring of the distributed delivery
process according to QoC constraints.

Distributed context data collection and sharing over heterogeneous networks (i.e., wire-
less infrastructure, ad-hoc networks, and mobile networks) that can adapt to the current
runtime conditions have been proposed. The adaptive context distribution reconfigures the
context data delivery (i.e., selects among multiple instances the context source and routes
the application queries/subscriptions/agents to this context source in order to collect the
needed context data) based on available bandwidth, mobility, device resources limitations,
or QoC parameters.

Scalable context-Aware middleware for mobiLe EnvironmentS (SALES) [170] orga-
nizes nodes that belong to the system in the three-level tree-like hierarchical context distri-
bution architecture, exploiting both the wireless infrastructure and ad-hoc communication
modes in order to route and cache the context data. SALES uses context queries in terms of
subscriptions to retrieve context data. Each query is distributed in the part of hierarchical
distributed architecture, having a limited visibility scope. SALES defines the following
QoC objectives: freshness, data retrieval time, and priority in order to constraint the con-
text distribution (by checking if the infrastructure needs to retrieve the latest version of
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context data, limiting the waiting time for context data, and mapping the priority param-
eter to user quality class (e.g., gold, silver, bronze), respectively). The focus is put more
on the quality of distribution process than on the quality of data, trying to ensure the best
system performance, while avoiding system overload. SALES introduces an adaptive con-
text data delivery that adapts to the currently available system resources, whose memory
and CPU constraints are declared as system configuration properties that drive the distri-
bution process. By actively monitoring available bandwidth and queuing delays SALES
adjusts the query processing rate of each node, thus avoiding mobile devices overload. If
the number of query distribution tasks exceeds the maximum local processing rate, it starts
dropping queries from the inbound queues and reducing the routing delay that is applied
by each node before forwarding the query to the next hop.

Solar implements a distributed self-organizing architecture on top of a peer-to-peer
routing overlay, providing context discovery, synthesis, and distribution [171]. It speci-
fies a data flow composition programming model, in which sensors represent data-stream
publishers producing their data as events and applications explicitely composing desired
sensor streams in order to transform low-level data into high-level context. Sensors choose
when and what events to publish based on the context nature. Subscribers subscribe to a
stream of interest and can manipulate only the received events. Middleware sits between
sensors and applications, inspecting values of passing events when neccessary. As the con-
text data flows through the infrastructure, it triggers adaptations of middleware services
(such as context discovery and distribution) according to predefined rules and policies.
Context processing is moved to the middleware hosted by one or more servers that run So-
lar software, limiting the amount of data that flows across wireless networks to the client.
Application defines and deploys operators in the middleware running on these hosts that
select the sensors and customize context distribution and synthesis. Solar interconnects
these hosts using an application-level P2P protocol, forming a service overlay. Sensors
and applications can connect to (and disconnect from) any host in this overlay to publish
and request context data. Context events are distributed in the overlay using application-
level multicast, thus reaching the hosts of applications that requested this data.

COntext Sharing In uNreliable Environments (COSINE) [172] represents a distributed
context sharing framework in mobile environments consisting of loosely coupled Web ser-
vices. It provides sensor, aggregator, and context management services that retrieve context
data from sensors, integrate this data into their own model, or maintain an up-to-date view
on the shared context structure in order to know where to route incoming requests, respec-
tively. By providing different distributed structures, COSINE can quickly react to network
failures or changes in the environment by adapting the routes of context requests. More-
over, by retrieving context, aggregator services automatically replicate the context data,
which makes it possible to access desired context even when the original context source
is unavailable. COSINE analyzes each context subscription/query to understand which
sources can provide the requested context data: different opportunities for dispatching of
requests are ranked based on QoC parameters, such as closeness of nodes that deliver con-
text data or the data freshness. If there is an aggregator service that already collects all
the required context data, the subscription is routed directly to it. Otherwise, it is trans-
lated into a set of fine-grained subscriptions, one for each required context source, that are
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forwarded to the highest ranked sensor services.
Context Management Framework (CMF) provides application-specific context infor-

mation to mobile nodes in multidomain environments [173]. It is a constellation of context
sources organized in a peer-to-peer brokering fashion that integrate and interpret informa-
tion from other context sources and multiple administrative domains, while representing
a single point of access to context information by context-aware applications. A context
source also contains a reasoner that selects, adapts, and interprets context for a certain
application, which is optimized to process uncertain, vague, superfluous, and conflicting
context information. A context provider provides a single point of access to multidomain
context. A context reasoner derives the application-specific high-level context by combin-
ing and processing existing context parameters, even in case when sensors that provide the
matching context information are not available (using instead sensors that provide similar
information). Selection of context sources is performed based on QoC parameters (e.g.,
the most accurate, reliable, or fresh context information). Context sources provide con-
text information by pooling or notification, while heterogeneous distribution protocols are
supported in CMF.

MobEyes middleware for Vehicular Sensor Networks-based urban monitoring has been
proposed in [174], in which MobEyes agents (police cars) collect context data of other op-
portunistically encountered vehicles when they are in direct communication range of each
other. The obtained context data belongs to either the encountered vehicle or to other
vehicles that this vehicle has exchanged context with according to system configuration.
Vehicles periodically broadcast their data to the neighbors in order to increase opportuni-
ties for vehicles to collect this data. Additionally, MobEyes agents periodically query the
nearby nodes for their context data. Due to a large scale of targeted regions and dynamic
nature of the urban environment, multiple agents collaborate to collect the distributed data
according to biologically-inspired algorithm, having a goal to collect all context data that
is generated in the particular area. The adaptation of context distribution in MobEyes mid-
dleware is automatically performed during roaming of agents, by changing their movement
behavior (i.e., the next road segment) depending on their operational state (which is defined
using an average estimated density of vehicles and the agents’ position relative to the target
region). The goal is to move agents to areas with the highest estimated density of vehicles
per road segment, while avoiding the regions that have already been harvested.

Based on this analysis, the remaining challenges in context distribution research have
been identified [175] that include:

(1) development of context distribution methods that can autonomously self-adapt at run-
time, by combining the most suitable data processing (aggregation and filtering) and
distribution techniques depending on the traversing context data, QoC requirements,
and runtime conditions. For a wide area deployment context distribution needs to con-
sider: QoC requirements to reduce management overhead, runtime conditions to max-
imize the system performance, and context-awareness to further enhance the system
scalability and reliability.

(2) investigating the consequence of potential runtime adaptation that can cause a conflict
on QoC of context data and the distribution process: by introducing filtering operations
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that try to reduce the amount of exchanged context data, which can in turn violate QoC
constraints (i.e., degrade the QoC).

(3) development and standardization of QoC framework that can unify the QoC represen-
tation, sensing, and runtime usage.

Context synthesis

Newer research in context synthesis has introduced synthesis of context parameters that
are described in different domains. Ontologies have been aggregated from different appli-
cation and administrative domains in order to use semantically equal or similar terms when
there is a lack of matching terms in the original context ontology. With the assistance of
user feedback and over time the ontology mapping between domains has been achieved.
Another trend we observed is the reconfigurable in-network processing of streaming con-
text data during its flow from sensors to the application, in which the context synthesis load
is distributed on multiple devices depending on their computing resources. This processing
chain is composed dynamically during runtime, depending on the availability of nodes that
can provide the required context sensing and processing functions. Context information is
delivered to applications using events that also contain a large set of metadata, which are
used by context synthesis functions to process the sensed data.

COntext Provisioning for AL (COPAL) provides an adaptive approach to context syn-
thesis, supporting various information processing requirements of context-aware services
[176]. It enables specification of complex context processing patterns between the input
and output events. Besides other processing patterns, for example for filtering, abstraction,
summarization of context information, it defines an Aggregator operator that gathers dif-
ferent types of context and publishes a new high-level context type. COPAL also supports
adding of new context processing functions. The context and its processing functions are
coupled by action name dynamically at runtime. Context is delivered using events that
contain a list of actions, which are processed in order, and a list of attributes that are in-
serted when the event is created. The following context attributes have been defined that
can also be used by context processing functions: id, processing priority, TTL, timestamp
of creation, including optionally location where the event is created, QoC parameters, and
a list of authorized services that can access this context information.

CMF proposes a solution to multidomain context synthesis that ensures the retrieval of
context parameters, which are relevant for composition of the application-requested high-
level context, when they are described in two different ontologies (i.e., the context and
the application domain ontology) [148]. In case of the lack of exact match of context
parameters, they propose to use the semantically related terms instead of unmatched ones
that have the matching parameters in the target ontology and whose similarity with the
context request is higher than a specified constant. A user feedback is envisaged to be
incorporated in deriving this ontology mapping. Context synthesis in CMF combines the
existing context parameters in a meaningful way for the application needs. It is performed
in two ways: (1) by rule-based reasoning using high-level, predefined rules and (2) by
detecting regularities in context data through statistical analysis, clustering techniques, data
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mining, or unsupervised learning. While former is easy to implement, but can impose high
delays in case of large set of rules, the latter requires a large data set collected from many
context sources over large periods of time.

Solar implements an operator graph, a graph-based abstraction for collection, aggre-
gation, and dissemination of context information [171]. Context events flow through this
graph of operators that subscribe to information published by existing sources, aggregate
and process these input event streams into the new, high-level context information needed
by an application, publishing it as a new context event. Context synthesis is, thus, moved
from an application platform on a mobile device to servers deployed in the network, which
improves flexibility and scalability compared to centralized context service, reducing the
need for data transmission to applications by sharing the context and operators among ap-
plications. Operators can be stateless, filtering the incoming events or transforming the
information from one form into the other or statefull, performing the processing based on
the accumulated state.

In C-CAST [177] context providers can perform sensor data filtering and preprocess-
ing, as well as complex inference operations, such as rule-based reasoning in order to
identify a user’s current situation. They can be added to or removed from the distributed
network at any time, working on the large range of mobile devices and using HTTP as the
main communication transport. Context providers advertise the type and scope of context
they can provide to context broker. Context consumers query the context broker for the
particular type of context provider and if it is available, query this provider for the desired
context. Context information is conveyed in XML-based ContextML language that de-
scribes not only the context data, but also the metadata such as creation and exipiry time,
context state, and QoC parameters that can be used by context synthesis techniques.

SenQ, a query system that provides reconfigurable in-network processing of stream-
ing sensor data, dynamic queries issued by embedded devices, and high-level abstractions
for expressing context queries has been implemented in [178]. A query system architec-
ture is structured in layers with well defined interfaces in order to be deployed in vari-
ous configurations on devices with different computing capabilities: from sensor device
where context is parsed and activated, over micro-server with abundant resources (such
as database and backend systems) where context is stored and managed, to the high-level
query language at the user interface. Streaming queries specify the sensor, sampling rate,
processing chain, and whether to perform local-area spatial aggregation (i.e., collecting
data from other sensors in the local area, such as in a body area network). The reports
are sent back to requestor until receiving the Stop command or until maximum duration
is reached. Alternatively, snapshot queries provide samples of raw sensor information that
avoid the processing chain to achieve minimal response times. Data collected from multi-
ple sensors and customly processed by the data processing chain according to application
query can be exported using virtual sensor: a low-level sensor type that can be discovered,
queried, and viewed as any other sensor. An output stream from this virtual sensor can be
configured to be received by multiple applications, sharing the same custom stream query,
thus enabling rich user interactions with this system.

The remaining research challenge that needs further investigation to enhance the scal-
ability and flexibility of context distribution is federation of context providers in multiple
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administrative domains, using potentially cloud computing to offload the computationally
intensive tasks and large data volumes, and making them easily and globally reachable.

Context-aware privacy policies

As mobile devices on Android and iOS platforms started coming equipped with sensors and
context sensing moved to mobile devices, new privacy challenges arose targeting sensor
management privacy in mobile operating systems, which is concerned with sharing of the
sensed data with the installed mobile apps. Access to most of these sensors is unprotected,
which allows mobile apps access to and potential misuse of the user’s sensitive behavior.
Apps need this information to provide desired value to the user, however this information
can be shared using side-channels with other apps that can violate the user’s privacy. A
more recent research therefore investigates a trade-off between competing goals of utility
and privacy that occurs during sharing of local sensor data with an app on the smartphone,
preventing the sharing of sensitive user’s inferences from the sensed data, while enabling
an application to provide value to the user. Additionally, users want to be in control of
their privacy, however the burden of manually setting privacy preferences and their easy
misuse in the contexts that are not anticipated by the user can reduce their trust in this
system. Therefore, researchers looked into the ways of more convinient setting of privacy
preferences for the users (such as by prediction using crowdsourcing in location context
and semantic analysis of location categories), showing that it can reach a reasonably high
accuracy that can be even further increased with a minimal user’s involvement in decision
making. Privacy policies remain to be context-aware, with a possibility to be reviewed by
users at runtime without affecting the app’s execution, including the information about the
sensor usage by each app and the ability to alter accuracy and precision of sensed values
that are returned in response to context requestor. They can use the sensed and the inferred
context data to specify context restrictions in policy rules on mobile devices.

A framework for collaborative information sharing between the mobile devices has
been proposed and implemented in [179]. Users can use sensed and inferred context infor-
mation to specify their privacy policies combining their context, profile information and
social relationships with the requester’s context, temporal, and context restrictions, de-
scribed using the ontologies and N3 format. Based on the evaluation of these user-defined
policies, the system decides which sensors’ data to retrieve. This sensors’ data is sent to
the server for context inference. An inference model is generated from the context on-
tology, users’ context and group information, as well as the user-specified privacy rules.
This inference model is used to respond to context queries. However, the reasoning itself
is performed upon arrival of context query, thus making these policies context-dependent
instead of context-aware. Additionally, the duration of reasoning is shown to increase with
the number of users specified in the context owner’s group list.

ipShield is a framework that protects the privacy of user’s sensitive behavior, which
can be inferred from the shared context data [180]. However, by protecting the privacy of
sensitive inferences the system makes a trade-off between the utility that the application
that needs this information provides to the user in the form of various personalized ser-
vices and recommendations (e.g., mHealth mobile app that takes a time series of personal
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health data) and the risk of revealing user’s behavior to app producers that he/she would
like to keep private. The inference functions are applied to time series of the measured
data (annotated with identity information) to compute various possible inferences, some of
which can be sensitive for the user and if not protected can be traced back to the user. The
user specifies his/her privacy preferences as blacklist of inferences, while the app provides
its utility requirements as whitelist of inferences. The privacy mechanism ensures that the
app can derive its whitelisted inferences to some degree of accuracy, while it cannot draw
the blacklisted inferences (from any data shared with app). The challenge is to find the
right feature subset or data transformation that will have an acceptably low mutual infor-
mation with the blacklisted inferences. Different realizations of privacy mechanisms are
proposed to realize the specific privacy-utility trade-off points, identifying the data to be
shared (on the subset of features, data samples, inferences, data types, etc.) and applying
the obfuscation to this data before sharing.

The ipShield framework also quantifies the adversary’s knowledge regarding the sensi-
tive inferences gained by observing the shared sensor data over time, in order to determine
the degree of obfuscation (i.e., data transformation) that is required before releasing the
data and applying the approprate privacy mechanism. The context-aware privacy policies
specify obfuscation action on the sensor data when a particular context is true. These
policies can be configured by the user or derived from the white and black lists using the
probability model. If the obfuscated data does not increase the adversary’s knowledge
about sensitive inferences, the data is released, otherwise it goes through further iterations
of obfuscation.

SemaDroid extends the existing sensor management framework on Android devices to
provide and enforce fine-grained access control over onboard sensors, using context-aware
and QoC-based privacy policies [181]. It enables the user to control and review the sensor
usage of the installed third-party apps, refining and enforcing the sensor usage privacy
policies in real time, while not disturbing these apps’ functionality. A sensor usage record
specifies the starting time, the usage duration, and the context of sensor usage (phone state
descriptions) within this duration. Users are allowed to adjust the sensing parameters (such
as time interval and sampling rate), manipulate the sensed values, and even supply mock
data to sensing apps. Lowering the sampling rate decreases an accuracy of sensed data,
which may be useful from the perspective of users to avoid undesired functionalities of
some apps such as ads. Users may also increase the quality of sensed data, trading it for
the utility provided by apps.

SemaDroid intercepts each sensor access request, retrieves and filters the set of stored
policies according to the current context (such as current time and phone states) in order to
extract and enforce the applicable privacy rules. The enforcement rules contain information
on what sensor data can be collected and at what highest quality, while the privacy policies
also specify the context restrictions (if the user is on the phone, if the screen is turned on,
etc.) under which the sensor data collection can be performed.

Users want to be in control of their shared information. However, this is directly in
contrast with the required effort to set and refine their privacy settings. Additionally, if the
users did not anticipate some contexts to specify their access control rules, there might be
misuse of their privacy that they cannot control, which reduces their trust in the system.
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Therefore, researchers have examined the possibility of prediction of location-aware pri-
vacy preferences by crowdsourcing (i.e., by gathering privacy preferences in reference to
the respective location they were recorded in from a large number of users) [182]. Crowd-
sourcing is beneficial for privacy preferences prediction if repeatable patterns in users’
privacy preferences can be identified. The key to success of this prediction lies in two
mechanisms: (1) semantic analysis of places (i.e., learning from crowds opinions on loca-
tion with similar activity patterns) and (2) analysis of individual privacy approaches and
biases. The crowd model is used by the prediction engine to predict a user’s privacy pref-
erence for a given location. The decision engine takes this prediction generated by the
prediction engine and computes a decision based on a decision strategy that is configured
using two threshold values tmanual and tdisclose. If the prediction is higher than tdisclose
it discloses the location, if it is between tdisclose and tmanual it delegates the decision to
the user, and if it is lower than tmanual it denies access to the location.

There are two types of privacy preference predictions in this framework: place-based
prediction and semantic-based prediction. The former predicts the user’s preferences for a
given place according to the preferences of other users. However, it is limited in the sense
that it requires that a large number of users have visited (and provided preferences for) the
same place as the user, which would not work for places like home. The semantic-based
prediction predicts privacy preferences by analyzing semantic meaning of a given place.
The place is defined as semantically different than others if it is geografically distant and if
the set of activities in this place are different. The framework aggregates preferences from
the places with similar semantic categories, therefore it can draw predictions for places that
were not visited by many people. The evaluation results show that by mixing the automatic
and manual decision making of privacy prefence predictions relatively high accuracy with
reasonable level of user burden (i.e., asking the user to decide on one out of ten decisions)
can be achieved. The semantic-based prediction method turned to be more accurate than
the place-based prediction, due to many places not being visited by a single user or only
by a few visitors.

From this discussion and the literature we identified the following remaining research
challenges:

(1) building a comprehensive sensor management framework that can work on multiple
mobile operating systems, protecting the user’s private information (such as loca-
tion information) from the perspective of sensors’ usage (instead of relying on the
permission-based access control).

(2) automatic generation of sensor usage policies by learning from the mobile app descrip-
tion if the particular sensor data access is neccessary for its main functionality.

(3) exploring the additional dimensions of crowdsourcing, including more sophisticated
context sensing using the user’s activities and more detailed privacy preferences col-
lection.
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Context-aware call processing

Newer investigations of context-aware call processing focused on solutions that can resolve
conflicts and undesired feature interactions caused by user specification of call processing
rules, as well as manage context data uncertainty. They integrated context-aware message
delivery with third-party communication channels into heterogeneous network architec-
ture, as well as offered discovery and composition of third-party services that can control
a user’s communication flow based on this user’s context and communication requests.

Context-sensitive Configuration of Call Control features using Rules (4Crules) is a
rule-based system that enables context-based call control using feature configuration rules
[183]. It subscribes to the associated set of features at the telephony system when the user
context changes. This feature subscription is used in all incoming and outgoing user’s
calls until the next user’s context update. It allows using abstract context inputs when one
or more context values in particular domains are unavailable. In order to determine the
applicable rules in the current context, the rules have weights that include a user-defined
priority, a concretness measure (cardinality of abstract context), and a probability of ap-
plicability of this rule in the given context. A constraint optimization model is used to
determine the optimal call processing rules in the user’s current context. 4Crules has been
designed specifically for this purpose: to manage conflicting user preferences, uncertainty
of context data, and resolve undesirable feature interactions that are generated when users
compose their feature configuration rules.

A policy-based approach that uses a callee’s context information to enable personalized
message delivery in heterogeneous networks and using various communication channels
has been described in [184]. Policies use IF-THEN rules to specify a user’s context-aware
message delivery preferences. The system reacts to the user’s context changes by dynam-
ically selecting the user-preferred messaging channel (i.e., email, SMS, or deferred by the
system) to handle incoming messages. This concept is similar to the context dispatcher
concept and architecture described in my licentiate thesis [58] that delivers an incoming
message to the recipient’s preferred device, which is adapted using their preferred commu-
nication means if it is determined to be relevant to this user in his/her current context.

SECE (Sense Everything, Control Everything) [185] is a context-aware event-based
service composition platform that creates user-defined event-based rules based on ontol-
ogy descriptions of presence, telecommunication, sensors, and location-aware services.
The rules trigger discovery and composition of different third party services (Google ser-
vices, Social media services, VoIP proxy server, sensors, and actuators) based on the user’s
context and communication requests. The rules are written in simple English-like language
that is easy to use by end users, while actions are defined using Tcl language that allows
easy adding of new commands. Five types of rules are supported: time, calendar, location,
context, and communication, along with a set of commands, such as sms, email, tweet,
and call. Context rules specify actions that should be executed upon particular context
changes, while communication rules describe actions that should be performed in response
to incoming, outgoing, or missed communication requests. Concerning the context-aware
call processing scenario, the VoIP proxy server and SECE implement a binary protocol that
informs SECE of the users’ incoming and outgoing calls and instant messages and notifies
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SIP proxy server of which action to take to handle the communication event (i.e., forward,
reject, or modify the call).

After reviewing a more work related to context-aware call processing, we identified the
following challenges that remain to be investigated:

(1) detecting a user’s behavioral patterns in managing incoming calls and notifications that
are context-related.

(2) predicting a user preference for processing an incoming call based on this user’s con-
text and past experiences of the like-minded users by crowdsourcing (i.e., analyzing
large sets of context data of many users).

6.2 Contributions

This section lists contributions of all context-awareness investigations.
The battery power consumption evaluation of context discovery and distribution meth-

ods using Bluetooth and WLAN technologies on mobile devices revealed that distributing
context information via Bluetooth is more expensive than directly learning it. However,
Bluetooth is well suited for discovery of nearby devices. Additionally, WLAN data trans-
fer is shown to be faster than the Bluetooth, taking a half of the data to transfer the same
amount of data to two devices. This shows that when the context data is sent to more than
three devices at once via WLAN multicast, this is more efficient than using Bluetooth. We
learned from this investigation that it is more energy efficient to distribute (once discov-
ered) context information to other devices in advance, rather than having all devices need
to learn this information themselves.

In the context aggregation investigation, we showed that the resource list-based sub-
scription/notification mechanism for context sharing outperforms the SIMPLE presence
mechanism with 3 or more context sources. Database performance was identified as a ma-
jor bottleneck during context aggregation, which we improved with the use of in-memory
tables and prepared statements, resulting in up to 57% database time improvement and re-
duction of aggregation time by up to 34%. With this reduction and an increase in context
size, we pushed the aggregation payoff threshold closer to 2 context sources. Moreover,
by modeling the relationship of parameters on which RLS aggregation time and SIMPLE
delivery time depend, we showed that the effectiveness of aggregation increases with a
smaller mean interarrival time of individual notifications generated by the SIP server and a
significantly smaller sum of the frequencies of individual context updates that are sent by
sensors - both when compared to the selected period of aggregation.

The evaluation of operator-based context synthesis on Nokia N800 device using a race
application demonstrated that it is possible to perform context synthesis in near real-time
(i.e., with an average latency of 2 seconds) on a mobile device. The frequency of these
context updates was about once every three seconds. The impression of users (i.e., spec-
tators in the race) following the synthesized context of gaps and groups of cyclists in a
virtual ranking service was very positive, stating that a few seconds of delay did not affect
their viewing experience.
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The inference of a user’s social relationships with the people this user interacts with
has been performed without the explicit user input, using the user’s daily communication
logs that were collected on this user’s mobile phone. The inferencing approach is based
on rule-based data mining, Bayesian network inference, and user feedback to compute
the probabilities of another user being in a specific social relationship with a given user.
This approach produces simple inference rules and with the limited amount of data (with
regards to both the number of involved users and the recording time) results in classification
success of roughly 80%. The inferred social relationships are stored in the form of a Friend-
Of-A-Friend (FOAF) ontology that has been extended with social relationship terms (i.e.,
family, friend, colleague, and unknown).

Context-aware privacy policies map privacy rules to one or more user’s situations, in
which these rules are valid. Each time a user’s situation changes, a list of valid rules is
updated, leaving a subset of the specified rules to be evaluated by a privacy framework upon
arrival of a context query. In context-dependent privacy policies a user’s context represents
an additional condition parameter in a privacy rule, thus all the specified privacy rules have
to be evaluated when a request to access a user’s context arrives. With an analytical model
we computed and compared the number of privacy rules that need to be evaluated upon
a context query arrival when they are specified with context-aware and context-dependent
privacy policies. The results of this evaluation showed that the number of context-aware
privacy rules that need to be evaluated decreases with the number of user’s situations and
context requestors that are represented by a small number of social relationship groups.

In the context-aware call processing investigation we extended the SIP proxy server’s
functionality to support context-based CPL scripts and use a user’s current context in de-
cision making about processing of incoming and outgoing calls. A prototype was imple-
mented that enables uploading, processing, and storing of a user’s context parameters and
context-based CPL scripts, as well as handling of the incoming user’s calls based on this
information. We found out by measurements of the SIP proxy’s response time that adding a
context switch to a CPL script increases the response time for 5% and that this time linearly
increases with the number of context switches. The reason for this time increase can be
attributed to retrieving context values that are used in CPL scripts from the database. How-
ever, in the future implementations of context-aware call processing uploading and storing
of context parameters can be done in a different way (e.g., by plugging in sensor services
and potentially caching the latest context values in memory or in-memory database tables)
in order to reduce the SIP proxy’s response time.

6.3 Delimitations

The context distribution methods investigated in this chapter do not consider QoC con-
straints to specify the quality level objectives on the received data. QoC was defined later
as a concept that has been integrated in context management frameworks. Hence, we pro-
visioned the set of context quantifiers, as part of composing asynchronous context queries,
that influence the way context information is retrieved before composing and sending back
the result. The context quantifiers give applications more control in execution of context
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queries (by setting the time limit on waiting for context response, specifying the mini-
mum accuracy of context information, or setting the maximum context information age
limit), thus they can be seen as QoC constraints. Upon a context update, context-aware
middleware performs a quantifier logic and returns the result to the application using the
application provided callback. Therefore, the context distribution methods do not handle
the context uncertainty or errors introduced by imperfect sensor data. They do not maintain
a long context data history either to retrieve previous context events or consider them in
context delivery decisions. New events override the old ones (at the SIP server and the end
user’s device) when the context information changes.

In context synthesis investigation we did not examine the cases when context changes
rapidly or considered the issues related to uncertainty in synthesized context. Context
updates were sent every 3 seconds, while the context synthesis took on average 2 seconds.
To deal with higher volatility of context updates context operators need to be optimized for
better performance and filter volatile and unstable sensor information that deviates from
the trend. We did not make any performance optimizations to reduce the context synthesis
time, which can be done in future by caching the decisions made by the operator matching
algorithm for a certain context query. Additionally, we did not measure the time to perform
remote operator invocation, in order to obtain the synthesized context from a different
node than where it is consumed. We did not study how to perform context synthesis in a
distributed fashion either, by distributing context operators on multiple devices, which can
be worth investigating in the future.

The proposed social context inference approach assigns each user’s communication
partner to a single social relationship’s category. The possibility of classifying a user’s
contacts to more than one social relationship’s category can potentially increase the classi-
fication success rate, which is desirable to investigate in the future.

Context-aware privacy policies were compared in terms of the reduced number of pri-
vacy rules that need to be evaluated by the privacy framework upon arrival of a context
query with the context-dependent privacy policies. However, a performance evaluation in
terms of the latency that the processing of privacy policies adds to the context response
time was not performed in our investigation. It has instead been performed and described
in the paper coauthor’s master thesis [186].

The measurements of context-aware call processing were performed by initiating call
requests from a single user only. Thus, we did not evaluate the scenarios of initiating the
calls from multiple users at a given time and with varying rates of sending consecutive
requests, in order to determine the average and peak call processing capability of the SIP
proxy server. Additionally, we did not investigate the possibility of assigning priorities to
specific call processing actions if a user’s situation matches more than one context condi-
tion in the CPL script. The reason for this is that in the existing call processing by SIP
proxy server, nodes are processed in the order how they are defined in the given script until
finding the first matching condition and executing the corresponding action, after which
the processing of CPL script completes.
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6.4 SIP-Based Context Distribution: Does Aggregation Pay Off?
(CA1)

Service model

A resource list-based subscription/notification mechanism has been proposed for context
sharing in this investigation. This SIP-based mechanism enables subscriptions to a resource
list containing URIs of multiple context sources that can provide the same context type
and delivery of aggregated notifications containing context updates from each of these
sources. Aggregation of context is thought to be important as it reduces the network traffic
between entities involved in context distribution. However, it introduces additional delay
due to waiting for context updates and their aggregation. To investigate if this aggregation
actually pays off and for what number of context sources, we measured and compared the
time needed by an application to receive context updates after subscribing to a particular
resource list versus after subscribing to each of the context sources individually. Figure 6.1
shows the infrastructure required by the proposed mechanism and this investigation.

Figure 6.1: Distribution service using RLS and XCAP-based operations

A resource list service is a service associated with a group of users, or more generally,
with a list of resources. It is defined and associated with an URI, called a resource list URI.
When a SIP SUBSCRIBE request is sent to this service URI, the server providing the ser-
vice reads the list, and subscribes for presence (or in our case context) information to each
resource on the list. In order to process subscriptions for resource list URIs, a resource list
server (RLS) is needed. Resource lists are stored as XML documents at an XML Config-
uration Access Protocol (XCAP) server, which provides a repository that can be accessed
by multiple entities, while XCAP is an HTTP-based protocol used to remotely manage
these documents [187]. Context distribution user agents (UAs) run as SIP endpoints on
three nodes connected to the Internet, providing context to and requesting context from
the server side of the infrastructure. These nodes run an application or a sensor/context
source along with the context distribution agent. Note that we use here the terms sensor
and context source interchangeably, thus abstracting the complexity of the source of the
collected context data (providing the raw sensor data or high-level synthesized context).
The SIP registrar receives registration requests and associates a SIP URI with one or more
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SIP UAs. The presence server receives subscription requests for context information of a
context source, responds to these requests, and generates notifications of changes in the
context state on behalf of a context distribution user agent. The RLS aggregates these indi-
vidual notifications and sends the aggregated notification back to the application’s context
distribution UA that subscribed to the resource list URI.

The context distribution mechanism provides the following activities: (1) registration
at the SIP registrar and the XCAP server using the type of context information the context
source provides, (2) discovery of available context sources that provide the desired type
of context in synchronous and asynchronous manner, (3) selection and subscription to a
subset of discovered context sources in order to receive aggregated notifications from only
the selected context sources, (4) activation of these context sources to start publishing their
context events, (5) aggregating these events in a single aggregated notification that is sent
to the users/applications that have subscribed to receive this context’s updates, and (6)
sending notifications about changes in availability of context sources that can provide the
desired context information.

We have extended the presence- and RLS-based subscription/notification mechanism
to provide information about the user’s context in the body of SIP messages, which is sup-
plied by context distribution UAs gathering information from sensors. Additionally, we
introduced the concept of public and private resource list to distinguish between discovery
of all available context sources and distribution of context from only the selected context
sources to the subscribed applications. An application creates its own private resource
list with the selected context source URIs (e.g., based on the quality of information these
sources provide), uploading it to the XCAP server. We created customized authorization
mechanisms for access control and management of public and private resource lists. Con-
text sources are allowed to add and remove their entries to/from the public resource list,
which can be read by everyone. Private resource lists have private access by the subscribed
users with read, write, and modify capabilities. Finally, we provided a partial notification
of changes in the public resource lists using the xcap-diff SIP event package [188] as part
of asynchronous discovery of the available context sources. This partial notification con-
tains the context source entry that has been added to or removed from a public resource list
and the patch which when applied, enables watchers to modify their private resource lists
accordingly and perform a re-subscribe action.

The purpose of this investigation was to: (1) assess the latency of different context
distribution activities, (2) measure the time needed by RLS to aggregate context updates
and send an aggregated NOTIFY to the subscribed entity, and (3) compare this aggregation
time with the time needed to deliver the same number of NOTIFYs using SIMPLE, in order
to determine if it pays off to perform context aggregation and for what number of sensors.

Testbed

Our testbed is shown in Figure 6.2. We extended OpenSIPS [189] and OpenXCAP [190]
with the modifications described above and implemented the context distribution service
in Java using the JAIN SIP stack.
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Figure 6.2: Testbed

The server side of the infrastructure is deployed on a single node, because the Open-
SIPS in combination with the non integrated XCAP server could not provide fast enough
partial notifications. Such an integrated mode was also proposed by the OpenXCAP imple-
mentors [190]. As a result, the SIP registrar, RLS, and XCAP server share some database
tables that store subscribers and resource lists. Additionally, the XCAP server invokes a
function in the SIP proxy server to notify watchers about changes in the public resource list,
using Inter-process communication. The context distribution service communicates with
the SIP proxy server using SIP/SIMPLE and with the XCAP server using HTTP GET,
PUT, and DELETE methods.

From configurable parameters, we used in OpenSIPS the maximum buffer size of 256
KB, the RLS timer of 1 second, and each context distribution sensor published its sensor’s
context updates once every 3 seconds. Note that RLS wakes up every second to aggregate
the latest NOTIFYs and sends the aggregated NOTIFY to users that subscribed to a given
context.

The experiments are performed on three computers in an unloaded, isolated 100 Mbps
wired local area network. The hardware configuration of each node is presented in Table
6.1. A client and sensor load generator were used to load the server side infrastructure
with SIP and XCAP operations, while measuring these servers’ performance locally on
the server machine. Load generators were implemented in Java on top of the context
distribution service.

Results

The pie chart in Figure 6.3 illustrates duration of different activities performed by the
proposed distribution mechanism using a single sensor as measured by Wireshark. The
registration of metadata activity time denotes an average response time that is needed to
register a context source URI at the SIP Registrar and the XCAP server. The synchronous
and asynchronous resource location times represent the average time to discover context
sources that can provide the desired context type in synchronous and asynchronous manner,
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SIP & XCAP Sensor Client
server generator generator

Device Fujitsu Siemens Dell XPS Acer Aspire
Celsius M420 M1530 5021

OS Ubuntu 8.04.2 MS Windows MS Windows
Vista Ultimate XP Professional

CPU 2x Intel Intel Core 2 AMD Turion
Pentium 4 Duo CPU 64 Mobile
@ 2.60Ghz T8300@2.4GHz Technology

ML-28@1.6GHz
RAM 1GB 3GB 1GB
NIC Intel 82547EI Marvell Yukon Realtek RTL

Gigabit 88E8040 PCI-E 8169/8110
Ethernet Fast Ethernet Family Gigabit
Controller Controller Ethernet

Table 6.1: Hardware used in the testbed

respectively. The context distribution time refers to the average time that is needed to
upload the private resource list at the XCAP server, aggregate the latest context updates,
and send the aggregated NOTIFY to the application that subscribed to a given context.
It can be observed from this pie chart that the context distribution consumes the largest
portion of the time2.

Figure 6.3: Activities performed by context distribution mechanism (1 sensor)

Let us elaborate in more details how context distribution is performed. After retrieving
a list of sensors that are able to provide the requested context information, an application’s
context distribution user agent selects the sensors that it wants to obtain information from,
inserts them in a private resource list, and sends a SUBSCRIBE message containing this

2Note that all the measurements results are represented by medians to best represent the data set and avoid
the effects of outliers. Each measurement was repeated 100 times to minimize the random error.
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new list to the RLS3. This SUBSCRIBE message is received by the RLS, which forwards
this request to the individual context distribution user agents running on sensor nodes (as
shown in Figure 6.4). These context distribution user agents in turn activate sensors to start
publishing context data, and send these context updates in NOTIFY messages back to the
RLS. RLS wakes up every second and aggregates the latest updated NOTIFYs, sending the
aggregated notification to the application’s context distribution UA.

Figure 6.4: SIP-based context distribution

Looking at these individual context distribution activities for a single sensor (shown in
Figure 6.5), we can observe that the largest portion of time is taken by the RLS aggregation
process. The average time to wake up and aggregate NOTIFYs is 493.3ms out of 527.6ms
consumed by all context distribution activities. This motivated us to further investigate the
cost of RLS aggregation.

Subproblem 4.B: Aggregation of context from multiple context sources

We measured the aggregation time by inserting timing logs into the OpenSIPS code. The
aggregation time was measured with one client and various numbers of sensors (ranging
from 1 to 166). The length of context data carried in the body of each individual notification
was 43 bytes, resulting in aggregation of maximally 166 of such context updates into the
UDP buffer (the buffer was extended from 8 to 64Kbytes). The measurements and linear
fits to these data are shown in Figure 6.6.

At the crossing of these curves, we see the number of sensors for which RLS and
SIMPLE notification times become equal, and to the right of this point RLS aggregation
performs better than SIMPLE. The enlarged view of the data near the origin enables us

3This SUBSCRIBE message conforms to RFC 5367 [191], which defines how to create a list of a set of
resources, put this list in the body of a message, and subscribe to it using a single SIP SUBSCRIBE request
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Figure 6.5: Context distribution activities (1 sensor)

Figure 6.6: Comparison of SIMPLE delivery time of NOTIFYs and RLS aggregation time

to conclude that for three or more sensors it pays off to perform aggregation. This is an
interesting result, because prior to making any measurements, we expected this treshold to
be significantly larger.

Next, we performed the same measurements with a context size of 680 bytes, in order
to determine the aggregation time behavior when the context size increases. The maximum
number of context updates which the 64 Kbytes UDP buffer could hold was 62 and the time
to aggregate 62 updates was half the time required to aggregate 166 updates of 43 bytes
length (i.e., 5.13 vs 10.2 ms). However, after increasing the content length from 43 to
680 bytes, the RLS aggregation and the SIMPLE notification delivery time increased at
a similar pace (119.3% and 115.7% with respect to the corresponding times at 43 bytes
length). As a result, the number of sensors for which the aggregation outperforms the
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SIMPLE remained the same (i.e., 3 sensors).
In order to get an indication for how many sensors aggregation pays off with a further

increase in the size of context updates, we repeated RLS and SIMPLE measurements with
context sources generating updates of 1025 bytes. Note that 1025 bytes was the maximum
size of context carried in 3 NOTIFYs that we could send without changing configuration
parameters. Figure 6.7 indicates that the crossover point in the number of sensors slightly
decreases towards 2, which tells us that RLS becomes more efficient than SIMPLE when
increasing context length. First (Q1) and third (Q3) quartiles in Figure 6.7 indicate disper-
sion for each data set.

Figure 6.7: Comparison of SIMPLE and RLS delivery times using 2 and 3 sensors gener-
ating different context update sizes

To find out which processes affect the aggregation time and to what extent, we mea-
sured the duration of aggregation activities as a function of the number of sensors for the
case of 166 sensors, each with 43 bytes context length. Figure 6.8 illustrates that the most
of the aggregation time is consumed by database (DB) operations (i.e., 59%), in particular
24% by the query and 35% by the update database operations.

The database operations are used as follows: when the RLS wakes up, it queries the
RLS presentity table for the updated context and after selecting and copying the records for
aggregation, it updates these records with a NOT UPDATED flag, initializing them for the
next round of context updates and aggregation. The rest of the aggregation time is spent on
aggregation of context data into the NOTIFY multipart body and sending the aggregated
NOTIFY to the watcher (i.e., 37% and 4% of the total aggregation time).

Next, we wanted to know how an increase in context size affects individual aggrega-
tion activities, thus we measured the duration of these activities during aggregation of 50
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Figure 6.8: Duration of aggregation activities when increasing the number of sensors

sensors updates, each with 43 bytes and 680 bytes length. Figure 6.9 presents these mea-
surement results, showing that the database operations time increased the most (i.e., for
300 µs), followed by the increase in time to aggregate context data (i.e., 162 µs). The least
increase in time (i.e., 92 µs) had sending of an aggregated notification to a watcher.

Figure 6.9: Duration of aggregation activities when increasing the size of context updates

Since we identified database operations to be the major bottleneck during the context
aggregation, we repeated the same experiments using the prepared statements and then us-
ing the in-memory tables & prepared statements. The use of prepared statements reduced
the database time for about 152 µs. Although this 152 µs might be a significant improve-
ment for 5 sensors or less (i.e., 20%), for 100 or more sensors this improvement is only 3%
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(see Figure 6.10).
To measure the duration of these same operations using the in-memory tables and pre-

pared statements, we had to recreate the RLS presentity table as an in-memory table. How-
ever, because in-memory tables do not support the BLOB type, we replaced it with the
VARBINARY type with maximum sizes of 43 and 680 bytes. To check if there is any
difference in performance when using these two datatypes, we measured the time to query
and update the context state from/to the MySQL table using both datatypes. Table 6.2
shows that using the VARCHAR datatype instead of BLOB does not degrade the database
performance results.

Average time to perform 43 bytes 680 bytes
UPDATE operation using BLOB 757.4 µs 959.6 µs
UPDATE operation using VARCHAR 718.6 µs 916.2 µs
SELECT operation using BLOB 805.6 µs 773,7 µs
SELECT operation using VARCHAR 778.1 µs 784.8 µs

Table 6.2: Comparison of query and update operation times using BLOB and VARCHAR
datatypes

Figure 6.10 illustrates that the use of in-memory table and prepared statements loga-
rithmically reduced the database times by up to 57 %, resulting in reduction of aggregation
time up to 34%. This database time reduction is efficient for supporting a large number
of sensors (>50), however it is insufficient to move our treshold of 3 sensors to 2 sensors.
Therefore, as part of future work, it should be examined if further increases of context
lengths when used together with in-memory tables, can shift this boundary to 2 sensors,
thus making an even stronger case for using context aggregation in any context-aware ap-
plication.

Using the fixed parameters (i.e., the frequency of context updates once every three
seconds, aggregation time period of one second, the UDP buffer size of 64kB, and the
context updates size of 43 bytes), we found that the RLS aggregation pays off for 3 or more
sensors. However, in order to derive how the effectiveness of aggregation would change
due to any of the factors affecting it, we created an analytic model of the relationship of
the parameters on which RLS aggregation time and SIMPLE delivery time depend.

The details of this model are given in paper CA1. We provide here and elaborate the
final equation, defining the benefit of aggregation BA(t) in a specific aggregation period
(t=n*TAGG) as the ratio of the SIMPLE delivery time and RLS aggregation time, which
tells us how many times RLS aggregation is faster than the SIMPLE delivery of individual
NOTIFYs:

BA(n ∗ TAGG) =
c ∗ n∗TAGG

tn
+ d

a ∗ n ∗ TAGG ∗
∑N
i=1 fi + b

≥ 1 (6.1)

In this equation fi denotes the frequency at which context updates from a given sensor
arrive at the SIP server, tn represents the mean inter-arrival time of individual NOTIFYs
generated by the SIP server, while the parameters a, b, c, d are empirically derived from
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Figure 6.10: Reduction of database and aggregation times

the measurements depending on the size of context updates. Since these parameter fits are
derived from measurements where the size of all updates was equal, we assume in this
model that all context updates are of the same size (in both SIMPLE and RLS scenario).

From (6.1) it can be concluded that the benefit of aggregation increases with a signifi-
cantly smaller mean inter-arrival time of individual NOTIFYs generated by the SIP server
(tn) and a significantly smaller sum of the frequencies of individual context updates that are
sent by sensors - both when compared to the selected period of aggregation (t=n*TAGG).

6.5 Evaluation of context distribution methods via Bluetooth and
WLAN: Insights gained while examining Battery Power
Consumption (CA2)

Service model

The context distribution methods that we use in this investigation are based on a simple
idea: each device discovers other nearby devices, collects context information from these
discovered devices, and distributes this information to all the discovered devices, such that
they all share the same (most recent) context information. We have performed these oper-
ations using Bluetooth and WLAN in cycles and measured the battery power consumption
starting with a fully charged battery and continuing until the remaining battery power is too
low to continue and the application is shut down by the operating system. We compared
the battery power consumption of both approaches in order to understand what is more
energy efficient: to let each device discover the context information or to distribute once
discovered context to each device, such that every device has the same information. The
following subsections describe these methods in more detail.
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Using Bluetooth, we discovered devices using Bluetooth’s discovery protocol, col-
lected their context information, created an XML file containing this information, and
distributed this file to all discovered devices. As context information we were specifically
interested in the list of services provided by a device. By propagating the complete list of
all the discovered services, we can quickly generate a list of all services that all devices
which are currently or soon could be in range have available.

Figure 6.11: Bluetooth context distribution

In WLAN context distribution we assume that each device has already discovered some
context and stored it in a local file. At the beginning of this method each device enters a lis-
tening state, where it starts a timer with a random timeout value. When the timeout occurs,
the device will check if it has received a discovery message, thus becoming a client, and
sending reply messages and a file containing context information to the server, as shown
in Figure 6.12. Otherwise it will act as a server, multicasting the discovery message itself
and starting another timer in order to wait for clients’ reply messages and files. Therefore,
there is no risk for collisions. Note that this timer value needs to be long enough to allow
a server device (in a role of context discoverer) to receive files from other client devices,
but short enough to keep all devices synchronized for the entire measurement period. Ad-
ditionally, all files received by clients are aggregated by the server and sent over multicast
again to the clients, such that all clients share the same information.

In each case (i.e., Bluetooth and WLAN context discovery and distribution) we have
performed the cycle of operations starting with a fully charged battery and continuing until
the device was not able to utilize the selected wireless interface any longer. Finally, we
compared both approaches to context distribution in terms of battery power consumption.

Based upon the power consumed for the file transmission and the file transfer data rate
we estimated how many joules are consumed per transferred user data bit. This is obtained
from the following equation:

Energy_per_transferred_user_data_bit[ J
bit

] = PFT [W ]
file_transfer_data_rate[bit/s]

=
∑n
i=1(UFTi

∗ IFTi
− UoffFTi

∗ IoffFTi
)∑n

i=1( file_sizei

TF Ti
)

(6.2)
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Figure 6.12: WLAN context distribution

, where UFTi
and IFTi

represent the battery voltage and current values consumed during a
single file transfer to a device, UoffFTi

and IoffFTi
denote the battery voltage and current

values obtained from the device when the Bluetooth/WLAN interface was turned off and
when the device was idle, and TFTi is the duration of a single file transfer.

Measurements were performed with HP iPAQ 4150 device. This device has a Wid-
comm Bluetooth 1.4 stack, 400MHz Intel PXA255 CPU, and Lithium Ion battery with
1000mAh and 3.7V. The Bluetooth context distribution application was developed on top
of the High Point Software’s BtAccess library, while the corresponding WLAN applica-
tion was implemented using System.Net.Sockets package, which is part of .NET Compact
Framework. Using the Microsoft’s coredll.dll library we developed a P/Invoke function
to retrieve the device’s battery power status. The computation of battery power required
the battery current and voltage values, while the remaining battery life was acquired as a
remaining percentage of the battery’s initial full life time (capacity).

Results

Subproblem 4.A: The energy cost of context discovery vs. context distribution

Table 6.3 shows the average power consumption, duration, and energy consumed by each
phase of Bluetooth context distribution. Note that we distinguish between the power con-
sumed before and after "correction", which is actually the battery power consumed during
each phase of the measurement process (the former) reduced by the battery power values
aligned in time when the Bluetooth interface was turned off and when the device was idle
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(the latter). Since the distribution phases were not equally long (i.e., they took different
amount of time), one can not directly compare their battery power consumption. Instead
we computed the average energy consumed by the battery by multiplying the the average
battery power consumed in each round with the average duration of each operation.

Average Device discovery Service discovery File transfer
power consumed:
before correction 339.7mW 324mW 340.3mW
after correction 114.6mW 98.6mW 114.9mW
duration 10.3s 1.6s 19.9s
energy consumed 1.18J 0.16J 481.7nJ/bit (3.9J/MB)

(per user data bit)

Table 6.3: Battery power, duration, and energy consumed by each phase of Bluetooth
context distribution

Comparing the cost of device discovery (i.e., 1.18J) with the cost to transfer a 1 MB file
(i.e., 3.9J) we can observe that the device consumes three times less energy to discover two
devices than to transfer a 1 MB file to a single device. This is an important result showing
that Bluetooth file transfer is not an energy efficient method to transfer data (as compared
to WLAN). However, it is well suited for discovery of nearby devices.

To compare the cost of WLAN to discover two devices with the Bluetooth device dis-
covery, we needed to compare the energy consumptions of the corresponding Bluetooth
and WLAN activities. Bluetooth device discovery corresponds to the WLAN’s listening
for discovery messages and receiving peer replies. However, sending and receiving of a
peer reply message takes a very short time and can be ignored in the energy consump-
tion calculation. Looking at their values in Table 6.4, we can conclude that Bluetooth
device discovery consumed significantly less energy than its WLAN counterpart (1.18J vs.
16.6J). Concerning their average durations, it also took less time to discover two devices
via Bluetooth (10.3s) than in WLAN (15s). However, one should note that the duration of
the listening for discovery messages phase was configured in the WLAN distribution pro-
tocol’s source code as the random timeout value that increases with the merged file size.
Looking at the energy cost of WLAN distribution of 12.5J to transfer a 1 MB file, we can
observe that 3.2 times more energy was consumed per bit by sending data over WLAN
than over Bluetooth. Because we can send data over multicast to multiple users at once,
this result tells us that distributing data over WLAN is more power efficient method than
using Bluetooth when the number of recipients exceeds three.

We showed by now that context discovery should be done by Bluetooth and context
distribution using the WLAN multicast. In order to answer the question if it is better
to perform context discovery or context distribution, we computed how many joules are
consumed by a client to receive a single user bit over the WLAN multicast as follows:
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Listen to Wait for Send merged file Receive
Average DiscoverPeers PeerReplies by multicast merged file

and files from server
power consumed:
before correction 1312.7mW 959.3mW 1151.8mW 1144.5mW
after correction 1083.4mW 728.4mW 920.7mW 919.2mW
duration 15s 15s 13s 4.5s
energy consumed 16.67J 9.96J 1.56µJ/bit (12.48J/MB) 4.1J

(per user data bit)

Table 6.4: Battery power, duration, and energy consumed by WLAN context distribution
activities

Energy_per_received_user_data_bit[ J
bit

] = ERMF [J ]
received_file_size[bit]

=
∑n
i=1(URMFi ∗ IRMFi − UoffRMFi ∗ IoffRMFi) ∗ TRMFi∑n

i=1(received_file_sizei)

(6.3)

The resulting energy consumption was 1.33µJ/bit.
Note that ERMF in the equation (6.3) is the total energy consumed by a device to re-

ceive a merged file. Comparing this result of 1.33µJ/bit with the average energy consumed
by Bluetooth to discover two devices along with their services (i.e., 1.5J), we can observe
that a device would spend significantly more energy to discover 2 other devices and their
services using Bluetooth (approx. 2.7kB of data) then to receive a file of the same size over
WLAN multicast (i.e., 28.7mJ). Note that in order to consume 1.5J, a device could receive
the file of 140kB over WLAN multicast. Moreover, the energy to discover context would
increase with the number of nearby devices. Therefore, it is more energy efficient to
distribute (once discovered) context knowledge to other devices in advance, rather than
having all devices learn this information themselves. Moreover, multicast should be used
for distribution of (discovered) context to interested context consumers.

6.6 Context synthesis papers

This section combines the service model and results of two papers (CA3 and CA4) that are
interrelated, proposing and evaluating the context operators approach for context synthesis
as part of the context retrieval, by measuring the response time to a context query and
evaluating if it affects the near real-time user experience.

Context retrieval and distribution in a mobile distributed environment (CA3)

This paper designed a model for retrieving context information in a mobile distributed en-
vironment. An approach has been proposed to retrieve context information directly from
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its source only when it is needed, rather than simply when a new value is available. The
retrieved value is then cached in a database until its validity expires. To enable simple
application requests for context information, while hiding from them the underlying trans-
formation process, we utilized context queries and context triggers. Context queries are
used for stateless retrieval of context information, e.g., "What is the temperature of this
room", while context triggers represent queries for stateful context information, trigger-
ing a predefined action when context information reaches a specified state, e.g., "Alert me
when the temperature of this room reaches 28 degrees Centigrade". Context queries can
be simple (i.e., requiring only a database query for the specific context information) or
complex (i.e., requiring context synthesis).

In the same paper we introduced a novel approach to context synthesis using context
operators. These operators serve two purposes. First, an operator provides a functional
approach to context data simplifying context synthesis and programming of context-aware
systems in general. Second, the context engine applies operators dynamically based on
description of input and output types. Operators can invoke other simpler operators within
their function, which is specified in their description using the operators’ ontology schema.
Operators can have different implementations of their functions, which can be added or
removed at any time during context middleware runtime without changing the middleware
source code. This results in system flexibility, extensibility, and enhances code reuse.

Synthesizing context for a sports domain on a mobile device (CA4)

This paper implements and evaluates the context operators for context synthesis approach
(in terms of response time to context query sent by the application) that was described
and designed in CA3 paper. This paper illustrates the main advantages of context oper-
ators, which are: reusability, extensibility, and interoperability, facilitated by ontology-
based context modeling. This approach was used to develop a racing application for the
live sport event (in Super Prestige Cyclocross in Gieten, Netherlands), providing a near
real time virtual ranking service.

Service model

In our distributed context retrieval, context synthesis begins with interpretation of a con-
text query to retrieve a description and implementation of an operator that matches the
requested operator’s description in the query. A context query is represented with expres-
sion consisting of an operator, input arguments, and a context quantifier. An example of
such expression is (InRange (alice, 500, Users), All), which according to the context query
definition means "find all users within 500 meters from alice".

The description of the retrieved operator specifies the operation performed by this op-
erator, the required input arguments, and the type of output returned by this operation.
Before the operation is performed, the missing input values are obtained from the context
source or explicitly stated by the user in the query. The output of the operation is sent
back to the application as a result of the context query. This result is called a synthesized
context, since it is generated by context synthesis.
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In the following we provide a formal specification of context operators. Let Op be a
set of context operators:

Op={op1, op2, ... , opn}, n∈N
An operator op∈Op is represented with a bundle of the operator’s description and imple-
mentation:

opi=desc(opi), impl(opi)
An operator’s description desc(opi) is defined as:

desc(opi)={namei, Ini, Outi, Usesi}
where:

• namei is the name of opi

• Ini is a list of types of inputs that will be provided to opi

• Outi is the type of output produced by opi

• Usesi is a list of other (simpler) operators opi used in its execution

An operator’s implementation impl(opi) specifies an operator’s implementation as an
implementation of the operation Fi, which takes list of input arguments whose types are
specified in Ini, produces as a return value of the type specified byOuti, and invokes other
simpler operators (i.e., impl(Usesi)) in its execution.

An example implementation of the operation Fi is the program F(In), shown below.
The program takes a list of inputs, here represented by variables In. At the beginning, the
program checks whether the list of used operators is empty, then performs the specified
operation on the list of inputs. If the list of operators is not empty, the program will invoke
each operator’s function and pass as arguments the newly obtained inputs. This program is
abstraction of an operator’s implementation to illustrate the process of context synthesis.
In our implementation, this program is realized as a java script. For simplicity, operations
(methods) performed by an operator opi and other operators in the program have the same
name (i.e., F).

Listing 6.1: An implementation of an operator’s function F
program F ( In )

b e g i n
i f Uses i s empty

o u t = pe r fo rm o p e r a t i o n on In
e l s e

f o r each op from Uses
In_New= per fo rm o p e r a t i o n on In
o u t =op . F ( In_New )

r e t u r n o u t
end

As defined in this model, operators consist of a description and implementation. They
are described in an ontology that specifies the name of an operator, the types of the required
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input arguments, the output type, and a list of other operators used in performing the oper-
ator’s function. Operators are implemented as java scripts that perform an action specified
in the operator’s ontology. They are created for a specific domain and can be used by a set
of applications in that domain. In order to provide context synthesis functions for appli-
cations in another domain, a new set of operators needs to be provided to the middleware,
along with their ontology schema.

Operator’s ontology

Consider the following context queries:

1. "Find all users in range 500m from Alice."

2. "Find all streets in range 500m from Kista Centrum."

3. "Find all towns in range 20km from Stockholm."

4. "Find all phones in range 50m from my office."
....

The number of these and other similar context queries (which are very specific and
implement the same functionality, but take different input and produce different output
types) is quite extensive. If each context query would employ its own implementation of
an operator, it would significantly increase the database storage required along with the
time needed to find the right one. Furthermore, the right operator might not be found,
unless the exact relation between the requested and the desired operator’s input is specified
(e.g., the context query asks for streets in the user’s range, and the available "InRange"
operator implementations return postal codes instead of streets).

Relationships between operators and their input and output types are described in the
operator’s ontology. Operators can have dependencies on other operator(s), such as the "In-
Range" operator can use the "DistanceBetween" operator to calculate the distance between
two locations.These other operators might have multiple implementations that take differ-
ent types of input arguments, such as: "DistanceBetweenUsers", "DistanceBetweenCities",
"DistanceBetweenPhones", etc. The querying process becomes even more complex for so-
lutions without proper semantics and hierarchical relations between utilized concepts.

Operator space

To solve this problem, we distinguish between generic and specialized operators. Generic
operators are part of an ontology schema, representing an umbrella for all the different
implementations of a function they provide. They are part of an API provided to application
developers. On the other hand, specialized operators can be created/modified and inserted
into the middleware by application or system developers. Specialized operators are not
directly visible to application users and which operator is invoked will be determined by
the middleware at runtime.

Figure 6.13 shows the structure of the Operator space - a repository of operators.
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Figure 6.13: Operator space

The root folder (i.e. operators/) contains all generic operators (which are also fold-
ers), containing in turn their specialized operators. The specialized operators are bundles
of an operator description (an instance of the operator ontology encoded in Manchester
OWL format4, i.e., a .man file) and an operator implementation (a java script written in
Beanshell5, i.e., a .bsh file).

The root folder of the Operator space shown in Figure 6.13 also contains three specific
operator scripts which are responsible for retrieving context data from the context reposi-
tory: GetContext.bsh, GetClassContext.bsh, and GetInstanceContext.bsh (when we know
the context owner, when we know some properties of the owner that we use to identify
him/her, and when the type of the context entity is known and used to identify the context
owner, respectively).

4Note that the Manchester OWL syntax [192] is more appropriate for mobile devices than the usual OWL
syntax [151]. The main reason is that it is much easier to parse, as it requires only two linear scans of the ontology
file, and does not require construction of a tree structure during parsing. Another feature is that an ontology is
approximately half the size of the equivalent OWL representation, and because it is human readable it is possible
to edit it by hand if necessary.

5Beanshell is an open source Java script engine [53] that has been chosen for operator implementation due
to the following reasons: (1) it is a small, free, embeddable Java source interpreter ( 150K jar file) with object
scripting language features, and is written in Java, 2) it has transparent access to all Java objects and APIs, 3) it
can work in security constrained environments without a classloader or bytecode generation for most features,
and 4) it runs in four modes: command line, console, applet, and remote session server. In our implementation
the operator scripts are part of the context service process and they can be added and removed by the middleware
in a programmatic manner. The advantage of this approach is that these java scripts do not need to be compiled;
only the ones that will be invoked need to be loaded into an interpreter. This saves some compilation time because
many of the operators will never be invoked.
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We proposed this kind of file structure to reduce the search effort of finding the rele-
vant specialized operators that are able to synthesize context for the supplied context query.
Instead of parsing a large ontology file describing specialized operators of all generic op-
erators, we propose to parse smaller ontology files containing fewer specialized operators
that belong to the relevant generic operators. By relevant generic operators we refer to the
operator specified in the context query and its set of dependency operators. Additionally, a
path to the operator description file is dynamically constructed based on the operator root
folder and the generic operator name, thus there is no need to search for files or folders in
the operators’ directory. In our design generic operators are directly sub-classed from the
class Operator and specialized operators are individual instances of these generic opera-
tors. Therefore, the parser does not need to resolve a deep class hierarchy in order to find
the generic operator classes that a specialized operator might be an instance of.

Operator matching algorithm

The context synthesizing process determines the most appropriate specialized operator to
invoke from the available (specialized) operators, using a reasoning process that takes into
account the required operator’s output type and the supplied input types set in the context
query. In order to find the matching input and output types it uses an equivalent prop-
erty and a subclass relationship, which are built-in primitives in ontologies. The operator
matching algorithm returns as a result of the reasoning process the specialized operator
with exactly the same description as specified in the query or a more generic one (if the
exact match does not exist).

The idea behind the operator matching algorithm is to enable different applications (or
even different context systems) in the same domain to use the same "functions" to syn-
thesize context information, without being concerned about the implementation of these
functions. For example in a sport domain: a racing application and media application
deployed on different devices should be able to query each other (using the same middle-
ware API and generic operators) for the results of the race and rankings of cyclists in the
competition.

Context retrieval and querying

Context information is distributed from sensors to the applications that have expressed
interest in retrieving this information. As mentioned earlier, these applications might be
running on different devices than the sensors, therefore the information about provided
and required context types has to be propagated in the network infrastructure. An applica-
tion acquires particular context information by sending a context query to the middleware.
Alternatively, it can create a context trigger that executes a predefined action when the
specific context condition is fulfilled.

We split context queries in two categories, depending on whether they contain an op-
erator or not: complex and simple context queries. Context queries that contain an opera-
tor, whose inputs determine the context information that needs to be obtained, are called
complex queries. Another type of queries that simply specifies the type of context infor-
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mation it wants to retrieve, without using operators, are called simple queries. A context
query can also contain a context quantifier, which influences the way context information
is retrieved (specifically whether one waits for one or for all context values, or waits for
context values for a specified number of milliseconds or the values with a certain property),
before composing and sending back the result. This was the motivation behind introducing
asynchronous context queries - to give applications more control in execution of context
queries. The query processing is performed in a separate thread and the control of query
execution is passed back to the application (via a callback) when the result of context query
is composed.

We have implemented the following set of context quantifiers: TimeLimitQuantifier (to
set the maximum time limit on waiting for context response), AccuracyQuantifier (to set
the request for the minimum accuracy of the context information), and FreshnessQuantifier
(to set the maximum context information age limit). These quantifiers can be used by
an application when composing a context query. Application also needs to provide the
implementation of a callback function, which will be invoked by context middleware for
returning the context result.

Let us illustrate on the following example how the context synthesis and retrieval
works. A context query InRange("101", 50, Cyclist), 5sec, which sets the maximum time
limit to a context response to 5 seconds using the TimeLimitQuantifier, can be interpreted
as follows: retrieve all cyclists in the range of 50 meters from the cyclist with the ID="101"
and the result should be returned within 5 seconds. If the result is not computed by that
time, the synthesis process will be interrupted, and a response will be returned (in the
callback method) to the query initiator containing an empty list of values and a flag indi-
cating that the query was unsuccessful. After receiving the query, the operator matching
algorithm retrieves all available specialized operators and processes the supplied data in
order to find an exactly matching specialized operator. Otherwise, it will return a more
generalized one, i.e. UsersInRange, which would return Users instead of Cyclists as result.
The exact matching specialized operator CyclistsInRange is derived from generic operator
InRange, requiring an input of the type Cyclist and producing an output value of the type
Cyclist. This operator uses the result from another (simpler) operator DistanceBetweenXY-
ZLocations that calculates the distance between two locations. Finally, these operators’
methods are invoked and the result of context synthesis is returned to the application as a
response to the (complex) context query.

A context trigger is defined with a context condition that is represented with context
parameter name-value pair, an action that should be invoked when this condition is met,
and a type of context condition event (specifying whether the action should be performed
when the user enters or leaves this context). A context action specifies an action to be
performed when the context condition event is fired, the time when the action should be
triggered, the duration of the action, and optionally the interval in which the specified
action should be periodically triggered.

When created, context triggers are inserted directly into context sources. Context
sources pool sensors for context information and compare the retrieved values with the
specified context condition. When the match is discovered, the context condition event is
fired. The context middleware listens to those events and executes an appropriate action.
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The purpose of the investigation was to evaluate if the proposed approach can synthe-
size context on request and provide the desired high level context in near real time, i.e.,
without perceiving long delays that might be caused by context reasoning or retrieval.

Results

Subproblem 4.C: Feasibility of context synthesis on a mobile device

The performance of context operators has been evaluated in terms of the response time to
a context query sent by the application. The response time is divided between the time
needed to find the correct operator (i.e., operator matching), the time needed to obtain the
needed context information (formatted as ontology data) from its repository6, and the time
needed by this operator to perform the actual context synthesis (i.e., operator invocation).

The performance tests were run on a Nokia N800 device with a JamVM virtual machine
[193] with a compiler for Java 1.4. The device was chosen by the project consortium
because it is Linux based, allowing network and low-level programming.

Table 6.5 presents the response times obtained by sending the same context query,
while varying the number of available specific operators (i.e., 1, 2, 5, and 10) when per-
forming the operator matching algorithm, and then calculating the mean value.

Average response times Based on 10 Standard deviation Based on 10 Standard deviation
with varying number of first queries (based on 10 subsequent (based on 10
specialized operators first queries) queries subsequent queries)
Matching algorithm time 2.49 sec 0.009 sec 1.94 sec 0.07 sec
Loading specialized & 1.7 sec 0.087 sec No average, for No standard
root scripts time first time only deviation
Total operator 4.2 sec 0.087 sec 1.94 sec 0.07 sec
matching time
Context retrieval time 0.37 sec 0.006 sec 0.09 sec 0.001 sec
Loading dependency 0.15 sec 0.001 sec 0.17 sec 0.015 sec
scripts time
Operator invocation time 0.67 sec 0.008 sec 0.36 sec 0.04 sec
Total query time 5.4 sec 0.045 sec 2.57 sec 0.07 sec

Table 6.5: Response times

Note that before the java scripts can be invoked, they have to be loaded into the inter-
preter and the classpath has to point to the folder where these scripts reside. These scripts
can also invoke other scripts (from different folders), thus these other scripts need to be
invoked in the caller’s context (the so called namespace). Therefore, when the first query
is sent, the total time needed to find the most appropriate specialized operator (i.e., the
total operator matching time) also includes the time needed to set the namespace to point
to the generic operator folder (e.g., InRange), as well as load specific operator scripts from

6In the research project this work was part of all the retrieved context data was stored in the context repository,
which resided locally on the device.
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this folder and from the root operator folder. For all successive queries this operation is
cached. When invoking the specialized operator found by the matching algorithm, some
additional time is needed to also load the scripts from the dependency operator folder (e.g.,
DistanceBetween).

As it can be seen from Table 6.5, the response times for the first query are twice as large
as for other following queries, because the caching speeds up the subsequent operations.
The operator matching algorithm takes 2 seconds on average, however for the first query
it requires 4 seconds (including the initial time needed for loading the necessary scripts).
Context retrieval (of three cyclists’ data) was rather quick as was the operator invocation
time. We used SQL prepared statements to retrieve context from an HSQL database. The
total time needed to receive the result of context query took on average 2.5 seconds, but
5.4 seconds for the first query.

Note that in some other scenario it could happen that after the second query the first
query is made again but containing some other operator, this will also require operator
matching. However, by introducing caching of the matched specialized operator for a
given query can reduce the total query time.

A racing application was developed in the scope of research project that used the pro-
posed context synthesis solution to dynamically compose gaps and groups of cyclists in
order to provide a nearly real-time virtual ranking service in a live race at the Super Pres-
tige Cyclocross in Gieten, Netherlands, as depicted in Figure 6.14.

There were 1000 spectators along the race course. Note that this deployment was
intended as a proof of concept to validate the research project platform’s functionalities
and was not designed to be an evaluation of the system using a statistically significant
number of users. However, the impression of 9 users (monitoring the race on 6 tablet PCs
and 3 Nokia N800 devices) was very positive. A few seconds of delay did not affect their
"near real-time experience".

6.7 Context-aware privacy policies papers

This section describes the results of two related papers CA5 and CA6 that deal with design
and evaluation of context-aware privacy policies and social context inference. These pri-
vacy policies control access to a user’s sensitive information by specifying the privacy rules
that are valid in different user’s situations and for different groups of context requestors.
The proposed privacy policy design is evaluated and compared with the design of exist-
ing context-dependent privacy policies, in order to demonstrate that context-aware privacy
policies can reduce the number of privacy rules that need to be evaluated by the privacy
framework when a request for context information arrives, thus shortening the context re-
sponse time.
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Figure 6.14: Virtual ranking service depicting gaps and groups of cyclists in the live race

Context inference of users’ social relationships and distributed policy
management (CA5)

This paper proposes to use context conditions and a user’s social relations in design of pri-
vacy policies for context access control, in order to enable decision making about granting
access to context information to the context requesting entity based on the social relation-
ship that this entity has with the context owner and the owner’s current situation. The
social relationships are derived from a user’s daily communication with other people, us-
ing an approach that applies rule-based data mining, Bayesian network inference, and user
feedback on the sample data collected by the mobile phone. This approach is implemented
and evaluated on data obtained from three users monitored for a week, resulting in high
classification rates despite the simple rules and limited log data.

A Context-aware Privacy Policy Language for controlling access to context
information of mobile users (CA6)

A context-aware privacy policy language (CPPL) has been created based on the experi-
ences from the CA5 paper. It maps the privacy rules to one or more user’s situations, in
which these rules are valid, enabling the list of valid rules to be updated each time the
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situation changes. This way only a subset of the specified rules needs to be evaluated by a
privacy framework when a request to access a user’s context arrives, which can potentially
decrease the response time to a context query compared to evaluating all the specified pri-
vacy rules. The described comparison is performed with respect to the context-dependent
privacy policies, in which a user’s context is used as an additional parameter in the privacy
rule, causing all the rules to be evaluated upon arrival of a context query. This comparison
demonstrates the reduction in the number of evaluating rules achieved by CPPL encod-
ing, that becomes more effective with the increasing number of user-defined situations and
context requestors that are represented by a small number of social relationship groups.

Service model

A user’s situation is defined by one or more conditions that must apply to an entity, where
an entity refers to the context owner. Conditions consist of one or more context parameters
in a logical combination (of AND and OR operators). Privacy rules are mapped to one
or more situations. A rule describes who can access what kind of context information
and in what granularity. Context parameter allows hierarchical syntax, enabling specifying
a desired context granularity that can be accessed by a context requestor. The effect of
a privacy rule is to permit or deny access to the requested context information. When
more than one rule in the ruleset controls access to the requested context information, a
combination rule such as "denyOverrides" or "permitOverrides" is used to deny or grant
access to it, if at least one rule evaluates to deny or permit, respectively.

Privacy rules can also be defined for a class of context requestors represented by a
social relationship group. Different ways of representing context requestor in a privacy
rule are provided: as an individual user, as a member of the social relationship group, or as
the member of administrative group, from which the individual users can be excluded.

From the privacy framework perspective, which executes in the context owner’s de-
vice as part of the context middleware, policies are stored in the repository from which the
situational context parameters are extracted and sent to a context provider to retrieve the
missing values. After acquiring the context values from sensors, the context provider fires
the context changed event, which is subsequently received by all components that have pre-
viously requested this information. If the updated context contained in the context changed
event is the situational context, it will update the list of privacy rules that are valid in this
new situation. This step is called privacy refinement and must be performed before deter-
mining if the context requestors are authorized to access the requested context. However,
if the changed context is not a situational context, the policy refinement is not necessary,
since the valid rules are already up to date. After receiving a context request from context
requestor, the privacy mechanism will check the list of valid rules to determine if the re-
questor is permitted to access the required context. If the request is permitted, it will be
forwarded to the context provider, which will acquire current context from sensors, for-
mat it to the permitted scope, and send this scoped value to the requestor. Otherwise, the
context request will be rejected and access to the requested context denied.

The proposed inference approach for deriving social relationships from mobile phone
and email log data requires each participant in the communication to log its communica-
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tion data on their mobile phone. This improves system scalability, since each user builds
their own social relationship model, and there is less concern about their privacy. The
logged data contains information about communication activities (sent and received SMS
& MMS messages, call logs, and e-mails), without incorporating any sensitive information
such as users’ location or proximity. Each communication activity log entry contains a
timestamp, contact information, and duration of the communication. The inference rules
need to be simple and understandable by human developers and users, and can be updated
by a learning mechanism that includes user feedback.

The proposed social relationship inference approach consists of: (1) deriving a set of
features that might be used to distinguish between four different categories of the com-
munication partners (friends, family, colleagues, and strangers), creating inference rules,
(2) evaluating usefulness of selected features (by calculating the Information Gain [194]
achieved by a feature) and keeping the ones that best contribute to discrimination of com-
munication partners’ categories, (3) utilizing the selected features to derive inference rules
and manually inspecting them by human developer in order to reflect the general knowl-
edge about communication characteristics, and (4) using the inference rules to create a
classifier and a simple Bayesian network in order to estimate the classifier’s confidence in
its decision (if the classification success rate is too low, then the inference approach should
go back to step 1). Note that user feedback is introduced in this approach since learning the
rules fully automatically with a very limited amount of log data was regarded as unfeasible
at the time of writing this paper.

The user’s inferred social relationship groups are stored in a Friend-Of-A-Friend (FOAF)
ontology [46] that has been extended with social relationship terms: family, friend, col-
league, and stranger. Each user’s communication partner from the logged data is assigned
a single social relationship group based on the inference results. In the future, these in-
ferred relationships can potentially be integrated with the information from external social
networks, by merging their data exported in FOAF format with the data derived by our
inference mechanism.

Results

Subproblem 4.D: Context-aware vs. context-dependent privacy policies

To compute and compare the number of privacy rules that should be evaluated by the
privacy mechanism when a request for context information arrives, an analytical model
has been developed comparing the rules that have been encoded using context-aware and
context-dependent privacy languages. To keep the model simple, the following assump-
tions have been adopted:

• Each privacy rule specifies access of a single requestor (which can be an individual
or a group of people) to a single context parameter.

• A separate privacy rule needs to be defined for each requestor and context parameter.

• The number of sensitive context parameters whose access is controlled is the same
in each situation.
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After a simple manipulation with a model parameters that have been described in CA6
paper, the following equation has been derived:

NCD
NCPPL

= R ∗ S
G+RIND

(6.4)

whose result can be interpreted as the reduction in the number of rules achieved by the
proposed context-aware privacy policy design. In this equation NCD and NCPPL represent
the number of privacy rules that need to be evaluated upon arrival of context query when
the rules are encoded using the context-dependent and the context-aware privacy policy
languages, respectively. R denotes the number of context requestors used in privacy rules, S
represents the number of user’s defined situations, G is the number of groups representing
individual requestors, and RIND specifies the number of individual requestors that are
identified by their identity.

Since each context requestor belongs to either a group or is considered as an individual
requestor, and assuming that there are no empty groups, the sum of groups and individual
requestors will always be less than or equal to the number of all requestors (i.e., G+RIND
≤ R). Additionally, there exists always at least one situation to which the privacy rules are
mapped, even when there are no defined situations by user, which is an "Always" situation
(i.e., S>0). From here folows that NCPPL will always be lower than or equal to NCD.

The equation (6.4) also demonstrates that the larger the number of user-defined situa-
tions and the number of requestors represented by a small number of (social relationship)
groups, the more effective CPPL becomes compared to the existing context-dependent pri-
vacy policy languages. Only in the borderline scenario, in which all privacy rules are spec-
ified for individual requestors and a single user situation, is the number of rules in CPPL
equal to the number of rules in the existing context-dependent privacy policy languages.

Subproblem 4.E: Inference of user’s social relationships

Concerning the data collection for the social relationship inference investigation, a daily
communication of three users were logged for a week of time, which resulted in 331 com-
munication activities with 41 different partners in total: 122 interactions with 15 partners
for user1, 121 interactions with 13 partners for user2, and 88 interactions with 13 part-
ners for user3. The purpose was to classify these communication partners into four social
relationship groups: stranger, colleague, friend, and family member. Table 6.6 shows 16
derived candidate features with values that were discretized to high/medium/low values
(with low corresponding to < 0.75*average, medium being ≥ 0.75*average and ≤ 1.5*av-
erage, and high denoting > 1.5*average value), except for Contact data available that had
yes/no value.

As this set of features was insufficient to discriminate between the family member
and the friend category (i.e., it did not perform better than the random classifier), it was
enhanced by two additional features:
(17) Number of SMS/MMS on Friday or Saturday night
(18) Number of phone calls on Friday or Saturday night
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Derived potential set of features Selected Abbreviations for
useful features selected features

(1) Contact data available Yes [ContactData]
(2) Number of communication activities Yes [nInteraction]
(3) Number of phone calls Yes [nPhoneCalls]
(4) Number of phone calls at work time No
(5) Number of phone calls in free time Yes [nPhoneCallsFreetime]
(6) Number of phone calls at weekend Yes [nPhoneCallsWeekend]
(7) Average duration of phone calls No
(8) Number of SMS/MMS Yes [nSMS]
(9) Number of SMS/MMS at work time No
(10) Number of SMS/MMS in free time No
(11) Number of SMS/MMS at weekend No
(12) Number of Emails No
(13) Number of Emails at work time No
(14) Number of Emails in free time No
(15) Number of Emails at weekend No
(16) Number of Business Emails Yes [nBusinessMails]

Additional features
(17) Number of SMS/MMS on Friday or Yes [nSMSFrSaNight]
Saturday night
(18) Number of phone calls on Friday or Yes [nPhoneCallsFrSaNight]
Saturday night

Table 6.6: Derived and selected set of useful features

The usefulness of these candidate features was estimated based on the Information
Gain measure, resulting in the selected set of features that is shown in the second column
of Table 6.6. The other features did not really contribute to the discrimination of the four
categories of communication partners and were therefore discarded.

Based on the PART rule learning approach [195] a rule based classifier was created.
The derived rules were manually inspected by the developer before they were applied to the
logged data (in order to check if these rules hint at overfitting or if they reflect the general
understanding of the developer about characteristics of the communication category). The
following rules for classifying a user’s contacts into four social relationship categories
resulted from this step:

(1) if(nInteraction == low and ContactData == no) or (ContactData == no and nPhoneCalls
== 0 and nSMS == 0) then category = "stranger"

(2) if not("stranger") and (nBusinessMails > low or nPhoneCallsFreetime <= medium and
nPhoneCallsWeekend <= medium) then category = "colleague"

(3) if not("stranger") and not("colleague") and nPhoneCallsFrSaNight >= medium and
nSMSFrSaNight >= medium then category = "friend"
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(4) if not("stranger") and not("colleague") and not("friend") then category = "family"

The rule (4) is a result of the rule learning approach and the order of filters: the first
filter identifies strangers and then out of these colleagues can be extracted. Assuming that
only friends and family members are left, the most useful rule filters friends out of the
remaining group. Finally, the group that remains are family members.

Despite the limited data and using the simple inference rules presented above 33 out of
the 41 different communication partners were classified correctly with regard to the users’
self reported social relations: 13 out of 15 for user1, 11 out of 13 for user2, and 9 out of
13 for user3. This corresponds to classification successes of about 87%, 85%, and 69%,
respectively. 4 out of the 8 incorrectly classified communication partners are friends that
were classified as colleagues. The remaining 4 incorrectly classified partners were more
or less spread equally among colleagues, friends, and family members. The classification
result of 69% is not very satisfactory. The reason for these incorrect classifications is that
the user3 had the smallest number of total interactions. Because of the lack of data about
these contacts, there is little evidence to base a decision on. However, more importantly,
all incorrect classifications were judged to be unsure, in which case the user would have
been asked for feedback.

In conclusion, the classification success of roughly 80% for all three users is a promis-
ing result, which was achieved by applying simple rules and very limited log data. As the
user’s device performs the logging, the classification accuracy for those people with whom
the user regularly has contact should quickly be correct, while only new contacts will be
inaccurate.

6.8 Extending CPL with context ontology (CA7)

Service model

This paper investigates an approach that is based on exploiting context information to en-
hance the power of existing SIP call control services by introducing more powerful deci-
sion making about processing an incoming call based on the context information of an end
user (i.e., receiver).

The SIP call control services are implemented using Call Processing Language (CPL)
[59], a language used to describe and control Internet telephony services. A user describes
his/her own customized service in a CPL script using a set of rules. These rules are ex-
tended with context parameters described in an ontology and representing a user’s current
context, in order to support call processing based on this information. The goal of this
research work is to show the benefits of extending CPL scripts with context ontology, al-
lowing the easy extensibility and enabling simple CPL to be more powerful in decision
making about call processing.

The CPL scripts reside and execute in a SIP proxy server, an application server, or
intelligent agent. We uploaded and executed CPL scripts in a scalable and reliable open
source SIP platform, called SIP Express Router (SER) [196]. When the SIP INVITE mes-
sage comes (initiating incoming/outgoing call), SER executes the appropriate part of the
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user’s CPL script that refers to an incoming/outgoing call and manages the call routing
logic (accept and route the call to callee, reject the call, forward it to the voicemail, send
an e-mail to, redirect, or proxy to some third party).

A CPL script is parsed after being uploaded to SER. It is stored in an external MySQL
database and is loaded and executed upon receiving an incoming/outgoing call request.
The CPL script then processes this call request.

In CPL, switches represent choices a CPL script can make based on either attributes
of the original call request or other items independent of the call. The existing switches
are: address switch, string switch, time switch, priority switch, and language switch, and
different screening services can be created based on any of the above switches or combina-
tions. All switches have a list of conditions that can match a variable. When the CPL script
is executed, the conditions are checked in the order they are presented in the script. The
output of the first matching node is taken. The information affecting the choice of CPL
scripts that use the existing switches is carried in the SIP message.

We extended the syntax of CPL scripts with a context-switch that enables decision
making about call processing based on the user’s context information (that is uploaded
using context ontology). The context switch assumes that a user’s current context is avail-
able in the database when the incoming call request arrives. Therefore, the context ontol-
ogy needs to be uploaded before the context-dependent CPL script, which is subsequently
parsed and the context values are stored in the database. However, since retrieving values
from the database is more CPU intensive and takes longer time than extracting the fields of
SIP message, we examined in this investigation the cost of context-based CPL scripts and
their impact on response time to an incoming call request. Additionally, we built a context-
aware VoIP prototype in order to evaluate how easy it is to add new context parameters to
CPL and how complex decision criteria can be built using the proposed solution.

Table 6.7 defines the syntax of the "context-switch" and its output, "context" node. No-
tice that "context-switch" has one parameter "owner", that identifies a context owner. The
context owner can be the user himself/herself or the user can specify context for some other
person. However, the latter scenario is not considered in this investigation. A "context"
node specifies different context attributes, such as "location", "task", and "activity" of the
context owner. These context attributes are identified by analyzing application scenarios
of a typical business user.

Node: context-switch context switch node
Outputs: context context node
Parameters: owner context owner

Ouput: context context node
Parameters: location location of a context owner

task task of a context owner
activity activity of a context owner

Table 6.7: Syntax of a context-switch and context node
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The values of context parameters are specified in the user’s ontology document, rep-
resenting the user’s current context. The user’s current context determines which script
will be uploaded to the SER. When the context-switch node is invoked, it will match the
context parameters, set by uploading the user’s ontology, with context values in the CPL
script and return the decision of how to process an incoming/outgoing call.

The context-aware VoIP prototype implements call processing dependent on context
parameters, with the purpose of making it easier to specify a suitable action to be taken
and which is adaptible to the user’s current situation. The system architecture is shown
in Figure 6.15, consisting of four components that are implemented in the lab: a client
application, match component, wrapper, and extensions to the CPL-C module [197] of
SER.

SER
(extended CPL-C 

module)
SIP UA

Call
redirect 

reject

mail

proxy

Context 
repository

CPL repository

Match

CPL script upload
store context values

CPL

MySQL

Wrapper

store/retrieve 
context values

store/retrieve 
CPL script

accept

Client application

select CPL scriptselect ontology

Figure 6.15: Context-aware VoIP prototype

The client application is used for uploading ontologies and CPL scripts. Since it has
been implemented as an applet, the client application can be used from different machines
and different locations. When the user wants to upload a context-based CPL script (see
Figure 6.15), he/she has to first upload the ontology to the match component. The match
component parses the context ontology, extracts the user’s context parameter values, and
stores them into the external MySQL database (that is also used by SER for storing users
and CPL scripts). Next, the match component matches context values with the correspond-
ing values in available CPL scripts to determine which script describes rules for the current
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user’s context.
Before they are uploaded to SER, CPL scripts are stored in a CPL repository, while

ontologies reside in a context repository. Upon receiving a call request (SIP INVITE mes-
sage) from a SIP UA, SER loads the selected CPL script from the database and executes
it. If the CPL script contains a context-switch, it matches the values set in script rules with
the corresponding context values, and if they match, takes appropriate actions. The cpl-c
module of the SER source code was modified to support context-dependent CPL scripts.

The wrapper component was created to pass context values between the client appli-
cation, the match component, and the SER. It is used by SER to retrieve context values
from the database when the CPL script is executed. More details about the prototype and
its components are described in [198].

Results

Subproblem 4.F: Impact of context switches on duration of call processing

The purpose of this investigation was to compare the difference in time when executing
standard CPL switches that read SIP header fields against our context-switch that retrieves
context parameters via an ontology. We tried to answer the following questions: what is
the added delay and what is the cost of adding ontologies. To achieve this, we performed a
series of measurements, measuring the response time to INVITE message while increasing
the complexity of CPL scripts.

We started the measurements by executing a CPL script with one address switch (that
makes call processing decisions based upon the value of (origin or destination) address
fields in the message), and then progressively adding an additional switch, up to 5 in total.
Next, we did the same sort of tests when executing context-dependent CPL scripts. The
results of these measurements are shown in Figure 6.16.

Figure 6.16: Comparison of (standard and context-dependent) CPL scripts response times
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We can observe that progressively adding an address-switch to a CPL script did not
increase the response time - it remained almost constant, with a total increase of 0.15
(in the worst case 0.33) milliseconds, which is 4.6% (or at most 10%). When adding an
additional context-switch in subsequent measurements, we can notice a linear increase of
response time with the number of context switches.

Adding context switches to a CPL script increases the response time for 0.4 up to 2.3
ms, a 5%-24% response time increase due to retrieving the required user’s current context
values from the database. Note that with each additional context switch in the CPL script
the SER’s function needs to access the database in order to obtain the required values. The
total response time increase for 5 context switches is 46.60%. The difference between the
first and the second context switch happened to be smaller than the remaining increases
(as shown in Figure 6.16), because the response time of the first context switch includes
the time needed for opening a database connection, whose reference is reused by other
context-switch nodes in the same CPL script.

Figure 6.17 shows the comparison in response times of different types of CPL scripts:
the first CPL script with 2 address switches, the second script with 2 context switches, and
the third CPL script with 1 address switch and 1 context switch. The results show that a
combination of only context-switches is the most expensive, while the combination of only
address or other standard switches is the least expensive.

Figure 6.17: Comparison of different types of CPL scripts and their response times

Regarding scalability, some measurements were performed in [198] with 100 users
sending simultaneously INVITE messages. In case of the context-based CPL script, 1485
INVITE messages were successfully processed from around 1650 messages in total that
SER has received, which corresponds to a 90% acceptance rate. The SER’s total processing
time (from the moment he received first message until he sent the last provisional response)
was 12.3s, however some of the requests were not answered. In case of the conventional
CPL script, 1979 INVITE messages were successfully processed from around 2000 re-
ceived messages, which corresponds to 98.9% acceptance rate. The SER’s total processing
time was 15.1s. The SER’s average response time was 7.4ms for both the conventional
and context-based CPL script. Note that this happens because the rate at which the SER
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processes the requests is lower than the rate of sending these requests, so that the queue
becomes completely filled and some packets get lost. However, in order to determine the
SER’s peak and average processing rate more measurements need to be performed in the
non-saturated zone with varying rates of sending consecutive requests.

6.9 Conclusions

An overview of investigations in the context-awareness area that were performed in the
scope of my licentiate thesis study was presented in this chapter, along with the historical
review of the related works. The performed investigations span from evaluating: (1) energy
efficiency of context discovery vs. distribution, (2) latency of aggregating context updates
into a single aggregated notification vs. receiving individual context notifications from con-
text sources, (3) time to perform context synthesis as part of context retrieval, (4) reduction
in the number of privacy rules that need to be evaluated by the privacy mechanism when
these rules are encoded using the context-aware privacy policy language (compared to
the existing context-dependent privacy policy languages) and when the social relationship
groups are used to represent individual context requesters, up to (5) evaluating response
time of context-dependent call processing.

The investigation (1) was performed by battery power consumption measurements of
context discovery and distribution methods on mobile devices that were implemented using
Bluetooth and WLAN technologies. We learned from this work that it is more energy
efficient for mobile devices to collaborate and share context knowledge (that they have
discovered, acquired, and modeled) with other devices on geographically distant locations
(which have done the same) than to discover all the information they need themselves when
they arrive at each new location. This enables these devices to adapt their behavior (and
make appropriate decisions) in advance of arriving at a new location. We also learned that
multicast should be used for this context distribution.

In the investigation (2) we measured and compared the time needed by an application
to receive context updates after subscribing to a particular resource list (using RLS) versus
after subscribing to each of the individual context sources (using SIMPLE), for different
numbers of context sources. Our results show that aggregation of context pays off when
the number of individual sensors reaches or exceeds three. They also indicate that the com-
bined use of a larger context update size and in-memory & prepared statements moves this
boundary closer to 2 sensors. The effectiveness of RLS-based context aggregation (repre-
senting how many times is the aggregation time faster than the time to receive individual
context updates) was shown to increase with a smaller mean inter-arrival time of individ-
ual NOTIFYs generated by the SIP proxy server and a decrease in frequences of individual
context updates sent by sensors.

The investigation (3) examined the applicability of context operators to synthesize con-
text on demand in mobile applications of the sports domain, in particular in the mobile
cyclist race application. We showed that context operators are able to dynamically syn-
thesize context in sports domain on request (i.e., the gaps and groups of cyclists) with
an average latency of 2.5 seconds, which has been demonstrated not to affect the view-
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ers’ near real time experience when following the cyclists’ race on their mobile devices.7

These 2.5 seconds of delay are suitable for delay-tolerant applications that do not need ac-
cess to synthesized context from a highly volatile information, which changes value more
frequently than once every 2.5 seconds, or which might be delayed due to the complexity
of an operator’s function that is used to synthesize the high-level context.

In the investigation (4) we derived analytically the relationship between the reduction
of the number of rules that need to be evaluated by the privacy framework when the context
query arrives, the number of user-defined situations, and the number of context requestors
that are represented by social relationship groups. Using this relationship we compared the
context-aware privacy policy language (CPPL) with the existing context-dependent pri-
vacy policy languages, showing that CPPL becomes more effective with a larger number
of user’s situations and a larger number of context requestors represented by a small num-
ber of social relationship groups. We also showed that it is possible to derive these social
relationship groups, with approximately 80% accuracy, from a user’s daily communication
logs collected on the mobile phone by a few contacts during a week of time. A sim-
ple, iterative rule-based learning approach that combines rule-based data mining, Bayesian
network inference, and user feedback was employed for this social context inference.

The investigation (5) measured the response time to an incoming call request delivered
using SIP INVITE message in order to determine the duration of call processing caused by
executing a CPL script with varying complexity. By varying the number and type of CPL
switches from 1 to 5 and alternating between the address-switch and the proposed context-
switch, we demonstrated that the response time to an incoming call linearly increases with
the number of context switches in a CPL script, adding a delay of 0.4 ms to the response
time per context-switch. However, progressively adding the address switches did not in-
crease the call response time, which remained almost constant with a total increase of 0.15
ms. The reason for a higher increase of response time when executing a context-based CPL
script (compared to executing a conventional CPL script with e.g., address switches) lies
in retrieving context values from the database that are matched againt the corresponding
context values in the context-switch, before deciding which CPL script to execute (com-
pared to extracting only the header values from the SIP INVITE message). Therefore, a
combination of only context-switches in the CPL script is the most expensive to execute in
terms of response time, while the combination of only address or other standard switches
is the least expensive. However, this increase of the call response time needs to be con-
sidered in the light of the significantly increased power of decision making criteria for call
processing that has been enabled by context extensions.

6.10 Validity of the Results

The context aggregation results were obtained with the fixed parameters: the frequency
of context updates was once every three seconds, the aggregation time period was set to

7Note that this measurement was performed in 2008. on Nokia 7700 device with a significantly weaker CPU
than the modern mobile devices have, therefore we expect that the results would be much better if repeated with
the newest devices available on the market.
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one second, the UDP buffer size was 64kB, and the context update size was 43 bytes.
In order to derive how would the aggregation results look under change of any of the
factors affecting them, we created an analytical model expressing the relationship of the
parameters on which RLS aggregation time and SIMPLE delivery time depend. We found
out that the aggregation becomes more effective than the SIMPLE presence mechanism
with a significantly smaller mean interarrival time of individual NOTIFYs generated by
the SIP server and a significantly smaller sum of the frequencies of individual context
updates that are sent by sensors. Additionally, our experiments indicated that the boundary
of 3 sensors for which the RLS aggregation pays off becomes closer to 2 sensors with
an increase of the size of context updates and the use of in-memory tables & prepared
statements. In order to confirm and quantify these results, we plan to repeat the aggregation
measurements with sensors publishing the context updates of different sizes and at different
frequencies, observing how this impacts the aggregation time and the number of NOTIFYs
being aggregated.

In the scope of Bluetooth and WLAN context discovery vs. distribution investigation,
we found out that the main reason that WLAN consumed more energy than the Bluetooth
to discover devices was a long timer value set in the source code of the WLAN distri-
bution protocol. The blocking receive operation in the WLAN discovery phase did not
let the processor go into its low power mode. Therefore, this timeout value needs to be
shortened in the WLAN protocol implementation and the measurement application needs
to be modified to include the periods of a processor’s activity and inactivity, in order to
be able to estimate the difference between the energy consumption of a device performing
vs. waiting for an operation and verify the energy efficiency of context discovery using
WLAN. Additionally, these measurements did not consider the issue of the time waiting
for link layer acknowledgements, which would require additional experiments to measure
the details of the effects of waiting.

The duration of the context synthesis of the gaps and groups of cyclists took on average
2.5 seconds on a mobile device. Note that from these 2.5 seconds of the context synthesis
duration, 2 seconds were spent to perform operator matching. Context retrieval was rather
quick as was the operator invocation. However, context was retrieved locally from the
mobile device repository. Therefore, an open issue is whether the actual bottleneck of the
context synthesis lies in the performance of the operator matching or in the communication
part (i.e., how long does it take to retrieve the missing context information from the remote
sensor) that remains to be investigated. Other open issues that need investigation are how to
deal with context synthesis when the context changes more rapidly than once in 2 seconds
and how to handle imperfect or incomplete context data.

The performance of context operators has not been optimized in our investigation, i.e.,
caching of decisions made by the operator matching algorithm for a certain context query
could potentially significantly reduce the context synthesis duration. Additionally, repeat-
ing these measurements with a modern mobile device that has significantly stronger per-
formances than the employed Nokia 7700 could further reduce context synthesis duration.

The proposed social relationship inference approach was tested with only three users
whose daily communication with other people was monitored for a week in order to verify
if this approach is applicable to a limited amount of logged data. Hence, this approach
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should be evaluated with at least 12 users in order to prove its success with the statistically
significant number of users, and applied to the publically available data set for data mining
in adition to our collected data sets. The classification results for the people with whom the
user has a regular contact are shown to be quickly correct, while new contacts with limited
communication with the user were inaccurate. Therefore, when there is limited amount of
logged data due to a little evidence to base decision on, instead of performing the wrong
classification it would have been better to introduce a fifth social relationship category,
called "not yet classified", and classify this data when there will be more evidence and
their classification would be estimated as confident.

The classification of communication partners was in our investigation limited to a sin-
gle social relationship category. Hence, we are aware that our assumption of mutual ex-
clusive categories of social relationships is not valid in general (e.g., a colleague can also
be a friend). In fact, such relationships are seen in our classification results. Therefore,
the proposed inference approach should be extended to support classification of the user’s
communication partners to more than one social relationship, by detecting characteristics
of social relationship categories without having a discriminating classification problem in
mind. However, it has to first be investigated if such a limited amount of log-data is suffi-
cient to derive such characteristics.

The performance evaluation of the proposed context-aware privacy policy design in
terms of the latency it adds to the context response time was not performed in our investi-
gation. However, it is provided in the Master of Science thesis of the first author of CA6
paper [186], showing that it adds a delay of 136µs (4%) to the average context response
time (3.263ms). This thesis report also shows that increasing the number of privacy rules
from 1 to 1000 has only a slight effect on the performance of the system by increasing the
context publication time from 284.55ms to 287.34ms. Additionally, a usability study is
needed to make sure that the proposed context privacy approach can be easily employed
by average mobile users.

In the context-aware call processing measurements, the user’s context was retrieved
from the database each time an incoming call request arrived, which increased the call
response time. Using the in-memory tables with prepared statements instead of the stan-
dard SQL database tables can shorten the duration of database retrieval operations, thus
reducing the call response time. Additionally, instead of a user uploading his/her context
ontology before the context-dependent CPL script, sensor services should automatically
update the current user’s context independently of the CPL script upload. The system
should take care of acquiring the latest values of the context parameters that are used in the
stored CPL scripts.



Chapter 7

Discussion

The overall focus of this thesis was on assessing what information can be used to optimize
video content and determine optimal conditions for mobile video delivery in order to enable
more adaptative and controllable management of network and video resources. Throughout
the thesis we have been demonstrating the context- and content-aware solutions that can
bring economic and energy cost reductions to all stakeholders: mobile operators, content
providers, and end users, while improving some aspects of users’ QoE (such as minimizing
perceived delays, playback interruptions, and perceptual video quality degradations).

First and foremost, we proposed an opportunistic context-aware mobile video prefetch-
ing scheme that prevents the content to be downloaded on data rates that are lower than the
specific threshold value, thus shortening the time that is needed to download the content
on demand over the radio interface, and reducing 20-70% energy consumption associated
to mobile video delivery. By prepositioning a video in the device’s memory before the
user requests it and playing the prefetched content with no interruptions or delays, content
prefetching can improve a mobile user-perceived QoE. We performed the content prefetch-
ing in different channel conditions, identifying the regions in which prefetching is likely
to deliver the largest energy gains. Our results show that the largest gains can be obtained
for data rates with strong correlation and low noise variation (or low average value and
high peak-to-mean ratio) and for setting the threshold value close to an average data rate.
We demonstrated that by tuning the threshold data rate based on these statistical data rate
properties, the prefetching scheme can maximize the energy cost reduction of mobile video
delivery that can be achieved using the proposed method.

Second, we created a human- and content-aware video optimization technique that can
in a programmatic manner optimize video content for desired QoE when viewed on a mo-
bile device, by downscaling the resolution of short video segments from the maximum
device supported to the minimum resolution that satisfies the target perceptual video qual-
ity. Such an optimized video has up to 60% reduced size compared to the reference video
(encoded in one of the existing resolutions) and a slightly lower perceptual video quality
that cannot typically be perceived by the human visual system. An optimized video can
be downloaded, prefetched, or adaptively streamed over a varying data rate channel to the
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user’s mobile device. The latter can be performed using the QoE-aware adaptive video
streaming that runs over Dynamic Adaptive video streaming over HTTP (DASH), stream-
ing an optimized video in the highest constant perceptual video quality that can be achieved
in the given channel conditions. By limiting the maximum bitrates of the requested video
segments and using the remaining throughput to prefetch the optimized video segments in
advance of video playout, QoE-aware streaming maintains a more stable perceptual video
quality than DASH despite the fluctuations of the available bandwidth, while consuming
fewer bits, which improves a user-perceived QoE.

Considering the mobile operators’ perspective, the mobile network bandwidth can be
used more efficiently by spreading the content download over 24 hours instead of being
concentrated mostly during peak hours when the network is usually congested. Addi-
tionally, by delivering optimized video content over mobile network (i.e., reduced in size
compared to the reference video quality) contributes to reduction of the mobile video traffic
load and to closing the operator’s revenue gap, which currently represents a big challenge
for mobile operators (as discussed in the Introduction section).

Content providers can reduce content distribution costs by streaming optimized videos
to their consumers. Being able to control the perceptual video quality of optimized videos
and estimate the achievable bandwidth savings, content providers can better plan their
video content delivery within their bandwidth and budget constraints. Moreover, by offer-
ing the QoE-aware adaptive video streaming algorithm for download to their consumers,
which can reduce video quality variations experienced during the DASH streaming, con-
tent providers can improve their consumers’ perceived QoE. They can also make the video
delivery more energy efficient for their users: by reducing the amount of data bits that are
downloaded to their mobile devices and/or scheduling the content prefetching at times and
locations with high data rates that can be signalled by mobile operators or estimated by
a mobile device by periodic prefetching. Moreover, by adjusting the prefetching parame-
ters to statistical properties of data rates, content providers can maximize the energy cost
reduction of video delivery or reduce the time to complete content prefetching.

The end users can benefit from these solutions by having a longer battery lifetime of
their mobile devices, optimized QoE for the given video and channel conditions, and the
opportunity to view more video content for the same monthly price. By combining the
opportunistic prefetching scheme with a user’s stochastic channel model built over time
on the user’s mobile device, high energy cost reductions of mobile video delivery can be
achieved without the mobile operator’s involvement.

The presented results, which are definitely promising, have been obtained using the
data rate logs of several mobile users, popular movies content, content delivery simula-
tions, and user studies ran on the particular mobile device in a controlled lab environment.
In order to be applicable in different environments, the performed experiments and the
methodology need to be repeated with other devices, video types, and viewing contexts. It
should be verified if any of the works across devices and videos can be grouped and applied
to other devices and videos belonging to the same group. Additional studies are needed to
precisely quantify the performance improvements in real world scenarios and validate the
obtained results using the prototype implementation of end-to-end mobile video content
delivery and large scale user tests in different environments.
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In the Introduction chapter we posed research questions that are answered in the results
section of technical chapters (3-6), representing the contributions of this thesis. More
detailed investigations are described in the published papers that can be found in the part
II of this thesis.

In the remaining of this section we describe how these proposed concepts fit together
in an end-to-end mobile video content delivery solution, illustrated in Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1: End-to-end mobile video content delivery

This end-to-end solution, combining the proposed video delivery and optimization con-
cepts in this thesis, is envisaged to work as follows. A mobile user wants to view a par-
ticular video on his/her mobile device, while having specific requirements regarding the
delivery time, perceptual video quality, and desired energy & bandwidth savings. The
application on the user’s mobile device contacts the QoE-aware video delivery service
provider, passing the specified service requirements to it, in order to establish an SLA with
this service provider. After an SLA has been established, the service provider decides about
the mobile video delivery strategy that can satisfy the agreed SLA based on the wireless
network bandwidth characteristics, video quality scores, and bitrates of the requested video
content (to name a few factors). The provided mobile video delivery strategy consists of
the mobile video optimization and delivery actions that need to be executed, along with
delivery parameters that should be set on a mobile device when executing these actions.
For example, in this thesis we created an optimal prefetching strategy that can maximize
the energy savings of a mobile device associated to video delivery (as described in Section
3.5), the method for determining the target perceptual quality for which the video should
be optimized in order to yield the desired bandwidth savings (given in Section 4.5), and
the strategy for streaming the video in the maximum QoE that can be achieved in the given
network conditions (presented in Section 5.4). Any of these methods can constitute the
delivery strategy that will be suggested to the user in order to meet the SLA requirements.
Finally, after the video has been delivered to the user or the user terminates the content
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delivery, the mobile application on his/her phone delivers the QoE feedback to the QoE-
aware service provider, which can be explicit (provided by the user) or implicit (containing
the playback events and the video quality of delivered segments).

There are still many opened questions that need to be answered in order to implement
this end-to-end mobile video delivery in practice. We will discuss the ones that we regard
as the most important in the following paragraphs. The first question is how to design
a QoE-aware SLA and whether the performance that has been agreed with the service
provider can be guaranteed to the user? How strict the definition of the parameters ranges
need to be in an SLA? Recall that all the methods proposed in this thesis were created
Over-the-Top, therefore there needs to be a certain margin for parameter values that can be
tolerated due to not having knowledge about the underlying network.

Second question relates to the role of mobile operators and content providers in pro-
viding this service. Since this method can provide the described benefits to both operators
and content providers, their potential engagement can be in: (1) providing the information
about channel quality, signalling the service provider when there are good network condi-
tions, and potentially ensuring the needed resource allocation to satisfy each user’s desired
QoE and the QoS of other running services on their mobile device and (2) providing the
information about video quality scores and bitrates of all short video segments in the multi
bitrate video, respectively. In such a collaboration model it is not clear which party would
deliver the requested content to the user (the actual service provider, the content provider,
or the operator). Moreover, the functionality of QoE-aware video delivery service provider
can also be implemented by the operator, content provider, or in the mobile device itself.

Third question is if the same methods can be applied to multiple users at the same
time that might be collocated, experience the same (or similar) channel conditions, and
would like to use this service. What changes would potentially need to be made in order to
support the multi-user scenario in QoE-aware mobile video delivery?

Fourth and last question in this discussion would be how can the user be involved
in providing the QoE feedback after viewing the video and specifying the video delivery
performance requests that can be mapped to the SLA parameters?

7.1 Future works

This work has set foundation for future investigations. We used various context and
content-aware information in the proposed content delivery schemes with the goal of min-
imizing energy and bandwidth consumption, describing the obtained results in this thesis.
This section summarizes the limitations of our work, identifies the open research chal-
lenges, and plans how to address them in the future work.

Context information was used to determine optimal conditions for content prefetching
in mobile network that can result in shorter data transfers and reduced energy consump-
tion. The proposed opportunistic context-aware mobile prefetching scheme has shown the
capability of reducing the energy cost of mobile video content delivery, using the estimated
user data rates (from periodically prefetching some content bits) and a target prefetching
data rate to drive the content prefetching process. This scheme was successful in avoiding
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the prefetching to be performed at low data rates, while ensuring up to 30% energy cost
reductions. The highest reduction was obtained when the target prefetching data rate was
set close to the average data rate, since the highest availability of data rates that can meet
the required threshold was found around the average data rate. Setting a larger data rate
threshold than this one causes an increasing amount of content bits to be prefetched at lower
data rates during the phase of channel probing, which increases the energy consumption.
Therefore, introducing the channel quality knowledge (such as signal strength, location of
cell IDs with times when high data rates are available, and availability of multiple access
networks, obtained from either historical data or the mobile operator) to signal the method
when there are good opportunities for prefetching could reduce the need for frequent chan-
nel probing and increase the goodput, as well as reduce the energy consumption of data
transfers, and provide shorter prefetching duration to the user. Further enhancements of
this method are planned, investigating their impact on energy savings and comparison with
the current prefetching implementation.

In the next phase we plan to perform the prefetching experiments in the real world set-
tings with mobile devices and user preferences regarding the energy cost reduction and/or
maximum content delivery delay in order to demonstrate the usefulness and accuracy of
the prefetching system. The successful realization of such experiments would represent
a first step towards achieving a QoE-aware SLA that enables users to receive the desired
content within the agreed time boundaries, while optimizing their energy budget required
to complete the mobile video download.

Concerning the use of content-aware information in mobile video content delivery, we
investigated on a mobile device the impact of downscaling a video frame resolution on
perceptual video quality, in order to reduce the video size without compromising the view-
ers’ QoE. We also used the information about buffer occupancy, average data rate of the
channel, video bitrates, and video quality scores to determine the maximum quality of
an optimized video that can be streamed in the given network conditions without down-
switching this quality when experiencing a low data rate and running out of bits in the
buffer. The results obtained from optimizing video content are promising, demonstrating
that substantial bandwidth savings can be obtained without compromising the perceptual
video quality. However, the entire investigation was performed on 15 seconds long video
segments since there was no standardized method that allowed evaluating the perceptual
video quality of longer videos. This represents both the limitation and the challenge for
future work: to design the subjective quality test method for evaluating quality of longer
videos. Additional studies on optimizing videos for different types of mobile devices and
using different video types, resolutions, and encodings are needed to generalize the per-
formance results of this video optimization method and apply it more widely. Moreover,
investigations of how other types of content-aware information (separately and in combi-
nation) affect the perceptual video quality are possible, in order to explore their potential
for optimizing videos and reducing their size to an even greater extent without perceptible
quality degradation.

QoE-aware adaptive video streaming was compared with DASH in terms of perceptual
video quality versus the number of consumed bytes that were needed to achieve this quality,
using the same videos and emulated data rates for streaming. The plan for future work is
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to conduct this comparison in a real network with mobile users, evaluating their perceived
video quality after the video streaming has completed. An optimal target video quality for
streaming an optimized video over the given data rate channel has been found by analyzing
MOS values of 15 seconds video segments that were optimized for different target video
qualities and identifying the highest such quality whose deviation from the optimized video
is below 10%. The additional subjective video quality tests are planned to evaluate the
accuracy of this definition and the obtained optimal target video qualities.

In general, OTT adaptive video streaming is becoming a dominant service which should
guide dimensioning and resource management in modern communication networks. There-
fore, we plan to develop a cross-layer video optimization and delivery framework that can
exchange information between mobile users, video streaming services, and network in or-
der to allocate network resources to video streaming service users based on desired QoE
that they want to achieve, while optimizing and delivering videos to their mobile devices
according to each user’s individual perception and preferences. This framework is expected
to reduce costs of mobile broadband network infrastructure and energy consumption by de-
livering optimized videos with lower number of bytes than required by the existing adaptive
video streaming services.

Finally, the results of this thesis can help operators and content providers to reduce
their costs and provide more content to their users at the same (or cheaper) price.




